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STATEMENT

This is an action by the Northern Pacific Railway

Company, plaintiff below, against Adams County and

twenty-two other counties in the State of Washington,
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and their respective county commissioners and county

treasurers, individually named as defendants, to secure

a reduction in the valuation and assessment of the operat-

ing property of the plaintiff for taxation for the years

1935 and 1936, the cancellation upon the records of the

defendant counties of all amounts of taxes based upon

such valuation and assessment in excess of the amounts

claimed by the plaintiff to be the correct amounts, and

to enjoin the defendant counties, their officers and em-

ployees from taking any steps to collect the amount of

said taxes in excess of the amounts contended by the

plaintiff to be the correct amounts.
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THE PLEADINGS AND ISSUES

The Bill of Complaint (R. 5 to 42) states two causes

of action, the first relating to the taxes assessed for the

year 1935, and the second relating to the taxes assessed

for the year 1936.

The Bill of Complaint, in addition to alleging the

incorporation and business of the plaintiff, the official

status of the corporate and individual defendants, the

diverse citizenship of the parties and the amount in-

volved, alleges that the action arises under the Consti-

tution of the United States, and that the amount in con-

troversy between the plaintiff and each defendant

exceeds in value the sum of $3,000, exclusive of interest

and costs. The bill then refers to the 14th Amendment
to the Constitution of the State of Washington requir-

ing uniformity of taxes upon the same class of property

within the territorial limits of the authority levying the

tax. It then recites that Chapter 130, Laws Extraordi-

nary Session, 1925, governs the valuation and taxation

of both common property and railroad operating prop-

erty. Common property is assessed biennially in the

even years by local assessors and equalized by local

boards of equalization. Operating property of railroads

is valued annually by the State Tax Commission, and

equalized' by the State Board of Equalization. The value

of railroad operating property shall be made at the same

time and in like manner as near as may be, as the value

of the general property of the state. Both railroad and

common property "shall be assessed at 50% of its true

and fair value in money." The railroad company is

required to file an annual report with the Tax Commis-
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sion, stating the number of shares of capital stock, par

value and market value for such period as the Commis-

sion may request, a detailed statement of the funded

debt and market value of each series, the general de-

scription of the real and personal property, a detailed

statement of all securities of other corporations owned

or held by it, and the par and market value thereof, the

length of the system and of the portion in the state, the

gross earnings of the railroad from operation and income

from other sources on the whole system, and in the

state, and other information pertinent to the determina-

tion of the fair cash market value of the railroad system

and of the portion within the State of Washington.

When the Tax Commission has determined the fair, cash

market value of the railroad property within the state

it places that value on an assessment roll, together with

a general description of the property, and notifies the

railroad company of the amount of its assessment. The

assessment roll is then submitted to the State Board of

Equalization composed of members of the Tax Commis-

sion, at its annual meeting on the first Tuesday in Sep-

tember, and the railroad company has a right to ap-

pear and be heard as to the assessment of the property

of such company, and the value and assessment of the

general property of the state, and the Board shall cor-

rect the valuation of the property of the railroad com-

pany in such manner as may make the same just and

relatively equal with the valuation of the general prop-

erty of the state. At the same time the Board shall

examine and compare the returns of the assessment of

the property in the several counties of the state, and the

assessment of the property of railroad companies, and
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equalize the same so that each county shall pay its due

and just proportion of the taxes for state purposes, ac-

cording to the ratio the valuation of the property in each

county bears to the total valuation of all property in the

state; and for the further purpose that property of rail-

road companies shall be assessed and taxed at the same

proportion of its cash market value as is locally applied

to the common property of the state.

Upon determination by the State Board of Equaliza-

tion of the full market value of railroad operating prop-

erty and of the percentage or ratio of assessed value to

market value at which common property of the several

counties has been valued and assessed, said board shall

apportion the value of the property of the railroad com-

pany to the counties into which the lines thereof extend,

according to the value thereof, in such proportion to the

entire value as the length of line in each county bears to

the entire length of line within the state, which valuation

shall be certified by the Tax Commission to the county

assessors of the several counties, and the assessment shall

be placed upon the tax rolls of the respective counties,

and taxes extended against the same at the same rates of

taxation as against other property in the counties. In

assessing railroad property and apportioning the value to

the several counties, all land occupied and claimed ex-

clusively as right of way, with all tracks, sub-structures,

and super structures, side tracks and so forth, shall be

assessed and taxed as real property without separating

the same into land and improvements. Rolling stock and

other moveable property of the company shall be assessed

and taxed as personal property.
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The bill alleges that the plaintiff made the report to

the Tax Commission heretofore described and obtained a

hearing after written application, and presented evidence

as provided by statute. The Tax Commission valued the

property at $90,000,000, notified the plaintiff thereof and

placed said valuation on the assessment roll which it de-

livered to the Board of Equalization. Plaintiff appeared

before said board at its September, 1935, session and pre-

sented evidence as to the value of its property, and ob-

jected to said valuation as grossly excessive, and discrimi-

natory. The board overruled plaintiff's objections and

confirmed said valuation and apportioned it to the several

counties. The county assessors entered the valuation so

apportioned on the tax rolls, and taxes were thereafter

levied against plaintiff's property at the same rates as

were applied to property locally assessed.

The bill alleges that the plaintiff's railroad in Wash-

ington has no value apart from the system, of which it is

an integral part, and that the facts determinative of sys-

tem value are: the market value of the capital stock,

averaged over periods of three and five years, and the

average market value of its funded debt for the same

periods (exclusive of series B and C bonds of the C. B. &

Q. R. R.). From the stock and bond value of the system

thus ascertained, it is alleged there should be deducted the

value of the non-carrier or non-operating property not

used or employed in the operation of the railroad, which

non-operating property, it is alleged, was of the value of

$93,734,129, and consisted of cash, securities of other cor-

porations, lands, buildings, contracts of sale of lands,

leased properties, and other miscellaneous items. The

C. B. & Q. R. R. stock and bonds owned by the plaintiff
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was excluded from the non-operating property by the

plaintiff because, as it is alleged, they were treated by the

Tax Commission in previous years as offsetting each

other.

Plaintiff's bill further alleges that there should be

averaged with the so-called stock and bond value, after

deducting the value of the non-operating property, the

plaintiff's annual net operating income, averaged for

three and five year periods, and capitalized at 6%.

The bill further alleges that this result must be

apportioned to the State of Washington, and that the

proper factor for that purpose is 27.348%. This figure

was obtained by averaging five factors consisting of the

gross earnings ratio computed on a mileage pro rate, the

car and locomotive miles ratio, the revenue traffic units,

the all track mileage unit, and the relative cost of re-

production less depreciation in the state and that of the

system.

The bill further alleges that the application of said

system of valuing that portion of the operating property

of the plaintiff within the State of Washington gives the

value for the year 1935 of $37,656,065, when five year

averages are used, and $26,696,433 if three year averages

are used, and that the true cash market and taxable

value of its operating property in Washington for said

year was the sum of $27,656,065. The bill further alleges

that the cost of reproduction new less depreciation and

plus additions and betterments, using the present market

value of lands as determined by the Interstate Commerce

Commission as of June 30, 1917, at average prices of 1910

to 1914 is $406,671,075, and for the State of Washington,

$135,164,742, and that the plaintiff would not have re-
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constructed its road in 1935 at any cost even approxi-

mating those figures.

The bill alleges that the valuation by the Tax Com-
mission of plaintiff's operating property in Washington

of $90,000,000 exceeded its full, cash market value by

over $52,000,000, and was, therefore, grossly excessive,

fraudulent and discriminatory in that the Tax Commis-

sion's valuation was 104.86% of its full market value as

computed by the railroad, whereas the common property

of the state was taxed on a value of 44.99%. It is alleged

that the method of valuation used by the Commission was

fundamentally erroneous in that the cost of reproduction

was used as the principal factor, and that the sum found

for the value of the non-operating property was wholly

inadequate, and that the Commission used a fundamen-

tally erroneous allocation method.

It is further alleged that the claimed fraudulent and

discriminatory valuation was intentional, systematic, per-

sistent and will be continued; that actions were started

in the District Court of the United States for the Eastern

District of Washington, contesting the railroad's taxes in

Washington for the years 1925 to 1932, inclusive, and

that consent decrees were entered by the court fixing

the values for those years. It is further alleged that

for the years 1933 and 1934, 1935 and 1936, the decision

of the said court for prior was ignored and that the

valuations for 1933 and 1934 were protested and the

taxes, although paid in full, were paid under protest.

There is attached to the complaint a table showing

the amount of taxes actually levied for the year 1935 in

each of the counties into which the plaintiff railroad

operated, and the claimed over-assessment for each of
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said counties; also the amount actually paid by the plain-

tiff and the amount of the disputed tax.

The bill further alleges that the discrimination above

described violated the 14th Amendment to the State Con-

stitution, the Statutes of the state, and the 14th Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States, and Article

I, Section 8, of the United States Constitution. It is fur-

ther alleged that plaintiff has paid all taxes justly due

and is ready, able and willing to pay any further sums

which it ought justly to pay as a condition of equitable

relief.

It is further alleged that the unpaid taxes are a lien

upon its property and that unless restrained certificates

of delinquency will be issued under the state statute, and

plaintiff will thereby suffer irreparable damage of more

than $100,000, and that if plaintiff paid the disputed tax

in the several counties, it would be relegated to an action

at law in the state court, and would have no remedy in

the Federal court, or any means of collecting the judg-

ment for any refunds that might be rendered by the Fed-

eral court of law. It is further alleged that to recover

taxes paid under protest in the state court would require

separate actions in each county in which the plaintiff

operates, resulting in a multiplicity of suits and diverse

judgments as to the market value of plaintiff's property,

and the relief to which it might be entitled.

It is further alleged that some of the defendant

counties are insolvent and could not be made to pay the

judgment for refunds, and generally that the plaintiff

has no plain, speedy and adequate remedy at law in any

state court, and no remedy at law in the Federal court,

and the sole means of redress for its wrongs is in a Fed-

eral court of equity.
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION—1936 TAXES

The plaintiff's bill alleges a cause of action similar

in all respects to the first cause of action except as to

amounts with respect to the assessment of its property

for 1936 taxes. The assessment for 1936 by the Tax

Commission was $88,500,000. Plaintiff alleges that the

fair market value of its property for said year figured in

a manner and by the method described in the first cause of

action was $32,078,647.

A further allegation with respect to the 1936 taxes

is that there was enacted by the legislature of 1935 an

amendment to the statutes under which the 1935 taxes

were levied in the respect that section 7 of the amending

statute of 1935 provides that the Tax Commission shall

consider the assessed valuation of the non-operating

property within or without the state, and section 10

directs the Commission to deduct from the cash value

of the railroad property the cash value of all non-oper-

ating property, and for the purpose may require the

assessors of the several counties to give a detailed list of

the non-operating properties of the railroad, and the as-

sessed value thereof. Said law does not make said values

conclusive, but only advisory on the question of market

value of the non-operating property.

MOTION TO DISMISS BILL OF COMPLAINT

The defendants first met the complaint by a motion to

dismiss (R. 45 to 58) on the ground that the Federal court

of equity was without jurisdiction of the subject matter;

that the complaint did not state facts sufficient to justify

relief; that the plaintiff had not exhausted its adminis-
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trative remedy, and that with respect to Mason and Col-

umbia Counties the amount involved was not sufficient

to give the court jurisdiction. (R. 45-58.)

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS

The court denied the Motion to Dismiss except as

to Mason and Columbia Counties, and granted the motion

as to said counties on the ground of the insufficient

amount involved. (R. 62 to 64.)
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ANSWER

To the original bill of complaint all the defendants

named interposed an Answer. (R. 74 to 115.) Inasmuch

as the action was not tried upon this answer no further

reference is made thereto.

While the cause was still pending and after the origi-

nal answer of the defendants had been interposed, the

Tax Commission of the State of Washington, acting pur-

suant to chapter 106, Laws of Washington, 1931, adopted

a resolution announcing its intention to reassess the op-

erating property of the plaintiff for the years 1935 and

1936, and gave notice thereof. Pursuant to such notice

on July 15, July 29 and August 16, 1937, the Tax Com-

mission conducted hearings upon such reassessment, and

after due consideration, by an order dated September 2,

1937, made a reassessment in which the value of the

plaintiff's operating property was determined at the sum

of $90,000,000 for the year 1935, and $88,500,000 for the

year 1936. In making the reassessment the Tax Com-

mission rendered a comprehensive opinion which was

later printed in pamphlet form, and ultimately became a

part of the record in the case as exhibit 53. Thereafter

the plaintiff filed a pleading denominated "Second Sup-

plemental Complaint," (R. 126 to 133) in which the plain-

tiff referred briefly to said reassessment and alleged that

the issue presented by its original bill of complaint was

not in the least degree affected or changed by the re-

assessment. Thereafter the defendants interposed an

Amended and Supplemental Answer to the bill of com-

plaint and the second supplemental complaint. (R. 136

to 225.) In this pleading the defendants admitted the
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corporate status and business of the plaintiff, the con-

stitutional and statutory provisions presented by the

plaintiff in its bill, that the plaintiff made the reports re-

quired by law, and that the Tax Commission valued the

property of the plaintiff at the figure stated in plaintiff's

bill and took the other steps alleged by the plaintiff.

The answer denied that the plaintiff's railroad in

Washington had no value other than a nominal salvage

value apart from the system, of which it was an integral

part; admitted that to determine the value of the rail-

road in Washington it is necessary to determine the value

of the system and assign a proper proportion to the state;

denied that the facts which determine system value and

the value thereof in Washington were solely those stated

by the plaintiff; admitted that by averaging stock and

bond quotations for a three or five year period there

would be produced the total figures stated by the plain-

tiff, but denied that such figures represented the true

value of the capital stock and outstanding bonds for said

period, or any other period, and denied that such figures

alone measured the true value of the plaintiff railroad;

denied that the market value of plaintiff's non-operating

property amounted to the valuation set out as $93,734,129;

admitted the character of non-operating property; ad-

mitted that the value of the non-operating property in

plaintiff's computation does not include the value of ap-

proximately half the capital stock of the C. B. & Q. R. R,

but denied that plaintiff's computation was correct;

denied the past custom of the valuing officers in exclud-

ing series B and C bonds of the C. B. & Q. R. R.; denied

they were so treated upon reassessment for the year 1935;

denied that to determine the cash market value of
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plaintiff's railroad by the stock and bond method the

market value of non-operating property must be de-

ducted, and alleged that to deduct the value of non-

operating property from the value of the operating prop-

erty of the railroad within the state which had been

arrived at by the stock and bond method did not deter-

mine the fair market value of the railroad; admitted that

plaintiff's system annual net railway operating income

averaged for three and five years, as reported to the Tax

Commission by the plaintiff, were, as stated in plaintiff's

bill, which capitalized at 6% would produce the figures

alleged by the plaintiff; denied that the value of the capi-

tal stock and outstanding funded debt for three and five

years after deducting the value of the non-operating

property was the figures respectively stated by the

plaintiff.

The defendants admitted that to determine cash

market value of plaintiff's railroad in Washington, a just

proportion of system value must be assigned to the state,

but denied that the correct factors for determining the

just proportion of the system value of plaintiff's operating

property which should be assigned to the State of Wash-

ington was either the gross operating revenue earned

within said state, or the car and locomotive miles made

within the state, or the revenue traffic units, or all track

miles within the said state, or the value of the physical

property, or cost of reproduction less depreciation within

the state, as expressed in arbitrary percentages by the

plaintiff, or any combination or averages of such factors

or percentage computed over any fixed period of years.

Defendants admitted that the statistical summary set

forth in paragraph 4 of plaintiff's bill was correct, as a
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recapitulation of figures, but denied that such figures

were factual or were determinative of the fair cash

market value of the plaintiff's railroad in the State of

Washington, or were so known by the Board and Tax

Commission; denied that the true cash market value and

taxable value of the operating property of the railroad in

Washington for purposes of taxation was any less than

the amount fixed by the State Tax Commission upon re-

assessment.

Defendants denied the correctness of plaintiff's cost

of reproduction figures as determined by the Interstate

Commerce Commission and alleged the true amounts

were $474,065,831 for the system, and $156,901,317 for

the state. The defendants denied that the valuation of the

plaintiff's operating property in Washington by the State

Tax Commission, and the equalized value thereof, were

either excessive, fraudulent or discriminatory, or that

plaintiff's operating property was taxed at a higher pro-

portion of its full market value than common property in

the state.

The defendants admitted that the Tax Commission

and the State Board of Equalization in originally valuing

plaintiff's operating property erred in computing plain-

tiff's stock and bond values, in making deductions for

non-carrier property, in applying the stock and bond

method of determining the value of such operating prop-

erty, and in the apportionment of the system value of

such operating property reflected by system past earnings

and stock and bond value in the State of Washington,

in that they failed in the latter case to ascertain and give

due weight to relative past net earnings within and with-

out the state, but denied that in making the reassessment
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the Tax Commission either disregarded any facts tend-

ing to indicate a cash market value of plaintiff's railroad

lower than that fixed for prior years, or gave undue or

improper weight to the factor of cost of reproduction, or

deducted inadequate sums for the value of non-operating

property, or apportioned too large a portion of system

value to Washington, or used the formula alleged by the

plaintiff, or any other formula similar thereto, or any

method designed to over value said property; denied that

the method used by said Commission was arbitrary or

designed to over value said property, or that said prop-

erty was in fact over valued. Defendants denied that net

equipment rental had no bearing on the percentage of

system value of plaintiff's railroad in Washington, and

alleged that said equipment rental and a percentage of

joint facility income did have a direct bearing on the

percentage of system value of plaintiff's railroad in Wash-

ington. Defendants further admitted that the equipment

rental and joint facility income were part of plaintiff's

net railway operating income.

The Answer further denied that apportioning system

value to Washington by giving one-third weight to rela-

tive cost of reproduction, and two-thirds weight to

relative track mileage would have been, if used, arbi-

trary or erroneous, and denied that the use of traffic units,

car and locomotive miles, and gross revenue are pertinent

or proper allocation factors, and alleged that relative cost

of reproduction and relative net earnings are the most

reasonable and proper bases for allocating system value

to the State of Washington, and the defendants denied

that the method used by the Tax Commission was either
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unlawful or erroneous, or imported into Washington the

value of property located in other states.

Defendants admitted the letter from the Tax Com-

mission dated June 8, 1933, referred to in paragraph 5 of

the complaint, and alleged that they have no knowledge

of what the value of plaintiff's property in 1935 would

have been if the method set forth in the letter was used.

The defendants further denied that any amounts other

than those found by the Tax Commission with respect to

net railway operating income, market value of stocks and

bonds, and the proportion of the operating property lo-

cated in Washington, were correct.

Defendants denied that the valuation of plaintiff's

operating property in Washington was excessive, fraudu-

lent or discriminatory; admitted that suits were brought

and terminated in the District Court of the United States

for the Eastern District of Washington, Northern Divi-

sion, as alleged, fixing valuations of plaintiff's railroad in

Washington, for the years 1925 and 1926; alleged that

under compromise agreements and settlements in said

cause taxes were assessed and paid upon a valuation of

$112,000,000 for the years 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930 and 1931,

and $105,000,000 for the year 1932; denied that during the

trial of said actions or at any time said Board and Tax
Commission overvalued the plaintiff's property; admitted

that the plaintiff protested against the valuations for 1933

and 1934 and paid a portion of the taxes thereon under

protest; alleged that in the exercise of their best informed

judgment the Tax Commission decreased the valuation

of plaintiff's operating property to $100,450,000 for the

year 1933, $92,604,500 for the year 1934, and $90,000,000

for the year 1935, in the light of facts and conditions ob-
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taining at the times for which such valuations were

made.

The defendants admitted the accuracy of the figures

and computations shown in columns 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 12

of Exhibit "B", attached to the Bill of Complaint; denied

the accuracy of the figures in the computation shown

in columns 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11 thereof; and denied that there

was any excess tax levied in any county.

The defendants further denied that the proceedings

of the Tax Commission upon reassessment in valuing and

taxing plaintiff's operating property for the year 1935 had

resulted in an overvaluation and taxation of plaintiff's

property in excess of its market value and/or at ratios or

percentages of market value in excess of those applied

to all other property in the state; denied that said pro-

ceedings had resulted in the taxation of property situated

outside the state; denied that the taxation of plaintiff's

property had been either illegal or discriminatory or in

violation of the 14th Amendment to the State Constitu-

tion, or of the statutes of the state or of the due process

and equal protection clauses of the 14th Amendment of

the Constitution of the United States, or imposed a

burden upon interstate transportation in violation of

Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution of the United

States or otherwise; denied that the plaintiff is not in-

debted in the State of Washington for any sum as taxes;

admitted that all unpaid taxes so levied and assessed in

each defendant county are a lien upon plaintiff's prop-

erty located in such county and are past due and unpaid,

and if not paid within five years after the same become

due, certificates of delinquency would be issued and

foreclosed in the manner provided by law; denied that
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by such action the plaintiff would sustain damages irrep-

arable or otherwise; denied that should plaintiff pay the

disputed tax in any one or more of defendant counties,

plaintiff would be relegated to action at law in the state

court and would have no adequate remedy at law in a

Federal court of law and would have no adequate means

for collecting judgments for refunds of taxes paid under

protest that might be rendered by a Federal court of law;

denied that for recovery in a Federal court of law for

taxes paid under protest, separate actions against each

defendant county would have to be maintained; denied

that the counties defendant, or any of them, are insolvent

or that taxes either were or would be in the future de-

linquent to the amount of more than 10% in any one or

more defendant counties, or that there is any one or more

of such counties who either have not the funds or cannot

obtain the funds wherewith to satisfy any judgments

which the plaintiff would obtain for recovery of taxes paid

under protest; denied that unnecessary or unreasonable

delay would ensue in satisfying any such judgments, or

that there would be any part of such judgments which

would not be satisfied within a reasonable time, and

denied that the plaintiff has no plain, speedy or adequate

remedy in a Federal court of law and no means of redress

save in a Federal court of equity.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION—1936 TAXES

The answer to the second cause of action is similar

in all respects to the answer to the first cause of action,

with the exception that different amounts were stated for

various items involved, the reassessment of the Tax Com-

mission for the year 1936 being $88,500,000.
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Answer to Second Supplemental Complaint

In answer to plaintiff's second supplemental com-

plaint filed after the reassessment by the State Tax Com-
mission defendants admitted that the reassessment was
made pursuant to chapter 106, Laws of Washington 1931,

and alleged that said reassessment was in all respects

lawful and regular; alleged that no new and separate

action upon the part of the plaintiff against said reas-

sessment would be necessary; and admitted that the issue

presented in this case was the just and lawful valuation

of the operating property of the plaintiff and the just and

lawful taxes that should be levied and paid by the plain-

tiff thereon, and that the controversy can be settled in

this cause; but denied that said issue is not affected or

changed by said reassessment.

Affirmative Defenses

The defendants pleaded two affirmative defenses to

the plaintiff's bill of complaint, the first of which was

that the Tax Commission, after an examination of said

complaint and the facts upon which the same was based,

concluded that an error had occurred in the assessment

of the plaintiff's operating property for the years 1935

and 1936 in the method followed by the Commission and

the State Board of Equalization in arriving at the system

value of plaintiff's operating property for each of said

years as reflected by the market value of plaintiff's stock

and funded debt and past earnings, in computing the de-

ductions properly to be made for non-carrier and tax-

exempt property in applying such stock and bond method

and in the apportionment of system value to the State

of Washington, and that as a result of such error such
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assessments each appeared to be excessive, and that the

Tax Commission on June 8, 1937, pursuant to chapter 106,

Laws of Washington, 1931, adopted a resolution declaring

its intention to reassess said property for each of the

years 1935 and 1936 and gave notice thereof.

The defendants alleged that on July 15, 1937, at the

time fixed for the hearing on such reassessment, the

plaintiff appeared before the Tax Commission by its at-

torneys and submitted to the Commission the computa-

tions, set-ups, etc., theretofore submitted to the Commis-

sion and Board of Equalization at the hearings afforded

the plaintiff on its original assessments in 1935 and 1936;

that the Commission thereupon served upon the plain-

tiff's counsel typewritten statements setting forth certain

data and figures it then believed pertinent and not ap-

pearing in plaintiff's annual reports to the Commission,

and adjourned the hearing to July 29, 1937; that on July

24, 1937, the Commission upon notice continued said

adjourned hearing to August 16, 1937; that on August

9 and 13, 1937, the Commission served upon counsel for

the plaintiff further typewritten statements setting forth

data and figures to be used or considered by the Commis-

sion at said hearing, together with appropriate references

to printed and typewritten testimony and exhibits in cer-

tain suits referred to, which the Commission proposed

to consider at said hearing, together with notice of the

place where such testimony and exhibits might be ex-

amined.

The defendants alleged that on August 16, 1937, a

further hearing was had before the Commission pursuant

to the resolution of July 27, 1937, counsel for the plaintiff

and the commission being present; that no further evi-
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dence having been submitted by the plaintiff, the hearing

was duly and regularly concluded; that pursuant to said

hearing on September 2, 1937, the Tax Commission wholly

disregarding the methods and results obtained upon the

original assessments, duly and regularly made and en-

tered and served upon plaintiff's counsel its order reas-

sessing plaintiff's operating property for each of the years

1935 and 1936; that at the time said order was made, the

Commission filed in said reassessment proceedings and

served upon plaintiff's counsel its opinion and order set-

ting forth its findings and conclusions with respect to the

valuations fixed in said reassessment proceeding; that a

copy of said opinion and order was attached to the answer

marked Exhibit "H." (This exhibit "H" is the same

pamphlet which later was received in evidence as Ex-

hibit 53, R. 2695 to 2810.)

The defendants alleged that by the methods employed

by the Commission in making said reassessment, the

Commission arrived at indicated valuations of plaintiff's

property in excess of those fixed by the original assess-

ments, but by reason of the restrictions imposed by chap-

ter 106, Laws of Washington, 1931, it was precluded from

increasing such valuations over those fixed on the original

assessments, so that by the order of September 2, 1937,

the Commission reassessed and fixed the cash market

value of plaintiff's real and personal operating property

for both the years 1935 and 1936 at the same figures fixed

in the original assessments, which were thereupon entered

upon the assessment rolls, apportioned to the counties

certified to the county assessors, and thereupon dis-

tributed by the county assessors among the taxing dis-

tricts and placed upon the county tax rolls in the same
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manner as the original assessments. The defendants

further alleged that the original assessments had been

wholly supplanted and superseded by the reassessment.

Second Affirmative Defense

In the second affirmative defense, the defendants

pleaded data with respect to former suits of the plaintiff

against the defendants in the District Court of the United

States for the Eastern District of Washington, attacking

the valuation of their operating property for taxes for the

years 1925 to 1932, inclusive; alleged that in such suits

the court found the true cash market value of plaintiff's

operating property in Washington for the year 1932 to

be $105,000,000, and alleged that in 1935 and 1936 plain-

tiff's operating property was identical in character to

what it was in 1932 and that the future prospects from

an earning standpoint of plaintiff's operating property

and that portion located in Washington were better and

the net railway operating income of plaintiff's operating

property and of that portion in the State of Washington

had increased over what such income was on and prior

to March 1, 1932, and that the cost of reproduction, less

depreciation, of both said operating property and that

portion thereof located in the State of Washington was

not less in 1935 and 1936 than what it had been in 1932.

The second affirmative defense concluded with the

allegation that the valuation of the operating property of

the plaintiff's railroad by the court in the cases referred

to for the year 1932 became res adjudicata, and so far as

the value for that year was concerned, the plaintiff was

estopped to allege any matter or thing inconsistent there-

with.
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Separate Appearance by Certain Defendants

After the issues were joined as hereinabove recited,

the defendant, Lewis county, its county commissioners

and county treasurer, appeared by separate counsel and

asked and were accorded leave to file an amended answer

to the plaintiff's bill of complaint and second supple-

mental complaint. (R. 172 and 225.) Inasmuch as said

defendants, Lewis County, et al., and later several other

counties and their county officials, appeared by counsel

other than those presenting this brief and such other

counsel will file a separate brief herein no attempt is

made herein to specify the allegations of the amended

answers of Lewis County, et al.

Reference to Special Master

By an order entered January 22, 1938 (R. 232 to 234),

the District Court appointed a special master in chancery

"to take the testimony of the respective parties in this

cause and make full and complete findings of fact and

conclusions of law and report the same to this court with

all convenient dispatch."

Report of Special Master

All of the evidence in the case was submitted at

numerous hearings before the special master so ap-

pointed.

The master's report, with proposed findings of fact

and conclusions of law and decree, were filed with the

clerk of the District Court September 6, 1938 (R. 235

to 626).
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Defendants' Exceptions to Master's Report

The defendants filed exceptions to the Master's

report on September 26, 1938 (R. 640 to 732).

Order on Exceptions

On June 26, 1939, the District Court entered an

"Order on exceptions to Master's report and findings"

(R. 749 to 757). In this order the District Court directed

that various findings and conclusions proposed by the

Master be reformed or reworded and that having been

done, they were adopted as the findings of the court.

Findings and Conclusions of the District Court

On the 26th day of June, 1939, the District Court

made and entered its findings of fact and conclusions of

law (R. 799 to 834).

Decree

On June 26, 1939, the District Court also entered its

Decree holding that there were due and unpaid by the

plaintiff to each defendant county, as taxes for the years

1935 and 1936, various amounts specified in detail as to

each county, which amounts were in all cases greater

than those contended for by the plaintiff, but less than

those contended for by the defendants, and taxing costs

against the defendants in various percentages apportioned

to each county defendant. (R. 834 to 838.)

Appeal and Jurisdiction

It is from the decree entered June 26, 1939, just re-

ferred to that this appeal is taken.

The statutory provision sustaining the jurisdiction

on appeal is Sec. 1, 43 Stat. 936, which reads as follows:
—2
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"Review of final decisions. The circuit courts of ap-
peals shall have appellate jurisdiction to review by appeal
or writ of error final decisions

—

"First. In the District Courts, in all cases save where
a direct review of the decision may be had in the Su-
preme Court under section 238."

U. S. C. A. Title 28, Sec. 225.

Notice of Appeal

Notice of appeal of defendants, Adams County, et al.,

was filed September 21, 1939 (R. 3246 to 3248).

Statement of Questions Involved

The questions and propositions involved are:

(1) The correctness of the court's finding that the

reassessment did not represent the informed judgment

of the Tax Commission.

(2) It was not necessary under the Statutes of

Washington for the Tax Commission to find the cash

market value of the system.

(3) The use by the Tax Commission of one year as

a representative period to average value of railroad se-

curities was not erroneous.

(4) Stock market prices are not identical with actual

cash value of all outstanding stock and bonds of the

railway company.

(5) The finding of the court as to the cost of re-

production is erroneous.

(6) The deduction of the cash market value of non-

operating property from the cash market value of the

system is not obligatory upon the State Tax Commission

under the Laws of Washington.
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(7) The valuations of non-operating property made
by the District Court are not correct.

(8) The system value of the operating property

found by the District Court is incorrect.

(9) Past earnings are not the same as future earn-

ings.

(10) Absence of proof that actual value and cost of

reproduction in Washington are not the same.

(11) The allocation factors used by the court are in-

correct.

(13) The District Court's criticism of the Tax Com-
mission's figures is unfounded.

(14) The reassessment b}^ the State Tax Commis-

sion was not arbitrary.

(15) The assumption by the District Court that the

Tax Commission delegated its authority upon reassess-

ment is unfounded.

(16) The amounts of taxes decreed by the District

Court to be due are erroneous in that they are too sm.all.

(17) The provision of the decree entered by the

District Court that the defendants be perpetually re-

strained from collecting any sums in excess of the amounts

fixed by the court for the years 1935 and 1936 is errone-

ous.

(18) The plaintiff's evidence was insufficient to over-

come the presumption of correctness of the findings and

order of the Tax Commission on reassessment.

(19) The State Tax Commission is not bound by the

assessed values of non-operating property in other states.
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(20) The valuation of property for purposes of tax-

ation is not a formulaic process.

(21) The findings of the District Court totally ignore

the fact that Washington is a terminal state.

(22) The use of the mileage allocation factor by the

District Court is fundamentally erroneous.

(23) The use by the District Court of the capitaliza-

tion of net income to determine system value is errone-

ous.

(24) The ad valorem taxation system of the State

of Washington was ignored by the District Court.

The manner in which the questions involved are

raised in this brief is by specifications of error to separate

findings of fact or conclusions of law or other portion of

the record deemed erroneous, identified by number and

record reference.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE ON THE FACTS

This appeal involves the validity of values for ad

valorem tax purposes placed by the Washington State

Tax Commission upon the real and personal operating

property of the Northern Pacific Railway located in the

State of Washington for the years 1935 and 1936.

The valuation of railroad operating property in

Washington for tax purposes is, by law, left to the sound

judgment of the state tax commission after consideration

of all relevant factors of value. No formulaic process is

set forth in the State Statutes (Rem. Rev. Stat. § 11156

to 11171 as amended) and no particular method is made

mandatory. The relevant constitutional provisions and

statutes are set forth in the appendix. In substance they

provide:

That "all taxes shall be uniform upon the same class

of property within the territorial limits of the authority

levying the tax * * * the word 'property' * * *

shall mean and include everything, whether tangible or

intangible, subject to ownership. All real estate shall

constitute one class." (Const. Art. VII, Sec. 1) (Ap-

pendix 1 )

;

That "the rolling stock and other moveable property

belonging to railroad company * * * shall be con-

sidered personal property and shall be liable to taxation

* * * in the same manner as the personal property

of individuals * * * " (Const. Art. XII, Sec. 17);

The "operating" property of the railroad (which is

all that the Tax Commission is authorized to value) is

classified and defined by statute (Rem. Rev. Stat., Sec.
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11156-1, par. 17) (Appendix 2, 3). The list includes the

usual fixed assets of a railroad (including franchises)

which are "situate within the State of Washington" and

"in case of personal property used partly within and

partly without the state, it shall mean and include a

portion of such property to be determined as in this act

provided."

The railway company is required to prepare and file

reports giving certain data required by the Tax Com-

mission and accompany it with copies of the annual re-

ports to stock holders, to the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission and to the Department of Public Works of the

State. (Rem. Rev. Stat., sec. 11156-3.)

The Commission has power to subpoena officers and

employees of the railway company, examine its books

and records and, "all real and/or personal property of any

company shall be subject to visitation, investigation,

examination and/or listing (italics supplied) at any and

all times by the Commission * * * " (Rem. Rev.

Stat., v^ 11156-4). It is thus seen that Washington has at-

tempted to retain the inventory system of listing even

railroad property for taxation purposes.

Between March and July of each year the Commis-

sion prepares an assessment roll. "For the purposes of

determining the true cash value of such property," the

Commission is empowered "to take into consideration" a

large number of items specifically mentioned such as

knowledge gained from an inspection of company stat-

istics "the earnings and earning power," "the assessed

valuation of any and all property of such companies,"

and, "any other facts, evidence or information that may

be obtainable."
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It is also provided that " in no event shall any state-

ment or report required from any company * * *

be conclusive upon the Commission in determining the

amount, character and true cash value of the operating

property * * *" (Rem. Rev. Stat, §11156-7).

The law classifies the physical holdings of the railway

into real and personal property; the fixed items being

real and the rolling stock being personal property (Rem.

Rev. Stat, sec. 11156-8).

The Master, whose report was accepted without

opinion by the trial court (R. 744) held that the Wash-

ington Statutes required the Tax Commission in valuing

an interstate railroad system to use the following formula

and no other, first, the whole system in all states must

be valued; second, the non-operating property in all states

must be valued; third, the non-operating value must then

be deducted to obtain the value of the operating property

in all states; fourth, the operating value must then be al-

located to the state. This conclusion of the Master and

the Court is based upon section 11156-9 of Rem. Rev.

Stat. (R. 353-354-557).

That statute does not bear any such construction.

It lays down several permissible and advisory methods,

not a mandatory and exclusive formula. It provides that

the Tax Commission, "may among other things, take into

consideration the value of the whole system as a unit,

and for such purpose may determ,ine, in so far as the same

is reasonably ascertainable, the salvage value, the actual

cost new, the cost of reproduction new less depreciation

and plus appreciation, the par value, actual value and

market value of the company's outstanding stocks and
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bonds during one or more preceding years, the past,

present and prospective gross and net earnings of the

whole system as a unit." (Itahcs suppHed.)

This statute also provides that the Commission may

also take into consideration the actual cost, cost of re-

production new less depreciation, earning capacity and

future prospects of the property located within the state

and all other matters and things deemed pertinent by the

comvnission." (Italics supplied.)

The United States Supreme Court said of North

Carolina statutes, similar to the above:

"The data concerning the railroads referred to in the

Act * * * are among those commonly used when
an attempt is made to ascertain the value of a railroad.

But they are merely aids * * *
. The Legislature

* * * authorized the state board to require the rail-

roads to furnish the information. But it did not under-
take to prescribe to what extent or how the information

should be used by them. Their duty was merely to

exercise an informed and honest judgment." {So. Ry.
Co. V. Watts, 260 U. S. 519, 67 Law Ed. 375 at page 380.)

Under the authority of the State Constitution and

statutes, the Washington State Tax Commission found the

values of that portion of the Northern Pacific Railway

Company's operating property located in Washington, for

the year 1935, to be $90,000,000 (R. 10), and for 1936,

$88,500,000 (R. 24). These valuations were assailed by

the railroad. After issue joined in injunction suits the

Tax Commission, under a statute permitting it, Ch. 106,

Laws of Wash. 1931, Rem. Rev. Stat., Sees. 11301-11308

(Appendix 4) vacated these assessments and proceeded

to reassess. (Ex. 53, R. 2695.) On reassessment they

found the indicated values to be $95,525,321 for 1935, and

$97,895,992 for 1936. (Ex. 53, R. 2770.)
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"However," concluded the Tax Commission in a

written opinion, and order fully explaining the reassess-

ment (Ex. 53) (R. 2695) "in view of all the facts before

it, and making a generous allowance for such possible

errors of judgment * * * the 100% assessed valu-

ations for the assessment years in question * * * are

fixed at the same figures found in making the original

assessment." (R. 2774-5.)

Showing that the Commission used an informed

judgment and not a formula or rule-of-thumb, the Com-

mission added: (80-81 of Ex. 53.)

"The fact that the values found by the Commission
may approximate the results of certain calculations based
on stock-and-bond quotations and replacement cost does
not mean that these were the only matters considered.

On the contrary, both in arriving at such values and in

the choice of methods the Commission has considered all

relevant facts and circumstances bearing on the value
of the N. P. railway system and of that portion within
the state as of the respective assessment dates, including
gross earnings, cost, present day cost of reproduction less

depreciation, earning capacity, future prospects and
relative future prospects. It is, of course apparent that

certain indicia of value may be more persuasive on one
valuation date than on others, and in valuing one property
than in appraising another. The relative weight to be
accorded those elements tending to reflect value must be
dependent upon the peculiar conditions existing on the
valuation date with respect to the specific property)."

The Tax Commission in a written opinion and order

covering 116 pages (Ex. 53) (R. 2695), set forth in great

detail how it arrived at the assailed valuations. It chose

to consider chiefly (a) the aggregate value of the com-

pany's stocks and bonds, (b) deductions for non-carrier

or tax exempt property, (c) a proper allocation of system
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value to the state, and, to a minor extent, cost of repro-

duction less depreciation.

The railroad contended that the giving of any con-

sideration or weight to cost figures was fundamentally

erroneous (R. 17.) Other than that, they agreed with

the method used but claimed the earnings were not

averaged by the Commission over a sufficient number of

years, and were not given sufficient weight; that the

value of the outstanding stocks and bonds was not prop-

erly ascertained (principally that par value of bonds in-

stead of averages of sales on the stock market were used),

the cost figures were too high, the deductions for non-

carrier property were too low, and the allocation per-

centage was too high and ascertained by a fundamentally

erroneous method.

These contentions were supported only by the testi-

mony and self serving declarations of officers and em-

ployees of the company. The fundamental facts are not

substantially in dispute. The essential differences are

but differences of opinion as to the use to be made of these

fundamental figures and the weight to be given them by

the appraisers.

The trial court appointed a Master to take the testi-

mony and report his findings and conclusions.

The proof, on both sides, consists mainly of a series

of exhibits explained by the experts. The exhibits con-

sist mostly of compilations of statistics showing certain

results obtained by assuming certain theories to be cor-

rect.

The railroad company formally stipulated and agreed

and the trial court found, in a previous and companion
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case to this one that the true and fair cash market value

of that part of the operating property of the Northern

Pacific Railway Covfipany, located within Washington's

borders, for the year 1932 was $105,000,000, (R. 2303).

The net operating income of the entire railroad for that

year was $1,990,389; for the previous year (1931) $6,801,-

420 (R. 2235).

Now the railroad asserts that the substantially re-

duced valuations ($90,000,000 and $88,500,000 for 1935 and

1936) are fraudulently excessive, although the earnings

are greater ($5,575,973 for 1933; $7,915,209 for 1934;

$7,726,341 for 1935 (R. 2235), and for 1936, $10,788,187.

(R. 1045.)

Within the State of Washington lie by far the most

valuable properties, terminals and connections of the

whole Northern Pacific system. The traffic figures and

admissions of railroad witnesses justify the conclusion

that the remainder of the system would be worthless

without Washington and that at least one-half the value

of the system operating plant lies in this state. It is im-

possible to obtain the net railway operating income of

the Northern Pacific in the State of Washington (Plain-

tiff witness, Peterson, 1081). There is no exact way that

you can determine the contribution of a given state to

the business of a railroad conducted as a unit (Peter-

son R. 1124). But where there is the greater volume of

business there is the greater value (Plff's witness Burn-

ham, R. 1019 to 1024). "A very large proportion of our

total earnings arose from business originating and having

destination in this Pacific coast territory. At one time I

might say that 50% of our freight earnings came from

business moving to or from or between points west of
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Spokane" (R. 1027) (Woodworth, traffic manager). A
very large percentage of traffic originating in Washing-

ton is long haul (Plff. witness, Cleveland R. 1047)—
"Washington had more than one-half the intra-state

traffic." (Peterson, R. 1131.) "I think the line was ex-

tended for the Pacific Coast business"— (Peterson R.

1 135 ) . "It is true that Washington properties have a great

value from the standpoint of originating and distributing

freight to the Burlington railroad, and for all other points

besides. It has a great value as a producing state" (Peter-

son R. 1273). "Of course it follows that in a territory

where there is a great density of traffic it presumably

makes the operation more profitable." (McCrary R.

1341.) "As a general proposition a railroad is most valu-

able where the traffic is the heaviest." (McCrary R.

1351.) "I contend that where the traffic is densest the

value is greatest" (McCrary R. 1352). "Washington is

the most important end" (Berglund R. 145-146).

The following testimony of defendants' witness,

Manschreck, was taken from railroad reports and not

disputed; the figures relate to 1934 and 1935 operations.

Of all freight originating on the system 51% of the car-

loads with 50% of the tonnage originated in Washington;

46% of the carloads with 45% of the tonnage of the system

terminating freight ends in Washington, and of the total

revenue of freight carried on the entire system over 49%

of the carloads, with 48% of the tonnage was carried in

the State of Washington (R. 1624). All this is high

revenue producing freight (R. 1625). 58% of the total

intrastate freight carried on the system was carried in

Washington (R. 1626). A two-thirds use of the Northern

Pacific tracks between Seattle and Vancouver, Wash.
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(only 11.74% of the total mileage of tracks in Washing-

ton) brings in a rental net revenue guaranteed for 999

years of over $1,000,000 per year (R. 1694-1695). Its real

value is much greater than that figure indicates according

to the railroad witnesses.

WHAT TAX COMMISSION DID

"Courts decline to disturb assessments for taxation
unless shown clearly to transgress reasonable limits.
* * * Mere error of judgment is not enough; there
must be something that in legal effect is the equivalent of
intention or fraudulent purpose to overvalue the prop-
erty. The assessment is presumed to have been rightly
made * * *." (Great Northern Ry Co. v. Weeks, 297
U. S. 135; 56 S. Ct. 426, 80 Law Ed. 532.)

To ascertain whether the respondent railroad has any

just cause for complaint, within the foregoing rule, it is

necessary to know clearly what the Tax Commission did.

What it did is clearly and in great detail frankly and

fully set forth in Exhibit 53 (R. 2695.) The facts, con-

clusions and opinions therein stated should, of course, be

tested by this rule, most recently announced in the Weeks
case, supra:

"In determining the amount of the assessment the
Board was not bound by any formula, rule or method,
but for the guidance to right judgment it was free to
consider all pertinent facts, estimates and forecasts and
to give them such weight as reasonably they might be
deemed to have" (italics supplied).

What are the "pertinent facts, estimates and fore-

casts" as shown in the Commission's "opinion and order?"

The basic facts, so far as the system value is concerned

are, of course, in its earnings history and stock market

quotations of its outstanding stocks and bonds and its cost

of reproduction new, less depreciation (Ex. 53, page 4).
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The net railway operating income reached its peak in

1928 when it was $25,454,369; declined rapidly to $1,990,-

389 in 1932; then advanced rapidly again to $10,788,187

in 1936.

The total value of the stocks and bonds obtained by

multiplying the number outstanding by average market

quotations for the year 1934 gave a figure of $339,315,872,

and for 1935, $344,874,344. By using the par value of the

bonds instead of market quotations on sales of small lots

these same figures would increase to $365,775,000 for

1934, and $358,975,166 for 1935. The cost of reproduction

new less depreciation of that portion of the railroad

operating property in Washington for 1934 was $158,-

731,254, and for 1935, $158,138,051 (Ex. 53, page 75).

Using these basic figures the Commission made cer-

tain "estimates and forecasts." It said " * * * the

duty is imposed upon the commission to determine

* * * what sum would * * * have been agreed

upon by * * * a willing buyer and a willing seller,

had there in fact been such * * *
^ and in so doing,

must place itself in the position of both such hypothetical

buyer and hypothetical seller, and determine from all

data then available the figure upon which the two would

have agreed."

Following that duty the Commission tried to deter-

mine what all the stocks and bonds would sell for. It

took the stock market price on the stock and the par

value on the bonds. This because of the fact that the

bonds represented the mortgage and the stock the equity,

and as long as the equity had a value the mortgage must

be worth its face value.
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No separate consideration was given to the earnings

because past and prospective earnings were already re-

flected in the price of the stocks. Said the Commission:

"Should the commission undertake to determine for

itself as of these valuation dates to what extent a

hypothetical buyer or seller would have been influenced
by past earnings, what return would have been expected,
and how far into the past he would have delved for

assistance would mean that the commission would, in

the end, be compelled to take stock and bond quotations
as its chief, if not sole, guide. This being true, then why
not, in the first instance use such market quotations as

the test of commercial system value?"

The Commission, as indicated, first ascertained the

stock and bond, or, as they called it, the "commercial"

value of the entire system. "We, therefore, find that as

to each such assessment the commercial (stock and bond)

value of the N. P.'s corporate assets should be fixed at the

average value of its outstanding stock and securities for

the year ending the day last preceding the particular

assessment date. (Figures given on page — of this

brief.

)

The use of the one year period is justified by the

statute (Rem. Rev. Stat., 11156-9) (quoted on page 8 of

Ex. 53).

The Tax Commission was concerned, of course, with

the value of only the operating property in the State of

Washington. In order to get the stock and bond value

of the operating property alone it was, therefore, neces-

sary to deduct the stock and bond value of the system

non-operating assets from the stock and bond value of the

entire assets. The non-operating assets listed on page

22 of Ex. 53 consist of the entire capital stock of a holding

company, the Northwestern Improvement Company,
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one-half the capital stock of the Spokane, Portland &

Seattle Railway, 48.59% of the capital stock of the Bur-

lington system, land grant lands, roads leased, miscel-

laneous physical properties such as docks, warehouses,

etc., cash on hand (non-taxable in Washington) and mis-

cellaneous stocks, securities and accounts.

This deduction process presents a difficult problem.

Who can say where operating property ends and non-

operating property begins. The Washington statute

(Rem. Rev. Stat., 11156-17 and 18), defines operating

property as that "used by the company in the conduct of

its operations," and non-operating property as "other

than that used * * * in the conduct of its opera-

tions." It is obvious, of course, that the Northern Pacific

acquired its one-half stock interest in the S. P. & S. and

the Burlington for operating purposes, to provide favor-

able connections for its regular freight transportation

business. Cash on hand is an operating asset. Cash on

hand and connections with other roads have been held to

be operating assets.

Pleasant v. Mo. Kansas and Texas Ry. Co., 65 Fed.
(2d) 842.

It is freely and repeatedly admitted by witnesses and

counsel for the railroad that stock and bond quotations

are based almost wholly on the income of the railroad

company, and that the value of such non-operating assets

as it owns which produced no income is not reflected in

the stock and bond quotations. In other words, a sale by

the railroad of all of its non-operating assets such as non-

income producing lands and non-dividend paying stocks

would make no difference whatever in the price of the

stock on the Exchange. To deduct these non-income
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items at any valuation from the New York stock market

prices of the N. P. stock (or the so-called stock and bond

value) is to deduct something that was never there,

never in the original figure at all.

The railroad's witness, Peterson, stated (R. 92) that

stock prices would go up if the "stock was really getting

into a position where they could see dividends ahead."

In criticizing the Tax Commission's use of capitalized

net to arrive at a value of the Burlington stock Mr. Peter-

son said (R. 1072) "It does not take any account of any

surplus or non-income producing property the Burlington

owns."

In discussing the valuation of a non-operating asset,

the Lemhi Telephone Company, the witness Peterson said

(R. 1119) "It might well be that a stock buyer would

have some idea that the property was not worth anything

to him as a stock owner if it was not earning any money."

Again, the witness Peterson said he agreed with this

statement by Mr. Dorety, attorney for the Great Northern

Railway, a competing line, "The stock and bond prices

depend upon earnings" (R. 1198).

Again, Mr. Peterson said:

"It is a fact that every year the Northern Pacific has
received a substantial dividend on that (Northwestern
Improvement Co.) stock. The money so received is avail-

able to pay interest charges on other items. You ask if

I have any opinion as to whether the market value of the

capital stock of the Northern Pacific would be in any
degree affected if the Northern Pacific did not have its

stock in the Northwestern Improvement Company. Well,

I will say this, that if it had not had the stock in the

Northwestern Improvement Company its stock would
not only have been affected, but I don't think there would
have been any real value to the stock because that has
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held the stock up. I don't think there would have been
any value on the stock exchange. Not only that, but I

know that not only the stock but the bonds would not
have held their present market value if it had not been for

the reserves of the Improvement Company. That is

obvious." (R. 1170.)

Again the witness Peterson testified:

"Earnings is the prime factor for the invester. The
stock purchaser is buying the present and the future
earnings of the company." (R. 1198.)

Again, the witness Peterson said: "You ask if I say

that the non-productive property of the corporation is a

matter of secondary consideration. Well, it is secondary

in the way that the earnings is the most important factor

in the determination of the stock purchaser." (R. 1199.)

Asked what a stockholder would consider in making

a bid for Burlington stock Mr. Peterson said, "He would

consider among other things the corporate earnings of

the property after the payment of all fixed charges. (R.

1206.) * * * the stock and bond purchaser takes

into consideration, primarily, the earnings of the com-

pany." (R. 1213.)

The witness, Grande, for the railroad stated: "You

ask if it isn't true that the purchaser of stock is chiefly

interested in the earnings of the company. Yes, by all

means." (R. 1429.) Mr. da Ponte, attorney for the rail-

road stated "The stock and bond value is based upon the

corporate income, isn't it, from all sources, operating and

non-operating?"

The court hardly needs testimony to prove that the

value of non-income bearing non-operating property,

is not reflected in a value of the railroad's common stock

ascertained by multiplying all of the outstanding shares
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by the average price per share of sales of small lots on

the New York stock exchange. That is a self-evident

proposition of which the court can take judicial notice.

It follows from what has been said that in the matter

of deduction of non-operating assets, only those assets

should be deducted that produce net income or in them-

selves are represented by capital stock customarily sold

on the New York stock market.

In making non-operating deductions from the stock

and bond value of the N. P. system, therefore, the Tax

Commission would have been justified in eliminating,

and these appellants believe that it should have elimi-

nated, from the list of deductible items, the S. P. & S.

stocks and bonds, for they paid no interest or dividends

(R. 854), and land grant lands, for the land department

operated at a loss. (R. 2097.)

If these items are eliminated from the railroad's

calculations of non-operating items (Ex. 1, pp. 3-4) (R.

2227), their total deductions for non-operating property

(leaving out Burlington stocks, separately treated) would

be $44,116,673 for 1935, and $48,881,560 for 1936, against

total deductions for non-operating items calculated

by the Tax Commission of $51,113,819 for 1935, and

$51,372,665 for 1936. In other words the Tax Commission

was too liberal in its allowance for non-operating items.

The principal purpose of the above discussion con-

cerning non-operating deductions is to show that there is

plenty of room for a wide divergence of reasonable and

honest opinion on this question of deductions from system

stock and bond value for so-called non-operating items.

First, there is the question of whether they are all in fact
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true non-operating items, and, second, how much effect

it would have on the price of N. P. stock on the New
York stock market if any or all of these items were sold

or eliminated as assets of the N. P.

The Tax Commission stated the problem in these

words— (Ex. 53, p. 17) " * * * The problem is

* * * not necessarily to find the cash market value

of the company's assets, but, instead, to determine the

added amount which the N. P. stock and bond purchasers

paid therefor." Railroad counsel characterize this at-

tempt as an impossible task. It is but one phase of an

equally impossible task, that of ascertaining the value of

operating property of a transcontinental railroad in one

of the states through which it runs. It is absolutely im-

possible in the same sense to ascertain or predict what

a willing buyer and a wilhng seller would agree upon as

the value of the entire assets of the railroad, or as the

value of all of the outstanding stock and all of the out-

standing bonds bought in one deal. What that same

buyer and seller would agree to throw off for the non-

operating assets is a similar problem to the main one.

If, in order to value part of a railroad property for tax-

ation the assessor must refer to some fixed formula or

mathematical table, or some text writer's opinion, his

task would be impossible of solution.

It was to solve just such "impossible" problems that

tax commissions were created and established. Sound

judgment by a number of experienced students working

on the problem gives the only and best possible answers

to questions that, under present tax systems, must be

answered somehow.
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On pages 10 to 22, inclusive, of the Commission's

opinion and order (Ex. 53) is set forth, clear, cogent and

persuasive reasons for conclusions reached as to non-

operating deductions. No fair minded person can read

this discussion and state that there is a single funda-

mentally erroneous conclusion, or capricious or arbitrary

action indicated. Any dissent from the conclusions there

reached can be the result merely of a difference of opinion.

And that is all the plaintiff's testimony shows, a mere dif-

ference of opinion and admittedly so.

The railroad's claim for deductions was based on

what was asserted to be the full market value independ-

ent of any influence the elimination of these non-operating

assets might have on stock and bond prices, a different

and fundamentally erroneous approach to the problem

from that taken by the Tax Commission.

After stating his opinion as to the cash market value

of certain non-operating items the railroad's witness,

Peterson, testified, "You ask if I mean that the stock

holder or stockbuyer necessarily arrives at that as the

cash value, what he could get in cash if he sold the prop-

erty. Not necessarily, but we are here concerned with

the market value of this property * * * You ask

whether it is not a fact that the arrival at a figure for the

value of the land that has not been frequently bought

and sold in the market necessarily must be a matter of

judgment by somebody. Yes, and the people who are

assessing these taxes are well informed on these points.

It is a matter of judgment. I would not say my judg-

ment is infallible. Absolutely not, nor anybody else's.

* * * Marketable securities is the only item that can

be valued by market quotations. And all of the others
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is a matter of judgment on my part or somebody else's

part. That is admitted." (R. 1117.)

In figuring his deductions the railroad witness, Peter-

son, took the assessed value of a certain item, the Lemhi

Telephone Company. He said "I figured that was the

proper thing to use for properties that had been assessed

* * *
. It might well be that a stockbuyer would have

some idea that the property was not worth anything to

him as a stock owner if it was not earning any money."

(R. 1119.)

The United States Supreme Court held that in mat-

ters such as this there was a "wide range" within which

reasonable minds might differ. Chicago, G. W. v. Ken-

dall, 266 U. S. 94; 69 L. ed. 183.

And in the absence of a clear showing of fraud the

conclusions of the Commission as to matters of deduc-

tions etc. is binding upon the court.

Illinois Cent. R. R. v. Greene, 244 U. S. 555, 569, 61

L. ed. 1309.

" * * * Estimates that are exact and those that
are approximations, forecasts based upon probabilities

and contingencies have bearing and properly may be
taken into account to guide judgment in determining
what is the money equivalent, the actual value of the
property."

Rowley v. Chicago & N. W. R. R. Co., 293 U. S.

102; 79 L. ed. 222, 226.

The taxpayer is "not entitled to succeed by simply

assailing the method of computing deductible items."

Underwood Typewriter Co. v. Chamberlain, 254

U. S. 113; 65 L. ed. 165.
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As representatives of the defendant counties the

writers of this brief sincerely believe that the Tax Com-

mission was entirely too generous to the railroad in this

matter of deductions for non-operating property.

With respect to the first item on the list (Ex. 53, p.

22) the Northwestern Improvement Company stock, we
agree with the suggestion (Ex. 53, p. 8) that the Com-

mission was, "perhaps, too liberal." No one can read the

record of the railroad's wholesale depletion of the North-

western Improvement Company's liquid assets from 1930

to 1935 and justify the value of $12,000,000 and $10,500,000

aUowed. (Ex. 53, schedule 12), $6,000,000 and $5,000,000

would be more nearly a correct value.

In 1925 and 1926 the railroad's own estimate of the

value of the Northwestern Improvement Company
stock was $16,000,000 (iV. P. Ry. Co. v. Adams County, 1

Fed. Sup. 163). Since then it has withdrawn capital

assets of over $17,000,000. (Ex. 53, Schedule 12.)

For reasons already stated we believe the amount

allowed by the Tax Commission for deductions of non-

operating property is at least $30,000,000 too high. It is

significant that the Tax Commission of Wisconsin, meet-

ing exactly the same problem, did not allow as much as

Washington. (McCrary R. 1389-90.)
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ALLOCATION

Having computed a system value by the so-called

stock and bond method, and having deducted therefrom

such a figure for non-operating assets as the Commission

honestly believed to be fair from the viewpoint of the

stock and bond purchaser the Commission computed the

value of the system operating property by the stock and

bond method.

The next step in the process of getting an indicated

stock and bond value of the operating assets in Wash-
ington was to allocate to Washington its fair share of the

total or system stock and bond operating value.

What proportion of the stock and bond value of the

Northern Pacific Railway's operating system or plant

lies within the boundaries of the State of Washington is

impossible of accurate measurement. That is freely ad-

mitted by all concerned. Consequently there is room for

a very wide difference of opinion before a charge of

arbitrary or capricious conduct can be inferred, much
less proved.

The Tax Commission went at this difficult problem

with extreme care and arrived at a result of 34.37% for

1935, and 33.92% for 1936. (Ex. 53, p. 73.) We think

these figures are much too low as shown by the discus-

sion on later pages of this brief. The correct figure is

more nearly 45%. Even 50% could not be proved ar-

bitrary. Apparently the Tax Commission overlooked

these important statistics. Unfortunately there is no

way by which the counties defendant can increase the

Tax Commission's valuation. If there were, the counties

represented by the writers of this brief would be vigor-
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ously demanding it. The Northern Pacific Railway

should be paying taxes in Washington on a valuation of at

least $105,000,000 for 1935 and 1936. If it was worth

that in '32 it is worth that now.

The care and conservatism with which the Tax Com-

mission studied the allocation problem is demonstrated

beyond all reasonable doubt by the discussion of it on

pages 22 to 73 of the Tax Commission's Opinion and

Order. This discussion is replete with figures and cita-

tion of authorities. Every contention of the railroad is

frankly met. Clear and cogent reasons are given for

every dissent from or refusal to follow these contentions.

We agree with the Commission that "the best index

of the relative value of a given portion of a railroad is

its relative earning power." However, we feel that the

Tax Commission was unduly conservative in determining

that relative earning power. We feel that the best test of

that earning power is the volume of business, originating

and terminating in that given portion of the railroad, and

the character of that business, whether high or low rev-

enue producing.

The best territory of any interstate concern whether

a railroad, factory or distributing plant is where the

biggest orders for the most profitable items are derived.

Both the railroad and the Tax Commission lost sight of

this simple commercial truth in a maze of mathematical

computations, assumptions, formulae and hypotheses.

Of course, the earning power of that portion of the

Northern Pacific Railway operating property situated in

Washington is best indicated by the net earnings of that

portion. But the trouble is that such net earnings are
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impossible of accurate, or anywhere nearly accurate, as-

certainment.

However, the tonnage of, gross receipts from, and

character of freight originating and terminating in a

given state can be and are accurately ascertained. Why
not stop with those figures and come to a businessman's

conclusion from them as to what the Washington por-

tion of the Northern Pacific system is really worth, com-

pared to the remainder of the system?

V. P. Turnburke, general auditor of the Great North-

ern Railway, in the Weeks case (G. N. Ry. Co. v. Weeks,

297 U. S., 135, 80 L. ed. 532), evolved an allocation

method based on estimated net earnings in any state

compared to earnings in all states in the system. It was

earnestly proposed by the Great Northern Railway Co.

in that case. While this method was given scant consid-

eration by the courts through which that case proceeded,

it was not condemned as arbitrary or fundamentally er-

roneous. The Washington Tax Commission thought,

after thorough study of it, that it had merit, applied it

to the Northern Pacific and gave it weight as explained

on pages 64 to 72 of the Commission's Opinion and Order

(Ex. 53).

The allocation percentages found by the Turnburke

method for the years in question were 35.16% and

34.33%. The percentage of reproduction cost in Wash-

ington as compared to system for the same years was

33.10% and 33.11%. The relative track mileage for the

same years was 29.77% and 29.74%. These figures dem-

onstrate, without more, that the use of the Turnburke

method (especially as it was combined, two-thirds and

one-third, with the cost of reproduction factor) was, to
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say the least, not arbitrary, capricious or fundamentally

erroneous.

In the manner hereinabove briefly set forth, the

Washington Tax Commission found an indicated value

of the real and personal operating property of the North-

ern Pacific Railway in Washington of $102,821,690 and

$101,721,492 for 1935 and 1936. (Ex. 53, p. 79.) In ar-

riving at these figures 20% weight was accorded the cost

of reproduction as found by the Commission and 80%
weight to their stock and bond figures.

As before stated, and upon the showing made, the

writers of this brief earnestly contend that the fair value

of that portion of the Northern Pacific's operating per-

sonal and real property located in the State of Washing-

ton was at least $105,000,000 for the years in question.

In an attempt to be eminently fair and just, we believe

the Tax Commission leaned backward. How anxious the

Commission was to avoid errors and thoroughly check

their work is proved by the following and concluding

language of their opinion. (Ex. 53, pp. 80, 81.)

"At the time these reassessment proceedings were
initiated the Commission believed from a study of the
Northern Pacific's complaint in the pending suit and
from the facts and calculations then before it, including
the depositions of the Northern Pacific witnesses *

* * that it had made an error in the Northern Pacific

assessments * * * and the same were somewhat
excessive. Since then, upon a closer analysis * * *

we have reached the conclusion that although there were
errors * * * yet we find that such errors resulted

in a very conservative valuation * * *."

"However * * * the Commission finds, in view
of all the facts before it, and making a generous allow-
ance for such possible errors of judgment, that the 100%
assessed valuation * * * for the assessment years
indicated should be and hereby are fixed at the same
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figures found in making the original assessments *
* * "

As showing the Tax Commission had a clear con-

ception of its duties and performed them with the utmost

good faith the opinion concludes:

"The fact that the values found by the Commission
may approximate the results of certain calculations based
on stock and bond quotations and replacement cost does
not mean that these were the only matters considered.
On the contrary, both in arriving at such values and in

the choice of methods the Commission has considered all

relevant facts and circumstances * * * including
gross earnings, cost, present-day cost of reproduction less

depreciation, earning capacity, future prospects and rel-

ative future prospects. It is, of course, apparent that
certain indicia of value may be more persuasive on one
valuation date than on others, and in valuing one prop-
erty than in appraising another. The relative weight to

be accorded these elements tending to reflect value must
be dependent upon the peculiar conditions existing on the
valuation date with respect to the specific property."

THE RAILROAD'S ATTACK

The railroad claimed that the reassessment was in-

valid upon the following grounds:

1. It was grossly excessive, fraudulent and discrim-

inatory (R. 14) in that their property paid taxes on

104.86% of its full value, while the common property of

the state paid on only 44.99%. This contention is based

solely on the assumption that its valuation of its own

property is correct. If the valuation fixed by the Tax

Commission is correct, admittedly there is no basis for

this contention, because the actual amount on which the

railroad was required to be taxed, under the reassessment

was 44.99% of the true 100% market value of the rail-

road's real and personal property in Washington, as
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found by the Commission. In other words, while the

true cash market value for 1933 was found to be $90,000,-

000 the equalized value found by the Commission was

$39,489,470 (R. 14).

2. Known and admitted facts determinative of

market value were intentionally disregarded.

3. The Commission "used a fundamentally erro-

neous method of valuation of which the principal factor

was the cost of reproduction."

4. The Commission "deducted a sum for value of

non-operating property known by them to be wholly

inadequate."

5. The Commission used a fundamentally erroneous

method for allocating system value to the state.

6. "The excessive, fraudulent and discriminatory-

valuation of plaintiff's operating property has been in-

tentionally systematic, persistent and will be continued."

7. The true 100% value of the railroad's operating

property in Washington for 1935 was only $37,656,065

and for 1936 only $32,078,647.

The railroad sought to prove these contentions by,

first, showing what they claimed to be the only method

or formula the law allowed; second, that the application

of that method or formula resulted in values as above set

forth; and, third, by attempting to punch holes in the

conclusions, observations and reasoning of the Tax Com-

mission's written Opinion and Order.

The proof took the form of self serving tables and

declarations of the railroad's own employees and, we
might add, the sarcastic belittling and unsupported ob-
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servations and remarks of one of their attorneys from

time to time. Such evidence cannot rise to the dignity

of proof of wrong doing on the part of a State Tax Com-
mission. (See Lehigh Valley R. R. Co. of New Jersey

V. Martin, 19 Fed. Supp. 63.)

The railroad proof took this form:

1. It first showed what result was obtained by tak-

ing five year averages of sales of small lots of its stocks

and bonds from week to week on the New York stock

exchange and multiplying that average by the entire

number of outstanding bonds and shares of stock. Of

course, that obviously gives a figure that very remotely,

if at all, suggests what all of the outstanding stock and

all of the outstanding bonds, complete ownership, would

sell for in one lump sale, either on the New York stock

exchange or anywhere else. See Ray Consolidated Cop-

per Co. V. United States, 268 U. S. 373, 69 L. ed. 1003.

2. From the above figure the railroad deducted a

value for its non-operating property based on appraisals

made by its own officers and by methods vigorously as-

sailed by them when used by the Tax Commission in fix-

ing base values. For instance, the railroad insisted on

the use of appraised values by public assessors of their

land grant lands (R. 925 and 1362) and S. P. & S. stock,

but insisted that any attempt to consider assessed values

of their operating properties in other states was wrong.

(R. 1387 and 1388.)

3. The resultant figure was then averaged with a

figure obtained by capitalizing the average net operating

revenue for five years, at 6%. This final figure was

called the actual cash market value of the system operat-

ing property.
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4. This so-called operating system value was ap-

portioned to Washington on the fundamentally erroneous

assumption that the road was homogenous from end to

end, every mile like every other mile, whether across

a desert or in a metropolis. Equal weight was given to

these factors in the railroad's allocation— (a) gross op-

erating revenues (not actual but synthetic) (based on

a mileage pro rate); (b) car and locomotive miles made

in the state (based on a mileage pro rate for interstate

traffic)
;
(c) ton miles and passenger miles (regardless of

the density or character of the traffic carried thereon);

(e) relative cost of reproduction.

This mathematical formula outlined above gave a

value of the operating property in Washington for 1935

of $37,656,065, as against the Commission's estimate of

$90,000,000, and for 1936, $32,078,647 as against the Com-

mission's estimate of $88,500,000.

It is concluded from this that the Commission's val-

uations are presumptively fraudulent, which is freely ad-

mitted, if the railroads formulaic process is unassailable.

But we add that, if it is unassailable, there is no need for

a tax commission to exercise an informed judgment.

All that is needed is a calculating machine and a $100 a

month operator.

If the railroad's figures and methods are unassailable,

as it claims, there was no need for further evidence. The

case was proved. But the railroad did not have that much

faith in its showing. It proceeded, still through its em-

ployees as witnesses, to attempt to show that the Com-

mission's manner of ascertaining value was erroneous.

The difference between the railroad's own estimate

of its value and that of the Commission is accounted for
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in the main by the following departures from the rail-

road's formula:

1. The Commission used a one year (the nearest)

average for the price of stock, instead of a five year or

three year period.

2. It took the par value of bonds instead of the New
York market average figures.

3. It did not separately use capitalization of net earn-

ings at all.

4. It estimated how much less stock purchasers

would have paid for the stock if the non-operating assets

were eliminated, assuming the stock buyer to be almost

wholly influenced by prospective dividends, instead of

attempting to gauge the independent worth or market

value of the non-operating assets. This was done by the

Commission because it did not attempt in the first place

to find the full cash market value of the entire assets, real

and personal, owned by the railroad, the independent

worth of its physical plant. You can't get a right or just

result by substracting full value obtained by considering

all elements of value from a value obtained by consider-

ing but one of the elements or indicia of value, and that

one giving the lowest figures.

5. It found an allocation percentage by giving one-

third weight to relative cost of reproduction and two-

thirds weight to relative net earnings as computed by the

Turnburke method.

This attack upon the Commission's method rested in

opinion entirely, the opinion of the railroad's own em-

ployees. Boiled down it was as follows:
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1. The railroad's employee witnesses attacked the use

of one year's average of stock market quotations by

merely asserting that five years averages were customary

in other years, but admitting that the "greatest signifi-

cance would be of course attached to the immediately

preceding period." (R. 1211.)

2. The use of par value of bonds was attacked by

proof that it had not been used in previous assessments,

and the contention that market quotations were the best

evidence of value of bonds.

3. The non-user of capitalization of net operating

income by the Commission was asserted to be something

new and not done before and not according to custom

in other states, but with the admission that the stock-

buyer had probably considered the earnings in making

his bid for the stock. (R. 1206.)

4. The Commission's use of the so-called Turnburke

method of allocation was claimed to be erroneous as

giving Washington credit for freight movements that did

not touch Washington. This showing was based on an

incomplete "study" by Peterson of railroad statistics for

a very short period in 1932.

5. The Commission's approach to the non-operating

property valuation was scored as unprecedented and

without support of authority, but no authority was pro-

duced condemning it.

6. The Commission's use of the Interstate Commerce

Commission's figures for cost of reproduction less de-

preciation was claimed to be excessive as shown by the

testimony of the railroad's accountant, Sharood. He
asserted that the Interstate Commerce Commission's

—3
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figures did not account for obsolescence of equipment

and depreciaUon in the value of the roadbed. It was

claimed the road would not be reproduced "as is" but

no definite figure or plans were shown.

7. The railroad also claimed that the Commission

abdicated its duties and turned the whole matter over

to an assistant attorney general, R. G. Sharpe, and that

the assessment was his assessment and not that of the

Commission. Of course, such a contention, if it were

true, which decidedly it is not, is immaterial unless it is

shown that the assessment is fraudulently excessive and

unequal.

The railroad's proof was met by proof introduced by

the counties. Two of the counties' witnesses were not,

at the time of trial, in the employ of the Commission.

They qualified as experts on railroad valuations. They

gave as their opinion that the operating property of the

Northern Pacific in Washington for 1935 and 1936 was

of the cash market value of approximately ten million

dollars more than the Commission's valuation. They

gave clear and cogent facts, figures and reasons for their

estimates. (R. 1631, 1632, 2113 to 2200.)

A member of the Tax Commission also took the stand

and showed by his testimony that extreme caution was

taken to make the assessment of the Northern Pacific op-

erating propert}^ just and fair and relatively equal to

that of other railroad and public utility property in the

state. (R. 1804-1956.)

Mr. Jenner stated that all three members of the

Commission, Mr. Manschreck, then statistician and ap-

praiser, and Mr. Sharpe, their attorney, all participated
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in the hearings and consultations on the reassessment.

He personally vouched for Exhibit 53, the Commission's

written opinion and order which was amended and

corrected a number of times following several consulta-

tions after the first draft was prepared by Mr. Sharpe.

(R. 1951.)

He stated that he was not compelled to find the ac-

tual cash value of the system and did not attempt to

find it. The stock and bond system value was found.

The actual cash value of the non-operating property was

not found or deducted because he believed, "that the

stock and bond purchasers did not pay that much more

for the stock and bonds as would be indicated by the

actual cash value of the non-operating property." (R.

1839.) He did not follow any mathematical formula, or

slavishly follow precedent. He said "I just used my
judgment as to what the composite purchaser might and

probably would consider." (R. 1841 and 1872.) Criti-

cized for not using assessed values for deduction purposes

on the land grant lands he said, "I think it would be

just as reasonable to try to find the value of the non-

operating property by taking your system value and de-

ducting the assessed value of your operating property.

You would get a very curious result." (R. 1886.) "I

think the statute contemplates that the Commission will

use its judgment." "We did give consideration to a lot

of the matters there mentioned." (R. 1888.) "It might

be quite an arbitrary assessment if we disregarded all

those things."

Asked why he didn't follow the railroad's formula

Mr. Jenner replied, "In our judgment we thought the

system we adopted more truly reflected the value."
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Asked about his knowledge and use of the Turnburke

method Mr. Jenner said, "The first I heard of it was when

Mr. Manschreck called it to my attention after he had

gone over it in the transcript he received from the

—

was it the North Dakota Tax Commission?—I discussed

the matter with Mr. Manschreck and I read the Turnburke

theory at that time and we had many discussions on that

long before this (Ex. 53) was ever written. This was

not my original education into the Turnburke method."

(R. 1919.)

Mr. Jenner testified that the Commission had as-

sessed, besides the Northern Pacific, the Great Northern

Railway, the Oregon-Washington (Union Pacific), the

Spokane, Portland and Seattle and a large number of

small railroads but none of them had contested their

taxes since 1933 when he was appointed Tax Commis-

sioner. (R. 1950.) He had read the Weeks case, and

the briefs and knew the decision did not turn on the use

of non-use of the Turnburke method sponsored by the

Great Northern Railway in that case. He had an honest

belief in the facts stated in the Commission's opinion and

order, and that opinion was the opinion of all members

of the Commission regardless of who wrote it. (R. 1950.)

He understood that the court had held that a tax based

solely on net earnings capitalized is a net earnings tax

and not an ad valorem tax. "It has not reference to the

value of the physical property." (R. 1950.)

Mr. Jenner said, regarding Mr. Sharpe's participa-

tion in the reassessment, that the Commission had de-

cided to reassess before Sharpe knew anything about it.

"I had discussed the matter with the other com-
missioners on innumerable occasions. I wanted to call it
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for reassessment. I just had an idea that possibly we had
made an error, and I thought that we would reassess it

and go into the matter very thoroughly." (R. 1955.)

Mr. Charles A. Manschreck, valuation engineer for

the Tax Commission for 1925 to 1938, testified he assisted

the Commission all during those years in determining

the valuation for all public utilities whose assessments

were made by the Commission. This included steam

railroads, electrical railroads, airplane companies, light

and power companies, gas companies, motor vehicle

transportation companies, steamboat, telephone and tele-

graph companies, etc. The total valuations of com-

panies he assisted in assessing had a combined assessed

value of about one-sixth of the assessed values of all real

and personal property in the state. No witness in the

case had such a long and varied experience with the val-

uations of utilities in Washington. He was no longer

connected with the Tax Commission when he testified.

(R. 1617 to 1622.)

As valuation engineer he had a corps of assistants

and a complete library on taxation at his command.

He explained the process of valuation of the North-

ern Pacific's operating property in Washington, as fol-

lows:

The valuation department made studies from the

railroad's report and other information it was able to

obtain, "which entailed considerable study," (R. 1630)

and the determinations were turned over to the Tax

Commission for decision. He had no definite valuation

in mind to try to reach when he went to work on the

Northern Pacific valuation and was not told by any

member of the Commission to try to reach any precon-
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ceived result. He did not intentionally overlook any rel-

evant fact. Before the reassessment he had heard or

read the railroad's entire testimony up to that time and

the pleadings. (R. 1631.)

Mr. Manschreck testified that in his opinion as an

expert the full fair cash market value of the Northern

Pacific's operating property in Washington for 1935 was

$102,821,690 and for 1936, $101,721,492. This was over

$12,000,000 more than the Commission's figures. (R.

1632.)

He explained in great detail the compilation of the

schedules appended to the Commission's Opinion and

Order, and the very many discussions of them with the

members of the Commission. All phases of the problem

were thoroughly discussed in an earnest endeavor to

get the right and fair valuations.

He pointed out several different appraisals of some

items of the non-operating assets that were greater than

those claimed by the railroad. This showed the good

faith of the Commission.

He showed from official figures that the assessed

value of the Northern Pacific's operating property in

Washington was decreased in the same proportion from

year to year as that of the assessed value of all other

taxable property in the state. (R. 1717 and 1718.)

He showed that the dispute arose almost wholly

over values of deductible property, use of par value of

bonds instead of New York stock market prices, and

allocation percentage.

He pointed out his contention before the Tax Com-

mission that the Northwestern Improvement stock was
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worth but $6,500,000 for deduction purposes. (R. 1765.)

The Commission allowed $12,000,000, again showing

their independence and fairness. He, also, was of the

opinion that the Commission allowed too much for the

Spokane, Portland, Seattle stock. (R. 1767.)

WITNESS NEWELL

R. B. Newell, a consulting engineer of over 31 years

experience testified as to proper division of freight reve-

nue according to states, a fair and proper allocation of

percentage, and to railroad values generally.

He testified that an equitable way to divide revenue

would be on the basis of relative operating costs, both

road and terminal costs, plus relative cost of carrying

the necessary investment. He showed the unfairness of

the relative mileage of track proposed by the railroad

and given controlling weight by it, as a measure of rela-

tive earnings, or earning power, or of revenues. (R.

922.) He showed relative reproduction cost to be a better

measure. He described the Turnburke method of allo-

cation as equitable and the railroad's criticism of it (be-

cause it took into consideration freight which did not

touch Washington) was not valid. (R. 2144.)

By a system of his own, fully explained and rea-

soned out, Mr. Newell arrived at an allocation figure for

Washington of 34.06% for 1935, and 33.78% for 1936, as

compared to the Commission's figures for 34.47% and

33.92%. (Ex. 102-103. R. 3155, 3188.)

Mr. Newell ably characterized the whole process of

getting a value for tax purposes of that part of a trans-

continental railway lying in one state when he said:
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" * * * it is known that you cannot do it pre-
cisely. No one could possibly do that. There could be
a study made from which you might form a judgment of

it, but that wouldn't be agreed to by all the parties in

any case, and it would be always open to dispute." (R.

958.) "You are never going to get a system, in my
opinion, in which you can just put down some figures
and add them together and get the answer. You will

have to have a judgment factor. I do not see any other
way." (R. 2199.)

THE MASTER'S REPORT

The master, after hearing the testimony and argu-

ment made his report. (R. 235 to 626.) He found as

a fact that the members of the Tax Commission violated

their oaths of office, and were even guilty of violating

the rules of common honesty. He even went so far as

to throw the burden of proof on the defendants to prove

the assessments to be correct. He held that self-serving

statements of the railroads employe witnesses were

binding on him unless shown by defendants to be in-

correct. He made no reference at all, in his report, to

defendants most important testimony; and made light

of the statements of experts of long experience and un-

questioned integrity. He apparently took the attitude

that any action by any public regulatory body must be

wrong, and that members of an administrative group like

a tax commission, could not possibly know as much

about railroad values as railroad employes themselves.

The master claimed he was bound by Erie Ry. Co. v.

Tomkins, 304 U. S. 64, 82 L. ed. 1188, and Ruhlin v. N. Y. L.

Ins. Co., 304 U. S. 202, 82 L. ed. 1290, and had to apply

the law of the State of Washington whether "declared

by the legislature in a statute or by the highest court in

a decision." (R. 349.)
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The master construed Rem. Rev. St. 11156-9 as man-

datory, construing the word "may" to mean "must" in

cataloging the things that "may, among other things" be

taken into consideration and then, himself, discarded in

toto certain things therein mentioned and refused to

consider them or give them any weight, viz:- the actual

cost new, the cost of reproduction new less depreciation

and plus appreciation, the par value and actual value (as

distinguished from "market" value) of the company's

outstanding stocks and bonds during one or more pre-

ceding years, "prospective" gross and net earnings (as

distinguished from "present" earnings; "and all other

matters and things deemed pertinent by the Commis-

sion." In other words, he just chose those so-called

"must" items out of the full list that most favored the

railroad.

The Master assumed as a basis for his various hold-

ings that it was obligatory for the Tax Commission to

officially find the cash market value of the entire system

and the cash m^arket value of all the non-operating prop-

erty. This is contrary to the statute which says (Rem.

Rev. St. 11156-9), "In determining the value of the op-

erating property within this state the Commission may
take into consideration the value of the whole system

The Master's interpretation would make the act in-

valid because the Washington Tax Commission has no

right to officially determine or jind values of property

located in other states. See Franklin v. Nevada-Cal.

Power Co., 264 Fed. 643.

The Master, while holding that the methods used

and considered by the Tax Commission were arbitrary.
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capricious and "whimsical" (R. 374) realized that the

assessment must nevertheless be upheld unless it was

clearly exorbitant and fraudulently excessive. He then

proceeded to do that by accepting the opinions and con-

clusions of the railroad's employes as correct, and plac-

ing the burden on the defendants to show them to be

incorrect.

The Master never did keep clearly distinct the

problem of prime or base values for the system and the

problem of allocation. For instance he said, "The tax

commission saw fit to employ the Turnburke method

in arriving at a valuation for the purposes of this assess-

ment." (R. 380.) The Turnburke method was to ascer-

tain an allocation percentage—not valuation at all.

In determining the value of non-operating property,

he held that assessed values for tax purposes was the

best evidence of value and binding on the Commission

(R. 387) although the Commission had no part in the

assessing process, except in the case of the S. P. & S.

operating property in Washington. The Master brushed

aside the statute which provides: (Rem. Rev. St.

11156-10) "* * * such assessed or assessable value

shall be advisory only and not conclusive on the Com-

mission as to the value thereof." and also the rule that

assessed values are no evidence at all of market value.

Am. State Bank v. Butts, 111 Wash. 612.

When it came to a consideration of the S. P. & S.

stock for deduction purposes, the Master forgot com-

pletely that it was a one-half ownership of the capital

stock of the S. P. & S. corporation. The stock was worth

nothing as it had never paid dividends.
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In fixing his values, the Master adopted all of the

railroad figures on base value; deductions, etc., but used

the method of calculation used by Hon. J. Stanley

Webster in N. P. Ry. Co. v. Adams Co., 1 Fed. Sup. 163,

and got a value of the N. P. operating property in Wash-

ington for 1935 of $62,073,445 and for 1936, $58,692,565

(Rec. 561).

No Opinion By District Court

The District Court rendered no oral or written opin-

ion on this very important case, but was content to have

the clerk send a letter (R. 744) advising counsel for the

parties that ''after careful consideration, he is of the

opinion that the report of the Special Master should be

adopted and all exceptions thereto should be overruled."
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SPECIFICATIONS OF ERROR

Note

This case was instituted and prosecuted while the

former Supreme Court Equity Rules adopted November

4, 1912, were still in full force and effect. The Master's

Report, with proposed findings of fact and conclusions of

law and decree, were filed with the Clerk of the District

Court September 6, 1938. Under former Equity Rule 66,

the defendants were required within 20 days from the

time of the filing of the Master's Report to file their "Ex-

ceptions" thereto. In the meantime, and on September

16, 1939, and before the Master's Report came before the

District Court for consideration, the new "Rules of Pro-

cedure for the District Courts of the United States" had

become effective. Rule 86 of the new rules provided with

respect thereto that:

"They govern all proceedings in actions brought after

they take effect and also all further proceedings in ac-

tions then pending, * * *
"

New Rule 53 (e) changed the former procedure on

"Exceptions to the Master's Report," and provided as

follows:

"(2) In Non-Jury Actions. In an action to be tried

without a jury the court shall accept the master's find-

ings of fact unless clearly erroneous. Within 10 days
after being served with notice of the filing of the report

any party may serve written objections thereto upon the

other parties. Application to the court for action upon
the report and upon objections thereto shall be by motion
and upon notice as prescribed in Rule 6 (d). The court

after hearing may adopt the report or may modify it or

may reject it in whole or in part or may receive further

evidence or may recommit it with instructions. * * *
"
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The defendants filed both "Exceptions to the Report

of the Special Master and the Special Master's proposed

findings, conclusions and decree" (R. 640 to 732), and

"Objections to the findings of fact and conclusions of law,

made and entered by the District Court" (R. 767 to 791).

In this brief, the argument is directed to the findings

of fact and conclusions of law made and entered by the

District Court, with record references to the findings and

conclusions proposed by the Master and the defendants'

Exceptions thereto. This seems to be required by Sub-

division (d) of Rule 20 of the Rules of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit, which pro-

vides, in part, as follows:

Rule 20

—

Briefs

"2. * * * (d) * * * j]^ equity and admi-
ralty cases, and at law when findings are made, the speci-

fications shall state as particularly as may be wherein
the findings of fact and conclusions of law are alleged to

be erroneous. When the error alleged is to a ruling upon
the report of a master, the specification shall state the

exception to the report and the action of the court upon
such exception."

Rule 52 (b) of the new "Rules of Procedure for the

District Courts of the United States," provides in part

as follows:

" * * * When findings of fact are made in actions

tried by the court without a jury, the question of the

sufficiency of the evidence to support the findings may
thereafter be raised whether or not the party raising the

question has made in the district court an objection to

such findings or has made a motion to amend them or a

motion for judgment."

The Specifications of Error will identify each find-

ing of fact or conclusion of law, or other portion of the
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record deemed erroneous, by number and record refer-

ence, specify the particulars in which the same is erro-

neous, and at the beginning of the argument under each

Specification of Error, the finding, conclusion or portion

of the record to which the argument is directed will be

set forth in totidem verbis.

Specification of Error No. 1

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. IX (R. 805) to the effect that the

opinion and order of the State Tax Commission of Sep-

tember 2, 1937 (Ex. 53) was prepared by R. G. Sharpe,

to whom the Tax Commission delegated its duty and

function; that said opinion does not represent the in-

formed judgment of the State Commission or any of its

members; and that the reassessments were unfair to

plaintiff because of the manner in which the hearings

were conducted and the Commission's opinion and order

were made, because said finding is not sustained by the

evidence.

Specification of Error No. 2

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. X (R. 807) respecting the determination

of system value and allocation to the state because said

finding is not sustained by the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 3

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XI (R. 807) to the effect that in this case

three or five years is a representative period for averag-

ing value of railroad securities and that the Tax Commis-

sion did not exercise a fair and informed judgment in
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selecting one year's average, because said finding is con-

trary to the law and the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 4

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XII (R. 808) to the effect that the average

of high and low monthly sales of plaintiff's securities on

the New York stock market averaged over a period of

years correctly show the actual market value of all of

plaintiff's outstanding stock and all of its outstanding

bonds for said period and that the cost of reproduction of

plaintiff's railroad system and the part thereof in Wash-

ington as determined by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission as of June 30, 1917, plus additions and better-

ments were less than the figures found by the State Tax

Commission, because said finding is not sustained by the

law or the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 5

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XIII (R. 809) to the effect that "the cash

market value of non-operating property must be deducted

from cash market value of plaintiff's stocks and funded

debt in order to obtain a fair cash market value of plain-

tiff's operating property;" holding that the value of the

non-operating property was greater than the figures re-

ferred to in the opinion and order of the State Tax Com-

mission (Ex. 53) and finding that the figures and method

used by the State Tax Commission with respect to non-

operating value deductions were purely speculative, ar-

bitrary, and imaginary; that the State Tax Commission

did not exercise an informed judgment with respect

thereto; and that it used said method of valuation in an
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attempt to arrive at the highest rate base for purposes of

allocation to the State of Washington and not in an effort

to arrive at the fair value of the plaintiff's operating prop-

erty in the State of Washington; because said finding is

not sustained by the law or the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 6

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XIV (R. 812) to the effect that a fair

cash market value of plaintiff's operating property as in-

dicated by the sales of its capital stock and funded debt

after deducting the value of non-operating properties was

$179,635,150 for the 1935 assessment and $157,380,122 for

the 1936 assessment, because said finding is not sustained

by the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 7

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XV (R. 813). It is correct as an abstract

factual recital with respect to dates, figures of past earn-

ings, determination of averages, and as a computation of

capitalized net railway operating income at the percen-

tage of 6% arbitrarily adopted by the court, but its use as

a required or mandatory factor in determining the plain-

tiff's system value as later reflected in the conclusions

of law and judgment was erroneous, and its assumption

that averaged past earnings capitalized at an arbitrary

percentage represent the present or future earning ca-

pacity of the plaintiff's railroad system, or that part

thereof located in the State of Washington, is not conclu-

sive, and is not sustained by the evidence.
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Specification of Error No. 8

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XVII (R. 815) to the effect that the fair

cash market value of plaintiff's railroad system for ^e

year 1935 was $203,923,191 and for the year 1936 was

$190,128,168, because said finding is not sustamed by the

law or the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 9

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

in= of fact No. XVIII (R. 816) to the effect that the value

ofVaintiiTs railroad as a system and of that portion m

the State of Washington as reflected by its utility is far

less than the cost of reproduction as determined by the

Interstate Commerce Commission or the present cost of

reproduction and that the operating property m the state

as well as of the system, is more extensive *-
"^f

^ed

for the business which plaintiff now has or has had for

„,any years past, or which it may reasonably expect to

have in the future, and that the figures of value indicated

of Northern Pacific Washington operating properties used

by the State Tax Commission do not represent any ele-

ment of market value of said property whatsoever, be-

cause said finding is not sustained by the law or the evi-

dence.

Specification of Error No. 10

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XIX (R. 820) to the effect that the Tax

,

commission did not value nor attempt to value the system

operating property at actual cash market value and that

h grerof'$231,284,705 for 1935 and^5 050 f^^^^^

1936 were not the actual cash market value of plaintiff s
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system operating property for the respective years, but

are greatly in excess thereof, because said finding is not

sustained by the law or the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 11

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XX (R. 821) in allocating proportion of

system value to the State of Washington, because said

finding is contrary to the law and the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 12

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXI (R. 823) respecting cost of reproduc-

tion as an allocation factor, because said finding is not

sustained by a fair preponderance of the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 13

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXII (R. 824) summarily rejecting the so-

called Turnburke and Newell allocation methods as fun-

damentally erroneous and as importing into the State of

Washington and taxing property not within the state, be-

cause said finding is not warranted by law and is not sus-

tained by the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 14

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXIII (R. 824) respecting the ratio of

assessed value of true value of locally assessed property

of the plaintiff, because said finding is not sustained by

the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 15

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXIV (R. 825) fixing the primary and
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equalized values of the plaintiff's property in the State of

Washington for taxation for the years 1935 and 1936, be-

cause said finding is not sustained by the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 16

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXV (R. 826) fixing the amounts of the

taxes found to be unpaid by the plaintiff for the years

1935 and 1936, because said finding is not sustained by

the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 17

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. II (R. 832) because said conclusion is

contrary to law.

Specification of Error No. 18

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. Ill (R. 832) because said conclusion is

contrary to law and to the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 19

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. IV (R. 833) because said conclusion is

contrary to the law and to the evidence.

Specification of Error No. 20

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. VI (R. 833) because said conclusion is

contrary to the evidence.
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FOREWORD

The issues in this case were referred to a master for

report and recommended findings. The master's report

was adverse to the appellants. The court adopted the re-

port, in the main. Ordinarily, this situation creates a

presumption of correctness on appeal. But not so in this

kind of case, involving, as it does, the validity of the acts

of the taxing authorities of a sovereign state, and serious

interference with the collection of governmental revenue.

In such a case, the reviewing court has **a duty of a

painstaking examination of the entire record and briefs."

Southwestern Bell Tel. Co. v. City of San Antonio,
5 Fed. 2d. 77;

Knoxville v. Water Co., 212 U. S. 1, 53 L. ed. 371;

San Joaquin, etc. v. Stanislaus Co., 191 Fed. 875.

There is a presumption, however, of the correctness

of the Tax Commission's findings that is almost as great

as the presumption of innocence in criminal cases, and

the burden of proof to overthrow this great presumption

rests heavily on the plaintiff.

The railroad is resorting to the Federal court for the

reason that it contends that the methods of valuation used

by the Tax Commission violate the due process clause of

the 14th Amendment of the United States Constitution.

The Federal court cannot and ought not sit in judgment

of the Tax Commission. The court's power is limited to

a determination of whether the taxes assessed by the state

violate the principles of due process. This power is not

the same as might be granted by a state court in an ap-

peal by the railroad through the ordinary processes of

law. The exercise of the Federal courts' power is more
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sparing and unusual and can only be invoked in rare in-

stances.

The principle is clearly stated in Magnano Co. v.

Hamilton, 292 U. S. 40, 44, 54 S. Ct. 599, 601, 78 L. Ed.

1109:

"Except in rare and special instances, the due process

of law clause contained in the Fifth Amendment is not

a limitation upon the taxing power conferred upon Con-
gress by the Constitution. Bmshaber v. Union Pac. R.

Co., 240 U. S. 1, 24, 36 S. Ct. 236, 60 L. Ed. 493 (L. R. A.

1917D, 414, Ann. Cas. 1917B, 713)."

And no reason exists for applying a different rule

against a state in the case of the Fourteenth Amendment.

French v. Barber Asphalt Paving Co., 181 U. S. 324, 329,

21 S. Ct. 625, 45 L. Ed. 879; Heiner v. Donnan, 285 U. S.

312, 326, 52 S. Ct. 358, 76 L. Ed. 772. That clause is ap-

plicable to a tax such as the one here assailed only if the

act be so arbitrary as to compel the conclusion that it does

not involve an exertion of the taxing power, but con-

stitutes, in substance and effect, the direct exertion of a

different and forbidden power, as, for example, the con-

fiscation of property. Compare McCulloch v. Maryland,

4 Wheat. 316, 423, 4 L. Ed. 579; Child Labor Tax Case,

259 U. S. 20, 37 et seq., 42 S. Ct. 449, 66 L. Ed. 817, 21

A. L. R. 1432; McCray v. United States, 195 U. S. 27, 60, 24

S. Ct. 769, 49 L. Ed. 78, 1 Ann. Cas. 561; Brushaberv.

Union Pac. R. Co., supra, 240 U. S. 1, 24, 25, 36 S. Ct. 236,

60 L. Ed. 493, L. R. A. 1917D, 414, Ann. Cas. 1917B, 713;

Henderson Bridge Co. v. Henderson City, 173 U. S. 592,

614, 615, 19 S. Ct. 553, 43 L. Ed. 823; Nichols v. Coolidge,

274 U. S. 531, 542, 47 S. Ct. 710, 71 L. Ed. 1184, 52 A. L. R.

1081. Nor may a tax within the lawful power of a state

be judicially stricken down under the due process clause
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simply because its enforcement may or will result in

restricting or even destroying particular occupations or

businesses (Citizens' Sav. & Loan Association v. Topeka,

20 Wall. 655, 663, 664, 22 L. Ed. 455; McCray v. United

States, supra, 195 U. S. (27) 56-58, 24 S. Ct. 769, 49 L. Ed.

78, 1 Ann. Cas. 561, and authorities cited; Alaska Fish Co.

V. Smith, 255 U. S. 44, 48, 49, 41 S. Ct. 219, 65 L. Ed. 489;

Child Labor Tax Case, supra, 259 U. S. (20) 38, 40-43, 42

S. Ct. 449, 66 L. Ed. 817, 21 A. L. R. 1432).

In San Diego Land Company v. National City, 174

U. S. 739, 754, 19 S. Ct. 804, 43 L. Ed. 1154, the court said:

"But it should also be remembered that the judiciary

ought not to interfere with the collection of rates estab-

lished under legislative sanction, unless they are so

plainly and palpably unreasonable as to make their en-

forcement equivalent to the taking of property for public

use without such compensation, as, under all the circum-

stances, is just, both to the owner and to the public; that

is, judicial interference should never occur, unless the

case presents, clearly and beyond all doubt, such a

flagrant attack upon the rights of property, under the

guise of regulations, as to compel the court to say that

the rates prescribed will necessarily have the effect to

deny just compensation for private property taken for

the public use."

Taxation is a legislative and not a judicial function.

The Federal courts, in particular, have no power to limit

the raising of revenue for the state unless the railroad

clearly shows that it has been denied due process or

unreasonably burdened in the carrying on of interstate

business by bearing an undue share of the tax burden or

has been subject to rank discrimination or that property

other than that which the state is entitled to tax has been

reached. Mere excessiveness in valuation, even though

resulting from error of judgment or mistakes on the part
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of the taxing authorities, is not enough to enable the

Federal courts to set aside the judgment of the authorized

agency of a state.

The state is entitled to assess taxes as it sees fit

within those bounds. Obviously, methods used in one

state with propriety may be arbitrary in another. It is

evident that the geographical position and size of the

State of Washington have resulted in the making of the

matter of the taxation of railroads a problem different

than that in probably any other state. Needless to say,

it is a far different question than that spoken of by the

Supreme Court in the cases involving the states where

distances are tremendous and large markets and terminal

facilities are absent.
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ARGUMENT

Specification of Error No. 1

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. IX (R. 805) to the effect that the opinion

and order of the State Tax Commission of September 2,

1937 (Ex. 53) was prepared by R. G. Sharpe, to whom
the Tax Commission delegated its duty and function;

that said opinion does not represent the informed judg-

ment of the State Commission or any of its members; and

that the reassessments were unfair to plaintiff because of

the manner in which the hearings were conducted and

the Commission's opinion and order were made, because

said finding is not sustained by the evidence. For the

Master's proposed finding see R. 582. For defendants'

exception 138 thereto, see R. 701. For the District

Court's order on exceptions, see R. 752.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

IX

"At the hearing on the reassessments, August 16,

1937, one R. G. Sharpe, Assistant Attorney General, ap-
peared as attorney for the Tax Commission. He had
been attorney for defendants in this case, prepared
pleadings and argued motions. He withdrew from the
case on March 26, 1937. On September 27, 1937, he filed

a petition on behalf of the State of Washington for leave
to intervene as a defendant. He took an appeal for the
state from the order denying said petition. On October
17, 1937 he reappeared as attorney for Lewis County and
later for five other counties and has represented them
ever since. Sharpe has represented plaintiff's adversaries
in several tax cases over a period of many years. He was
attorney in the former case between plaintiff and de-
fendants, reported in 1 Fed. Sup. 163. At the hearing on
August 16, 1937, Ex. 81, Sharpe was designated by the
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Chairman as spokesman for the Commission, as well as

its attorney. The Chairman appointed Sharpe to answer
plaintiff's requests for information concerning the errors

which the Tax Commission believed had occurred in the
original assessments. The Chairman overruled all of

plaintiff's objections to the evidence and to the proceed-
ings, at the direction of Sharpe. In all essential particu-

lars Sharpe conducted the hearing for the Tax Commis-
sion and at the same time acted as the Tax Commission's
attorney.

"On September 2, 1937, the Tax Commission made
said reassessment order and opinion attached to defend-
ants' amended answer as Exhibit H and offered as Ex-
hibit 53. Said opinion was prepared by Mr. Sharpe, to

whom the Tax Commission delegated its duty and func-
tion. The evidence shows that the Tax Commission did
not understand many statements contained in the opinion
and disagreed with many statements therein contained.
The evidence does not show how the members of the Tax
Commission were induced to adopt an opinion containing
much that they did not understand and much more with
which (701) they disagreed.

"Plaintiff was not informed of the manner in which
the opinion was prepared and had no knowledge of its

contents until it was served upon it together with the
order for reassessment. The opinion does not represent
the informed judgment of the Tax Commission or any
of its members. The reassessments were unfair to plain-

tiff because of the manner in which the hearings were
conducted and the Commission's opinion and order were
made. (702.)"

The Master's report so far from being a calm, judi-

cial analysis of controversial issues, ultimately became

the impassioned argument of a partisan advocate. The

Master's attack upon the opinion and order of the State

Tax Commission on reassessment became possible by his

own violation of an established rule of evidence in such

cases. Thus the record shows:

"Defendants' Exhibit 53 being the Tax Commission's
Opinion and Order was thereupon offered in evidence by
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Mr. Colburn, as being a complete document from which
the witness testified only in part. Mr. daPonte conceded
that it was admissible for the limited purpose of indicat-

ing the method by which the Commission arrived at its

re-assessment, but objected to it as evidence of any facts

that it purports to set out. The same was received in

evidence." (R. 590.)

The Master permitted the use of Exhibit 53 by the

witnesses for the defendants for purposes of analysis and

criticism during the presentation of the plaintiff's case

in chief. But when the defendants, upon the assumption

that it was fully in evidence, attempted to use it for what

it actually was viz., the opinion and order of the Tax

Commission on reassessment—an official record—the

Master refused to permit it to be used by the defendants

for the purposes of their case unless it was vouched for

by the testimony of a member of the Tax Commission

(R. 1805-1807) (original transcript pp. 1638 to 1658).

(Appendix 4a.) The defendants were therefore compelled,

under the ruling of the Master, to call as a witness one of

the members of the Tax Commission; otherwise the case

would have reached a stalemate at this point. In requir-

ing the defendants to use a member of the State Tax Com-

mission as a witness, the Master plainly violated the rule

in such cases succinctly stated by the Supreme Court of

the United States in Chicago, B. & Q. Ry. Co. v. Bahcock,

204 U. S. 585; 51 L. Ed. 636 (Appendix 5).

By his violation of the rule, the Master afforded him-

self the basis for his wholesale rejection of the opinion

and order of the Tax Commission upon reassessment,

and for the substitution of his own opinion and conclu-

sions for those used and stated by the Tax C'^'^^mission.

The evidence does not show that at the hear'.ig of August
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16, 1937, or at any other time, R. G. Sharpe was appointed

by the chairman of the Tax Commission as its spokesman

in the sense that he was to interfere in any way with any

showing which the plaintiff might make or propose to

make to the Commission.

The purpose of the hearing of August 16, 1937, was

not to afford the plaintiff an opportunity to interrogate

the Tax Commission concerning errors which the Com-

mission believed had occurred in the original assess-

ments, nor to afford the plaintiff an opportunity to object

to the evidence and to the proceedings at the hearing,

but for the purpose of permitting the plaintiff to make
such showing as it desired as to the valuation of its oper-

ating and other taxable property in the state as of March

1, 1935, and March 1, 1936.

The evidence does not show that Mr. Sharpe con-

ducted the hearing of August 16, 1937, in all essential

particulars, or in any particular.

The evidence does not show that defendants' exhibit

53 was written by Mr. Sharpe in the sense that he was

delegated by the Tax Commission to determine what said

opinion and order should contain; does not show that the

tables attached to the Tax Commission's opinion and

order were prepared by C. A. Manschreck under the

supervision and direction of Mr. Sharpe; does not show

that the Tax Commission did not determine for itself

what recitals, matters and conclusions should be em-

bodied therein; does not show that said Exhibit does not

represent the informed judgment of the Tax Commission

and of its members; and does not show that the reassess-

ments were unfair to the plaintiff either because of the
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manner in which the hearings were conducted or because

of the manner in which the Commission's opinion and

order were made.

The Master quoted a partial and incomplete portion

of the testimony showing the part R. G. Sharpe, Assistant

Attorney General, took in the conduct of hearings before

the Tax Commission and the drafting of the opinion (just

such activities as lawyers customarily engage in for their

clients) and then reached this astounding conclusion:

"I am satisfied this decision and order of the com-
mission is not entitled to the presumptions ordinarily

given to judgments and decisions of that sort, and it seems
to me, because of the foregoing these findings of the com-
mission are not entitled to the presumption of correctness
requiring clear and convincing evidence to overthrow
them." (R. 372.)

The Master, in effect, charged the members of the

Tax Commission with misfeasance in these words:

" * * * This assessment is not the studied, de-

liberate judgment of the commission such as a taxpayer
is entitled to under the laws of the state. * * * "

(R. 342.)

If this be true then every governmental official who
seeks and follows, in whole or in part, the advice of an

attorney is abdicating his office.

The evidence is overwhelming and beyond reason-

able dispute that the opinion is the studied and deliber-

ate judgment of the Commission.

Mr. Chas. A. Manschreck, the valuation engineer of

the Commission at the time, testified under oath that dur-

ing 1935 and 1936 the Commission had a department con-

fined to railroad, utility and other like valuations to assist

the Commission (R. 1622). Each year this department
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made statistical studies from the reports, and from other

information it was able to obtain, which entailed con-

siderable study and the determinations made were given

to the members of the Tax Commission for their deter-

minations (not to Mr. Sharpe) (R. 1630).

Some 140 exhibits were made "at the request of the

tax commission" (not Mr. Sharpe) (R. 1630).

Mr. Manschreck attended all meetings of the Com-

mission and read all of the railroad's pleadings, deposi-

tion, and heard all their arguments and considered them

carefully. (R. 1631.)

" * * * practically everyone of these exhibits

(80 in all) which I will offer * * * were furnished
to the members of the tax commission (not Mr. Sharpe)
and were discussed at length several different times
* * * Mr. Jenner (member of the commission) did
go over all of the sheets, as I remember it." (R. 1634.)

"The commission (not Mr. Sharpe) asked me to find

the par value of the bonds and the market value of the
stock." (R. 1639.)

"In every case of valuation where it was necessary
for the valuation department * * * to get all the
data and information that related to the particular sub-
ject, and to furnish the commission with everything it

was possible to get for their enlightment and use,

naturally I had to explain all my figures and we discussed
everything in connection with it, including asking me
what I thought about it. There were many times when
they did not accept my suggestions." (R. 1651-1698.)

"You ask if I contributed anything to the phraseology
of defendants' Exhibit 53, Yes." (R. 1698.)

"Mr. Sharpe did not write that part of the Commis-
sion's opinion from pages 1 to 84. He wrote some parts
of it. I wrote the tables and some of the text in connec-
tion with the tables. I wrote parts of the report on the
Turnburke method. I made interlineations in the report
when the commission had it in rough draft, checked it
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over several times, and had to do with many parts of the
report." (R. 1769.)

"I fathered the Turnburke idea." (R. 1770, 1782.)

Mr. Jenner, a member of the Tax Commission, testi-

fied on this point as follows:

"The three members of the Tax Commission, to-

gether with Mr. Manschreck and Mr. Sharpe, collab-

orated to a great extent in writing out the text."

(R. 1807.)

"I, personally, vouch for the correctness of Defend-
ants' Exhibit 53. The original draft was prepared by
Mr. Sharpe, the attorney for the Tax Commission. It was
edited and amended in a great many respects to conform
to the judgment of the Commission, and it was rewritten
several times. It would be impossible for me to pick out
in this what words I might have written, and what
Mr. Sharpe or Mr. Manschreck." (R. 1808.)

"He (Sharpe) wrote the original draft after he had
thoroughly discussed it with me." (R. 1841.)

"It (Ex. 53) represented the final opinion and judg-
ment of all three members of the Tax Commission.
(R. 1956.) They were not adopted just because they
might have been Sharpe's opinion." (R. 1955-56.)

The cross-examination of Mr. Jenner (R. 1808 to

1956) shows beyond cavil his thorough understanding of

the problems involved in valuing segments of trans-

continental railroads, and the large part he took in the

make up of the opinion and order.

If, as the Master indicated in his report, the sim-

ilarity of language in the opinion to that of a brief writ-

ten by Mr. Sharpe is proof that it is Sharpe's opinion and

not that of the Commission, then the similarity of the

language of the Master's own report to that of Mr.

daPontes' brief and argument is proof that the report

was the report of Mr. daPonte and not that of the Master.
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See R. 475 et seq. where a large part of Mr. daPonte's

brief is bodily incorporated.

In Esso, Inc. v. Standard Oil Co., 98 Fed. 2nd 1, it

was charged that the findings of fact were not those of

the trial court because they were prepared by counsel

for one of the parties and merely signed by the judge.

They became the findings of the court when the court

signed them, said the reviewing court of appeals.

No sane board of county commissioners, nor any of

its members, attempt to formulate and draft a resolu-

tion which is to be the foundation for the issuance of

millions of dollars of county bonds. That work is dele-

gated to and done by, in precise detail of recital and

phraseology, the prosecuting attorney of the county. Yet

the resolution ultimately passed by the board is the act of

the board, not of the prosecuting attorney.

No city council of a municipal corporation like Spo-

kane, Seattle or San Francisco, nor any of the individual

members, undertake to draft a municipal ordinance pro-

viding for a similar bond issue or other matter of wide

financial or administrative import. Such work is done

by the corporation counsel of the municipality and his

assistants. And yet when enacted, such an ordinance is

the ordinance of the city and not of the corporation

counsel.

Bills introduced into either House of the Congress

of the United States are not drawn by the members

sponsoring them; they are drafted and their phraseology

determined by standing legislative drafting committees

in each House. Yet, upon their passage, they are the

"Acts of Congress," not the acts of any individual, nor of
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any group, nor of the members causing their introduction,

although they frequently bear the names of the individual

members sponsoring them.

It is amazing that this finding should have been per-

mitted to stay in the record by the District Court, in view

of its utter lack of support in the evidence. This cir-

cumstance can only be explained, and excused, by the

fact that from the time that the Master's Report was

filed with the clerk of the court up to the time when
the case was finally disposed of by the District Court, the

Judge of the court was seriously ill, and undoubtedly

contemplating his resignation, which took place shortly

after the decree in this case was made and entered.

Specification of Error No. 2

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. X (R. 807), respecting the determina-

tion of system value and allocation to the state, because

said finding is not sustained by the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding X, see R. 582.

For defendants' exception 139 thereto, see R. 705. The

District Court made no ruling on this exception.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"X
"In valuing plaintiff's operating property it was

necessary for the Tax Commission to determine the cash
market value of the entire system, and having arrived

at such system value, to allocate to the State of Wash-
ington a just proportion and value and tax the same at

cash market value thereof. (703)."

This finding was made on the erroneous assumption

by the Master that the Washington Statutes laid down
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a mandatory rule or formula for valuing railroad prop-

erty.

The Master in his report (R. 353 to 361) laboriously

attempts to show that where the word "may" is used in

the statutes it means "must," and argues that any other

construction would leave the Tax Commission with "an

untrammeled discretion to determine the value without

any limitations."

The error in this finding is apparent from the most

casual reading of the statutes. (Rem. Rev. Stat. Sec.

11156-9.) It is, of course, self evident that the V/ash-

ington Tax Commission has no authority or jurisdiction to

find the value of property for taxation which exists

wholly outside the boundaries of the state. It would

be an impossible task for the State Tax Commission to

even remotely approach, by any information within its

reach, a fair cash market value of a far flung railroad

system operating over seven states, and, needless to say,

the statute does not require it to do so. It will be noted

that the first sentence of the section of the statute in-

volved provides: "In determining the value of the op-

erating property within the State." It is provided that

the Commission "may, among other things, take into con-

sideration" the value of the whole system.

The term "take into consideration" has a perfectly

plain meaning. It is clear that the legislature intended to

permit, hut not to require, the Tax Commission to view

a transcontinental railroad system as a unit to see if said

unit value increased a value which was ascertained by

simply making an inventory or listing of the real estate

and personal property located within the state. It is
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merely a legislative recognition and announcement of the

rule established by the courts that the intangible value

inhering in a railroad system, by reason of its being a

system, may always be taken into consideration in valu-

ing that part of its assets which lie wholly within any one

state. It is true that the statute permits the Commission

to find the true cash market value of the entire system if

it so desires, and if it has chosen so to do, it then must

consider the things set out in the statute and make de-

ductions of the cash market value of non-operating prop-

erty as therein set forth. But there is nothing in the

statute that requires the Commission to ascertain the

cash market value of the system. The Commission is

only required as a mandatory duty to find the value of

the operating property of the railroad lying wholly within

the State of Washington, and it may do so without con-

sideration of system figures at all. The duty of the Com-
mission with respect to final assessment of the operating

property in Washington is fully set forth in Remington's

Revised Statutes, 11156-7, and, so far as pertinent, is

as follows:

"For the purpose of determining the true cash value
of such property the Commission may inspect the prop-
erty * * * and may take into consideration any
information or knowledge obtained by it from such
examination and inspection * * * or of the books,
records and accounts * * * the statements filed as

required by this Act, the reports, statements or returns
of such companies filed in the office of any board, office,

or commission in that state, or any county thereof, the

earnings, and earning power of such companies, * * *

the assessed valuation of any or all property of such
companies, whether operating, or non-operating, and
whether situate within or outside the state, and any
other facts, evidence or information that may be ob-

tainable bearing upon the value of the operating prop-
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erty; provided, that in no event shall any statement or
report * * * be conclusive upon the commission in
determining the amount, character and true cash value
of the operating property of such company."

The best answer to the Master's and the trial Court's

contention that it is a mandatory requirement for the

Tax Commission to find the cash market value of the

entire system, and allocate a portion to the state, is found

in the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States

in the case of Southern Railway Company v. Watts, 270

U. S. 519; 67 L. ed. 375, 388, from which we quote:

'The claim that the railroad's property taxes are
void under the statutes of the state seems to rest, in the
main, on the charge that in valuing them in 1920, and in

passing upon the application for reduction under the Act
of 1921, the state board failed to follow the method of

valuation prescribed. It is argued, among other things,

that there was no separate assessment of tangible and
intangible property; or, if so, that plaintiffs were not
notified as to what that separation was; that there was
no due consideration of the actual cost of replacement
of the property, with just allowance for depreciation of

rolling stock; that the franchise or intangible value was
not assessed by a due consideration of the gross earnings
as compared with operating expenses, or of the market
value of the stocks and bonds; that the particular

method prescribed by the statutes for assessing inter-

state roads was not followed; and that erroneous methods
of valuation were adopted. To these contentions there
appear to be several answers. The Revaluation Act did

not make mandatory any particular method of valua-
tion. The legislature recognized that the difficulties in-

herent in valuing a railroad are great. It desired that

the valuers should have access to every fact which might
aid them in performing their duty. The data concern-
ing the railroads, referred to in the Act, like the methods
of valuation referred to in earlier and later legislation,

are among those commonly used when an attempt is

made to ascertain the value of a railroad. But they are
merely aids. Such data are commonly in the posses-

sion of the railroad companies, and are often not readily
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accessible to others. The Legislation, by the Revalua-
tion Act, authorized the state board to require the rail-

roads to furnish the information. But it did not under-
take to prescribe to what extent or how the information
should be used by them. Their duty was merely to ex-
ercise an inforvied and honest judgment in fixing values
for purposes of taxation."

The United States District Court for the Eastern

District of Washington, Northern Division, before whom
the case at bar was tried, in the former and companion

case to this one, stated with respect to the laws of the

State of Washington governing taxation of railroads, as

follows:

"The Legislature of Washington has not seen fit to

define any method by which railroad property in this

state shall be valued for taxation by the commission. It

directs that certain things shall be considered by the
commission, but it has not laid down any specific or
definite method of ascertaining value. The method to

he employed, therefore, is left to the quasi-judicial dis-

cretion of the tax commission. Hence, any lawful method
by which a substantially just and correct determination
of value can be arrived at is within the commission's
power to use, so long as it takes into consideration the

things which the statute prescribes. * * * Taxation,

however, is an intensely practical matter. It is not an
exact science in which there is no room for the exercise

of judgment and discretion. Valuing property for taxa-

tion is not a forvnulaic process. Much must be left to the

knowledge, judgment and discretion of the assessing of-

ficials, and this is true no matter what the character

of the property to be valued may be" (Emphasis sup-

plied).

N. P. Ry. Co. V. Adams County, 1 Fed. Supp. 163.

The rule was most recently stated by the United

States Supreme Court in the case of G. N. Ry. Co. v.

Weeks, 297 U. S. 135; 80 L. ed. 532, 536, in which the

Court said:
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"In determining the amount of the assessment the
Board was not bound by any formula, rule or method,
but for guidance to right judgment it was free to con-
sider all pertinent facts, estimates and forecasts and to

give to them such weight as reasonably they might be
deemed to have."

See, also, Rowley v. Chicago & N. W. R. Co., 293 U. S.

102; 79 L. ed. 222, 226.

The said finding by the Court was wholly immaterial

because it has been held in a long line of cases that a

showing of violation of some state statutes by tax asses-

sors is insufficient in a federal court of equity to upset

a state appraisal for tax purposes.

Atchison, Topeka, etc. v. Board, 225 Fed. 978, (Cert.
denied 245 U. S. 635, 62 L. ed. 523);

Pacific Express v. Siebert, 142 U. S., 339; 35 L. ed.

1035;

Gorham Mfg. Co. v. Tax Com., 266 U. S. 265, 69 L.

ed. 279;

Risty V. C. R. & P., 297 Fed. 710;

C. B. & Q. V. Bahcock, 204 U. S. 585, 51 L. ed. 636.

Specification of Error No. 3

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XI (R. 807) to the effect that, in this

case, three or five years is a representative period for

averaging value of railroad securities and that the Tax

Commission' did not exercise a fair and informed judg-

ment in selecting one year's average, because said finding

is contrary to the law and the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XI, see R.

590. For defendants' exception 140 thereto, see R. 705.

For the order of the District Court paragraph X, see R.

752. In the Master's proposed findings XI, he limited

the factors for the determination of system value to
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market prices of its securities averaged over a reasonable

period of time with deductions of the value of non-operat-

ing property, and capitalization of net earnings over a

reasonable period at a reasonable rate. He excluded the

factor of cost of reproduction. The District Court over-

ruled the defendants' exception No. 140, but ordered that

the Master's finding be reformed and reworded and that

having been done, it was adopted in lieu of the Master's

finding XI as the finding of the court. In reforming and

rewording the Master's finding, the District Court added

the cost of reproduction as a factor for consideration in

determining system value.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XI.

"In determining the market value of a railroad like

that of plaintiff's railroad in this case the market price of

its stocks and debt, averaged over a reasonable period of

time, from which must be deducted the market value of

the non-operating property owned by the company; the
capitalization of the net earnings of the railroad system,
also averaged over a reasonable period and capitalized at

a reasonable rate; and cost of reproduction of the rail-

road, are proper elements or factors for consideration.

Three or five years is a reasonable and representative
period for averaging the value of securities and capitaliz-

ing income. In using one year for averaging the market
value of stocks and funded debt the Tax Commission did

not exercise a fair and informed judgment and discretion.

It used one year in an effort to select a period that would
give the greatest value to the property rather than to find

the fair market value. (Report p. 86.) 6% is a correct

rate for capitalizing net income of Northern Pacific Rail-

way Company."

This finding, like most of the others, is the result of

two erroneous assumptions by the Master and the Trial

Court: (1) that this is an ordinary law suit where the
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court is free to substitute its judgment of what is right

and proper for that of the original trier of the facts, the

Tax Commission; and (2) that the Commission's valua-

tions were the result of the use of some formula.

The first erroneous assumption is clearly demon-

strated by the Master's reasoning on the consideration of

a one year period for averaging stock prices. He said

(R. 375) "In no adjudicated case can it be found that the

one year period has been used." Unless, in other words,

the Commission can refer to some adjudicated case for

each step it took, or compilation it made, its act was

erroneous. The perfect answer is that neither the Master,

the Court, nor plaintiff's counsel could find a single ad-

judicated case where the use of a one year period has

been condemned as erroneous.

The Washington statute authorizes the use of a one

year period (Rem. Rev. Stat. 11156-9) "the commission

may * * * take into consideration * * * mar-

ket value of the company's outstanding bonds during one

or more preceding years."

The plaintiff's witness, Peterson, himself admitted

that "the greatest significance would be, of course, at-

tached to the immediate preceding period." (R. 1211.)

McCrary said that the use of one year was all right. (R.

1379.)

The reasoning of the Tax Commission on the use of

the one year period is unassailed by the Master and, we
believe, is unassailable. It occurs on pages 7 to 10, in-

clusive, of the Opinion and Order (Ex. 53).

The United States Supreme Court has said in no un-

certain terms that the period of past earnings to consider

is wholly within the discretion of the Commission.
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"The District Court properly held that the action of

the Board must be sustained unless it was made to appear
that they had adopted a fundamentally wrong principle,

or had been guilty of fraud. It held, further, that no
fundamentally wrong principle was involved in determin-
ing whether such a railroad system should be valued on
the capitalization-of-income or on the stock and bond
plan; or, if the former, what rate of interest should be
used in capitalizing, or how many years' earnings should
be considered, or what was, in fact, the amount of net
income for a given year; or, if the stock-and-bond plan
was adopted, what was the value of the stock and bonds;
and that on these and similar matters the action of the
board, in the absence of fraud, was binding upon the
Court. In this we concur."

Illinois Cent. R. R. Co. v. Greene, 244 U. S. 555, 562,

61 L. ed. 1309.

Of course, it is wholly immaterial what the Master

thought was the best method, or what was the proper

formula, or what motives (in the absence of proof) he

thought actuated the commission.

"The true cash value of the plaintiff's property in the

State of Indiana in the year 1891 was a question of fact,

the determination of which for the purposes of taxation

was given to this special tribunal, the state board. When-
ever a question of fact is thus submitted to the determina-
tion of a special tribunal, its decision creates something
more than a mere presumption of fact, and if such deter-

mination comes into inquiry before the Courts it cannot
be overthrown by evidence going only to show that the

fact was otherwise than as so found and determined.

Here the question determined by the state board was the

value of certain property. That determination cannot be
overthrown by the testimony of two or three witnesses

that the taxation was other than that fixed by the Board."

Pittsburg, etc. Ry. Co. v. Backus, 154 U. S. 421; 38

L. ed. 1031-1039.

"No assessment could be sustained if it depended
upon the fact that all parties thought the valuation placed

by the assessing Board was correct. Something more
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than an error of judgment must be shown; something
indicating fraud or misconduct. * * * It is unneces-
sary to determine whether this Board erred in its judg-
ment as to the value of this property, whether it would
not have been better to have made further examination
and taken testimony as to the cost of construction, present
condition, etc. Matters of that kind are left largely to

the discretion and judgment of the assessing and equal-
izing board, and if it has acted in good faith its judgment
cannot be overthrown. Pittsburg C. C. & St. L. R. Co. v.

Backus, 154 U. S. 421-435 (38: 1031-1039.)"

Maish V. Arizona, 164 U. S. 599, 41 L. ed. 567, 571.

"If there is an excessive estimate of the value of the
franchise or capital stock, or both, it is by an error of

judgment in the officers to whose judgment the law con-
fided that matter; and it does not lie with the Court to

substitute its own judgment for that of the tribunal ex-
pressly created for that purpose."

Taylor v. Secor (St. R. R. Tax cases), 92 U. S. 575;

23 L. ed. 663, 674.

Judge Webster, who signed the findings in this case

said, on another occasion:

"The Legislature of Washington has not seen fit to

define any method by which railroad property in this

state shall be valued for taxation by the commission.
It directs that certain things shall be considered by the
commission, but it has not laid down any specific or defi-

nite method of ascertaining value. The method to he evn-

ployed, therefore, is left to the quasi-judicial discretion of
the tax commission. Hence, any lawful method by which
a substantially just and correct determination of value
can be arrived at is within the commission's power to use,

so long as it takes into consideration the things which
the statute prescribes * * * Taxation, however, is

an intensely practical matter. It is not an exact science

in which there is no room for the exercise of judgment
and discretion. Valuating property for taxation is not a
formulaic process. Much must be left to the knowledge,
judgment and discretion of the assessing officials, and
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this is true no matter what the character of the property
to be valued may be." (Emphasis suppUed.)

iV. P. Ry. Co. V. Adams County, 1 Fed. Supp. 163,

"The ascertainment of the value of a railway system
is not a matter of arithmetical calculation and is not
governed by any fixed and definite rate. Facts of great
variety and number, estimates that are exact and those
that are approximations, forecasts based on probabilities
and contingencies have bearing and properly may be
taken into account to guide judgment in determining
what is the money equivalent—the actual value—of the
property."

Rowley v. Chicago & N. W. R. Co., 293 U. S. 102;

79 L. ed. 222, 226.

"In determining the amount of the assessment, the
board was not bound by any formula, rule or method, but
for guidance to right judgment it was free to consider all

pertinent facts, estimates and forecasts and to give to

them such weight as reasonably they might be deemed to

have."

G. N. Ry. Co. V. Weeks, 297 U. S. 135; 80 L. ed. 532,

536.

The fact that the Commission may have considered

one year's quotations on stocks does not show it based its

final figures on that alone. It not only considered the

figures for one year but for other years besides, and a

lot of other things. The Commission said (Ex. 53)

:

"Conclusions as to value. The Commission has care-

fully considered all matters pertinent to the value of the

N. P.'s operating property as of, and prior to, the respect-

ive assessment dates, including past earnings, the trend
of earnings, stock and bond quotations, future prospects

from an earning standpoint, historical cost and its cost of

reproduction new less depreciation, and has concluded
that the cash market value of such of its operating prop-

erties as were located in Washington on said assessment

dates is best reflected by giving 80% weight to properly

allocated stock and bond values^ with proper deductions
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therefrom for non-carrier and tax exempt property, and
giving 20% weight to cost of reproduction new less de-
preciation of the N. P.'s operating property in Washing-
ton as of the end of the calendar year last preceding such
assessment date."

When plaintiff's attorney inquired of the Tax Com-

mission what detailed figures and computations it used,

Mr. Jenner for the Commission, answered that the "an-

swer to these questions would not have much bearing be-

cause the figures used were based on their best judgment,

different results having been obtained from different

bases; that they had considered the prospects for the

present and future and that they had used no mathe-

matical figure or formulae." (R. 2263.)

Specification of Error No. 4

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XII (R. 808) to the effect that the average

of high and low monthly sales of plaintiff's securities on

the New York stock market averaged over a period of

years correctly show the actual market value of all of

plaintiff's outstanding stock and all of the outstanding

bonds for said period and that the cost of reproduction

of plaintiff's railroad system and the part thereof in

Washington as determined by the Interstate Commerce

Commission as of June 30, 1917, plus additions and bet-

terments were less than the figures found by the State

Tax Commission, because said finding is not sustained

by the law or the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XII, see R. 590.

For defendants' exception 141 thereto, see R. 707. For

the order of the District Court, paragraph XI, overruling

defendants' exception 141, see R. 752.
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The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XII.

"The average market value of plaintiff's capital stock
and funded debt for 1930 to 1934, inclusive, was
$349,259,078 and the average market value of plaintiff's

capital stock and funded debt for 1931 to 1935, inclusive,

was $319,121,201. (Table 1, Master's Report.)

"The average market value of plaintiff's capital stock
and funded debt for the calendar year 1934 was
$338,521,649 and for the calendar year 1935 was
$337,497,786. (Ex. 53, page 87.)

"Plaintiff's capital stock and funded debt are listed

on the New York Stock Exchange and have been actively

traded in for many years, including the entire period in

question. Said values are the average of the high and
low monthly sales and correctly show the market value
of said stock and funded debt during all of said period.

(PI. Exhibit 1, sheet 10.)

"The cost of reproduction of plaintiff's railroad sys-

tem as determined by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission as of June 30, 1917, at average prices of 1910 to

1914, plus cost of net additions and betterments, using
present market value of lands, as of said assessment dates,

and depreciating structures as of December 31, 1934, was
$406,671,775, and the same figure for that portion of plain-

tiff's railroad system in Washington was $135,164,742.

The corresponding figures as of December 31, 1935, are

$395,685,894 for the system, and $131,073,812 for Wash-
ington. (705.)"

The Court in his finding and the Master in his report

misconstrued what the Courts have held to be the so-

called "stock and bond method" of valuing a railroad or

other public utility. The original pronouncement on this

method and the authority for its subsequent use is found

in Taylor v. Secor (St. R. R. tax cases), 92 U. S. 575, 23 L.

ed. 663, at page 670, where the Court said:

"It is, therefore, obvious, that when you have ascer-

tained the current cash value of the whole funded debt,

and the current cash value of the entire number of shares,
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you have by the action of those who, above all others, can
best estimate it, ascertained the true value of the road."
(Italics supplied.)

The "current cash value" of the ''whole" funded debt

and the current cash value of the "entire number" of

shares are different things than a value computed by quo-

tations from the stock market or the sale prices of rela-

tively small lots. This is pointed out clearly in Ray Con-

solidated Copper Co. v. United States, 268 U. S. 373, 69 L.

ed. 1003. And, also, in the R. R. Tax Case itself, where

the Court said: (p. 670)

"Concede, for the present, that the capital stock is

sunk and is of no value; concede that the funded debt of
the company has at present no market sale, or is unsale-
able; there remains what is worth over $2,600,000 of real
and personal property, which, like all other property of
individuals or corporations, ought to pay its proportion of
the public burdens."

In no adjudicated case can there be found any hold-

ing by the Court that the average New York stock ex-

change market prices of the railroad's capital stock and

funded debt is determinative of, or equal to, the true cash

market value of the entire amount of outstanding stocks

and bonds considered as one complete unit. In fact,

Courts have criticized attempts to show that the New
York Stock market prices averaged are one and the same

as the true market value of the entire issue of outstand-

ing stocks and bonds.

Said Judge J. Stanley Webster, who approved the

finding of the Master herein discussed, in a hearing upon

the question of railroad values in 1932:

"And what would be the attitude of the public if

one should apply the stock and bond method in the light

of the existing conditions today, and sought to fix a value
by reference to that item of value alone? One would be
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a reflection of a value wholly disproportionate to the
actual worth of the property and actually in excess of
that value, while the other, no doubt, unless we are to
assume this upheaval is to go on without betterment until

we reach the end of the way, swings the pendulum too
far in the opposite direction to give to the value of the
assets of this corporation a fair valuation in spite of what
might be reflected by the more or less topsy-turvy and
harum scarum stock market value as we find it recorded
today."

Said the Court in Pleasant v. Mo. Kans. Tex. Ry. Co.,

66 Fed. (2d) 842, (Cert, denied, 78 Law Ed. 1051)

:

"At present, and during the years in question the
stock market reflected the hopes or fears of a speculating
public more accurately than the taxable values of road-
bed and equipment."

Said the Washington Supreme Court in Pacific Na-

tional Bank v. Pierce County, 20 Wash., 675, quoting from

Comm. V. Hamilton Mfg. Co., 12 Allen 298:

"The market value of the shares of a corporation or

the aggregate market value of all of the shares, by which
we understand the cash price for which the shares will

sell in the market, does not necessarily indicate the actual

value or amount of property which a corporation may
own."

Stock market quotations were discarded in toto in

Railroad and Tel. Co. v. Board of Equalization, 85 Fed.

302, 312, 313.

The finding, to be accurate, should have stated that

the figures with respect to the capital stock and funded

debt therein quoted merely represented the result ob-

tained by multiplying the entire number of shares of stock

and of bonds by the average prices paid therefor on the

New York stock exchange between certain dates. No

court has held such figures to be equivalent to the true

cash market value, or binding in any manner on any
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appraiser of the basic property or assets of the company

whose stock was sold.

The Court took the figures for cost of repreduction

from the testimony of the plaintiff's witness, Sharood,

and it is not, as the finding indicates, the Interstate Com-

merce Commission's figures. It is an amendment of those

figures made by Mr. Sherood, an auditor for the plaintiff

railroad, who disagreed with the Interstate Commerce

Commission on the question of obsolescence of equipment

and the valuation of the real estate constituting the road

bed. The true Interstate Commerce Commission's figures

are those quoted in the commission's Opinion and Order

(Ex. 53). No authority was submitted by the plaintiff

justifying the use of figures submitted by Mr. Sharood,

nor was any authority submitted holding that such fig-

ures must be accepted and adopted by the commission.

Which set of figures is proper to be used is wholly a

matter of quasi-judicial choice by the administrative

board, and furnishes no basis for, and is not evidence of

arbitrary or capricious or fundamentally erroneous meth-

ods used by the commission. As shown by cases previ-

ously quoted in this brief such disputes are merely differ-

ences of opinion, and the ruling of the commission on it

is final.

It should be remembered in this instance that the

tax involved in this proceeding is not a capital stock tax

but is an ad valorem tax on the assets of the plaintiff

company and not upon mere evidences of such assets.

Specification of Error No. 5

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XIII to the effect that "the cash market

value of non-operating property must be deducted from
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cash market value of plaintiff's stocks and funded debt in

order to obtain a fair cash market value of plaintiff's

operating property;" holding that the value of the non-

operating property was greater than the figures referred

to in the opinion and order of the State Tax Commission

(Ex. 53) and finding that the figures and method used

by the State Tax Commission with respect to non-operat-

ing value deductions were purely speculative, arbitrary,

and imaginary; that the State Tax Commission did not

exercise an informed judgment with respect thereto; and

that it used said method of valuation in an attempt to

arrive at the highest rate base for purposes of allocation

to the State of Washington and not in an effort to arrive

at the fair value of the plaintiff's operating property in

the State of Washington because said finding is not sus-

tained by the law or the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XIII, see R.

591. For defendants' exception 142 thereto, see R. 707.

For the order of the District Court, paragraph XII, on

defendants' exception 142, see R. 753. The District Court

overruled the defendants' exception 142, but ordered that

the Master's finding be written and supplemented and

that having been done, it was adopted in lieu of the

Master's finding XIII as the finding of the court. The

effect of the court's order was to add to the original Mas-

ter's finding an additional and concluding paragraph as

shown below.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows: (R. 809)

"XIII.

"Plaintiff in and prior to the years 1935 and 1936

owned a large amount of non-operating or non-carrier

property not subject to assessment by the Tax Commis-
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sion as operating property. The cash market value there-

of must be deducted from the cash market value of

plaintiff's stocks and funded debt in order to obtain the
fair cash market value of plaintiff's operating property
assessable by the Tax Commission.

"Said property and the cash market value thereof
is as follows:

1935 1936
Asseasment Assessment

Capital stock of Northwestern Improvement
Company $16,533,333 $15,000,000

Bonds and capital stock of Spokane, Port-
land & Seattle Ry. Co 18,313,717 17,437,939

Land grant 31,304,739 29,692,743
Amount due on contracts for sale of land

grant lands 2,638,010 2,153,419
Non-operating lands and improvements

thereon 9,500,434 10,318,811
Leased lines 5,837,550 5,000,000
Capital stock Northern Pacific Terminal Co.

of Oregon 3,076,619
Non-taxable cash 6,078,680 10,537,312
Miscellaneous treasury securities 3,527,666 2,795,399
Capital stock C. B. & Q. R. R. Co 75,889,799 65,728,837

$169,623,928 $161,741,079

(Master's Report, p. 116)

"Plaintiff's Ex. 1, sheets 3 and 4—E. V. Peterson.
"Ex. 84, Ap. A. to Plaintiff's Argument.
"Ex. 6, 8 to 19, inc.—McCrary."

"No evidence was offered by defendants as to the
actual cash or market value of plaintiff's non-operating
property. The valuation of plaintiff's non-operating or
non-carrier property, as found by the Tax Commission,
is listed at page 22 of the opinion, Exhibit H attached to

the answer, and is as follows:
Deductions Deductions

Item for 1935 for 1936
Assessment Assessment

Northwestern Improvement Co. stock $12,000,000 $10,500,000
S. P. & S. stock and bonds 9,123,342 10,451,308
C.B.&Q. stock 56,917,348 49,296,620
Land grant lands 6,500,000 6,500,000
Roads leased 5,879,483 5,839,400
Miscellaneous physical properties 8,788,562 8,426,337
Cash on hand 6,560,115 8,307,996
Miscellaneous stocks, securities and ac-

counts 2,262,317 1,347,633

Total deductions $108,031,167 $100,669,292

"Said list does not include all plaintiff's non-operat-

ing property. The value of each item as there stated is
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not the actual cash value nor the cash market value of

each item of non-operating property which must be de-
ducted from the actual cash and market value of plain-

tiff's total assets. Sec. 10, Ch. 123, L. 1935. In valuing
each item of said non-operating property, as stated, the
Tax Commission attempted to value the same in such an
additional amount as purchasers of the stock and bonds
of plaintiff paid therefor by reason of plaintiff's owner-
ship of each item. Jenner, Tr. 1693, 1695, 1704. No evi-

dence was presented from which it can be found that pur-
chasers of the stock and bonds of Northern Pacific paid
the additional amounts at which said items of non-operat-

ing property were valued by the Tax Commission in ex-

cess of the amounts they would have paid for plaintiff's

stocks and bonds if plaintiff had not owned said items of

non-operating property, either as a whole or with respect

to any item. It is impossible to determine what amounts
purchasers of stock and bonds of Northern Pacific paid

therefor because of the ownership of said non-operating
property or any item (707) thereof. Said valuations are

purely speculative, arbitrary and imaginary.

"In so attempting to value plaintiff's non-operating
property said Tax Commission did not exercise or attempt
to exercise an informed judgment as to its true or cash

market value. It used said method of valuation in an
attempt to arrive at the highest rate base for purposes of

allocation to the State of Washington, and not in an effort

to arrive at the fair value of the Northern Pacific's operat-

ing property in the State of Washington. (Report p. 177,

also pp. 92 to 95 and 110.)"

The finding above quoted has to do with the ques-

tion of what is the proper amount to use for deduction

of non-operating assets, and the finding purports to

determine what is the "cash market value" of those

assets.

It is assumed by the Court that the figure from

which those non-operating asset values are to be de-

ducted is the actual "cash market value" of the system,

that is, all of the assets of every nature and kind owned

by the Northern Pacific Railroad. The fundamental
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error in the finding is that the figure from which the totals

found in the above finding are taken does not represent,

nor is it the equivalent of the actual cash market value

of the underlying assets, both real, personal and mixed

of the Northern Pacific Railroad system. The figure

from which said deductions are made is simply the aver-

age price of stocks and bonds sold on the New York

stock exchange over a period of years multiplied by the

number of outstanding stocks and bonds. Under the

authorities quoted under specification of error No. 4 this

figure is not the same as, or the equivalent of, the actual

cash market value of the underlying assets.

Another fundamental error underlying this finding

is that many different yard sticks are used to measure

the value of the non-operating assets that are different

from the yard stick by which the entire assets of the

road were measured. As stated above, the entire assets

were measured by New York stock exchange prices of

stocks and bonds. The deductible items were measured

upon entirely different bases. For instance, the capital

stock of the Northwestern Improvement Company being

all owned by the Northern Pacific and not on the market,

could not be used. Capitalization of a controlled divi-

dend was used to ascertain its value. The bonds and

capital stock of the S. P. & S. Ry. are not upon the

market. The plaintiff owns half of those stocks and

bonds. Those stocks and bonds pay no dividend or in-

terest whatsoever. The Court erroneously assumed that

one-half of the capital stocks and bonds was identically

the same as one-half of the assets of the road. It went

further and assumed that the assessed value of the assets

represented the actual cash market value of the capital
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stock and funded debt. Obviously, since this railroad

paid no dividends on its stock, or interest on its bonds,

its value is not reflected at all in the stock market prices

of the Northern Pacific's securities on the New York

stock exchange. To deduct it at all was a plain attempt

on the part of the railroad to pad its deductible items.

The land grant lands were thrown in as worth their

assessed value, although the land department for the

years immediately prior to the assessment ran at a loss,

and the deficiency was paid from the other income of

the road. It was carried on the company's books as

worth but $9,000,000. (R. 1719.) The leased lines, con-

sisting chiefly of road bed, rails and so forth, situated

in Canada and rented with option of purchase to the

Canadian Government, were called a non-operating asset,

although the statute (Rem. Rev. Stat., 11156-1, sub-

paragraph 19) declares such a road to be the operating

property of the owning company.

Another reason why the actual cash market value

of the non-operating assets is an erroneous figure for

deduction purposes, even from the railroad's stock and

bond value, is that the railroad itself does not claim that

the stock and bond value is the full fair cash value of

its system. The railroad takes the capitalization of its

net operating revenue, and combines it with the stock

and bond value, and calls the result the actual cash

market value of its system. The railroad, by this plan,

not only deducted large values from the smallest base

figure that they could conceive, but in effect made the

deductions twice, once from the stock and bond value

alone, and, again, by subtracting the non-operating in-

come from the net corporate income figures.
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The fair application of the method advocated by the

railroad would require that the earnings to be used for

capitalization purposes should be the total corporate

earnings, and that capitalization of the total corporate

earnings be averaged with the stock and bond prices

before any deductions for non-operating assets were

made at all. The railroad's method is one cleverly con-

ceived to give full effect to the so-called cash market

value of non-operating assets and give no effect to the

earnings from the non-operating assets.

Another fundamental error in the deduction process

by the railroad consists in the use of values placed upon

their non-operating property by local assessors in the

various counties in which the railroad owns property.

Obviously, if assessed values are to be used for deduc-

tion purposes then assessed values should be used to

ascertain the value of the system. The railroad operat-

ing property is assessed in every state through which

it runs, except Minnesota which has a gross earnings

tax. If the railroad had taken the combined assessed

values of its operating property through these various

states for the year previous to the assessment year, as

they did with their non-operating assets, an entirely

different picture would be presented and no deduction

process would be necessary. When this was proposed

to the witness McCrary by counsel for the defendants he

naively stated that he did not have as much confidence

in the correctness and fairness of the various state tax

commissions' valuations along the line of their railroad

as he did that of local assessors in the various counties.

(R. 1387-1388.)
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The testimony shows that the raibroad made every

effort to get the very highest values that they could com-

pute for non-operating property.

The method of approach by the Tax Commission was

obviously the proper one. Its reasoning as shown on pp.

10 to 13, inclusive, of Ex. 53 is submitted as obviously

correct. The railroad did not attempt to answer this rea-

soning except by ridicule, calling the method "whimsi-

cal."

We quote from the Opinion:

"The market quotations of stock and bonds do not
necessarily represent the cash market value of assets of

the corporation. Such quotations may indicate a figure

either materially higher or materially lower than the
cumulative value of the separate assets. Hence, if the
sole criterion for making deductions for non-operating or

tax exempt property is its cash market value, then the
same yard stick is not used for making such deductions
as in testing the value of the system, and a fundamentally
erroneous result is bound to follow. The Legislature, we
are convinced, intended no such unconstitutional result.

What it meant, we believe, was that if reproduction cost

be used as the test of system value, then reproduction cost

is the test for deductions. If the corporate assets be
valued according to past earnings, then past earnings is

the test in making deductions; and if the stock and bond
value of the corporate assets be used, then the amount
paid by the stock and bond purchasers for the non-carrier
property is to be used as the test in making such deduc-
tions."

We submit that the quotation above shows beyond

doubt the use of "an informed judgment," despite the

holding of the Court and Master to the contrary.

Another fundamental error is pointed out in the

statement of the case in this brief to the effect that such

non-operating assets as produce no income are not re-
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fleeted in stock and bond prices, and the Court erred in

including them at all in the non-operating items for de-

duction purposes.

Upon this feature, as upon all the other issues in-

volved in the case, the Tax Commission went much fur-

ther than required by any rule of law, in an effort to be

eminently fair and frank, by setting out in its opinion and

order on reassessment (Ex. 53) the processes and con-

siderations which actuated the Commission in arriving

at the conclusions and deductions with respect to values,

etc., which it ultimately stated. The Tax Commission

might have relied entirely upon the rule of law stated by

the Supreme Court of the United States, thus:

"But the action does not appear to have been arbi-

trary except in the sense in which many honest and sen-
sible judgments are so. They express an intuition of
experience which outruns analysis and sums up so many
unnamed and tangled impressions

—

impressions which
may lie beneath consciousness without losing their worth.
The hoard was created for the purpose of using ITS judg-
ment and ITS knowledge." (Emphasis supplied.) Chi-
cago B. & Q. Rij. Co. V. Bahcock, 204 U. S. 585, 51 L. ed.

636, 640.

The District Court should have been governed by the

pronouncement in the dissenting opinion of JJ. Stone,

Brandeis and Cardozo in G. N. Ry. v. Weeks, supra:

" * * * ^^Q j^^y ^^y aside any consideration of

the numerous uncertain and imponderable elements in-

volved in valuation of a railroad which may well make
the use of such a formula untrustworthy in times like the
present, see Rowley v. Chicago & Northwestern Ry.,

supra, 109; which would seem to make it impossible for

a court to say that the rejection of the results of such a
formula by the taxing officials involved anything more
than the exercise of an authorized judgment, which courts
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cannot pronounce arbitrary merely because it does not
conform to their own."

G. N. Ry. V. Weeks, 297 U. S. 135, 80 Law Ed. 532,

551.

Specification of Error No. 6

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XIV (R. 812) to the effect that a fair

cash market value of plaintiff's operating property as

indicated by the sales of its capital stock and funded debt

after deducting the value of non-operating properties was

$179,635,150 for the 1935 assessment and $157,380,122 for

the 1936 assessment, because said finding is not sustained

by the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XIV, see R.

594. For defendants' exception 143 thereto, see R. 709.

The order of the District Court on exceptions makes no

reference to this particular exception.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XIV.

"The fair cash market value of plaintiff's operating
property for each of said assessment years, as indicated
by the sales of its capital stock and funded debt, after

making due allowance for the fair cash market value of

said non-operating properties, was as follows:

1935 1936
Assessment Assessment

Market value of stock and bonds based on
average quotations during years preced-
ing year of assessments as follows: Five
year average (Table 1) $349,259,078 $319,121,201

Deductions for non-operating property:
(Table 5, line 3) 169,623,928 161,741,079

Stock and bond value of operating prop-
erty after making due allowance for
non-operating property as indicated
above: Five year average (Table 12, Item
A) 179,635,150 157,380,122

(Table No. 12 Master's Report)"
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The vice in this finding is the same as that in Finding

No. XIII, that the figures for deduction and the figures

from which the deductions are made are not in the same

family. The result is absurd and misleading and has no

bearing on the issue at all.

The first figures standing alone are not, and do not

pretend to be, the actual cash market value of the entire

assets of the N. P. system. The deduction figures, how-

ever, are the raih^oad's conception of the actual cash

market value of the non-operating assets.

The injustice and inaccuracy of the railroad's method

of computing deductible items is made plain by the testi-

mony of plaintiff's witness Peterson. He admitted that

the stock buyer would not necessarily take assessed values

as cash values (R. 1116); that values generally are not

a matter of computation, but of judgment (R. 1118).

He said "book" values were the same as cash value (R.

1120). He didn't base his estimate on what a willing

buyer would pay (R. 1120), although admitting that to

be the proper criterion. He assumed that all outstanding

land contracts and accounts receivable would be paid in

full. He did not claim that stock and bond prices stand-

ing alone were indicative of value. (R. 1121.)

There was no independent appraisal by competent

appraisers of a single deductible item claimed. (R. 1362,

1363, 1367, 1372.) The proof by the railroad was there-

fore insufficient of itself to base a finding upon.

The opinion of Mr. Jenner, a member of the Tax

Commission is entitled to at least equal weight with that

of the self-serving opinion of a railroad employe. If, so,

then the proof is at least balanced, and there is no pre-
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ponderance of evidence sufficient to sustain plaintiff's

figures as to the proper amount to be deducted from stock

and bond prices. Mr, Jenner testified:

"Now if he (the stock buyer) pays a certain amount
for stock and bonds, and we are attempting to find the

value of the operating property, it is my opinion that if

they owned none of this non-operating property, that the

price that a purchaser of stock and bonds would pay
would not be an amount less than that, or equal to the
actual cash value of the non-operating property." (R.

1840.)

The amount he would pay less is "purely a matter of

judgment." (R. 1841.)

Specification of Error No. 7

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XV (R. 813). It is correct as an

abstract factual recital with respect to dates, figures of

past earnings, determination of averages, and as a com-

putation of capitalized net railway operating income at

the percentage of 6% arbitrarily adopted by the court,

but its use as a required or mandatory factor in deter-

mining the plaintiff's system value as later reflected in

the conclusions of law and judgm.ent was erroneous, and

its assumption that averaged past earnings capitalized

at an arbitrary percentage represent the present or future

earning capacity of the plaintiff's railroad system, or that

part thereof located in the State of Washington, is not

conclusive, and is not sustained by the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding XV, see R. 595.

The defendants filed no exception to this finding because,

as stated above, it is correct as an abstract factual recital.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:
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"XV.
"Plaintiff's system net railway operating income for

1930 to 1935, inclusive, was as follows: (Plff's. Ex. 53,
page 85.)

1930 $14,535,935.23
1931 7,173,151.44
1932 1,990,389.21
1933 5,975,972.63
1934 8,375,633.48
1935 7,265,916.95

"The system net railway operating income for one
year and average of three and five years preceding 1935
and 1936 was as follows:

1935 1936
Assessment Assessment

One year $8,375,633.48 $7,265,916.95
Three year average 5,447,331.77 7,205,841.02
Five year average 7,610,216.40 6,156,212.74

"The value of plaintiff's system operating property
by capitalizing net railway operating income for one
year at 6% and average of three and five years was as
follows:

1935 1936
Assessment Assessment

One year $139,593,891 $121,098,616
Three year average 90,788,863 120,097,350
Five year average 126,836,940 102,603,546

"Plaintiff's railroad has been economically and ef-

ficiently operated, and its net earnings represent its earn-
ing capacity under rates which it can charge and apply
to the traffic obtainable under the competitive and other
conditions to which it is subject and which are beyond
its control. (Berglund Deposition, p. 169, etc.—Wood-
worth Dep. 254, etc.—Cleveland, Tr. 27, etc.)"

It was incumbent upon the Tax Commission, of

course, to give "reasonable" weight to the earnings of

the plaintiff, G. N. Ry. Co. v. Weeks, supra. No court,

however, has said that the use of the capitalization of net

revenue, as a formula, is mandatory or the sole manner

in which earnings can be used. The most recent pro-

nouncement is to the contrary: Lehigh Vy. R. Co. of N. J.

V. Martin, 100 F. 2d 139.
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The United States Supreme Court has said that it is

not required when the stock and bond method is used,

but is merely an alternative method, and if it is used

"what rate of interest should be used in capitalizing, or

how many years' earnings should be considered, or what

was the amount of net income for a given year," were

matters for the board to decide, Illinois Cent. R. R. Co. v.

Greene, 244 U. S. 555, 562, 61 L. ed. 1309.

The Tax Commission did give full and fair consider-

ation to what was claimed to be a decline in earnings, but

which later proved not to be a decline. The value of

$105,000,000 fixed by the court for the plaintiff's operating

property in Washington for 1932 was res adjudicata.

(Lehigh Valley R. R. Co. v. Martin, 100 Fed. 2nd 139.)

The corresponding reduced valuations by voluntary

action of the Tax Commission for 1933 was $100,500,000;

for 1934, $92,804,500; for 1935, $90,000,000, and for 1936,

$88,500,000. In all, a le^r reduction in four years (R.

1741). This was a greater percentage of reduction than

a divided court allowed in the Weeks case supra. Mc-

Creary, Tax Commissioner for the plaintiff, admitted the

claimed loss of earning power was thus recognized, but,

forsooth, not to the extent he wanted (R. 1390, 1391).

As to progressive reductions showing good faith of as-

sessor, see In re 1, 68 Adams Bldg. Corp., 105 Fed. 2nd.

704.

The caution with which past earnings figures should

be followed is strikingly illustrated in this case. The

railroad's contention is that the only safe guide to im-

mediate future net earnings is the average of past net

earnings for five years. That average was $6,156,213 for

the years 1931 to 1935, inclusive (Ex. 1, R. 2235). This
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was supposed to give an accurate estimate of what could

be expected in 1936. However, the actual net earnings

in 1936 were $10,788,187 (R. 1045), almost half again as

much.

Giving controlling weight to a capitalization of net

earnings formula has been condemned by the courts.

In Grays Harbor Pac. Ry. v. Grays Harbor Co., 188

Wash. 484, the Court said of the county's attempt to find

a value by capitalizing "net railway operating income:"

"But the computations are not at all convincing that

valuations so arrived at represent the fair market value
of the properties."

The plaintiff's star witness, E. V. Peterson, admitted

that capitalized earnings should be discarded as a method

of finding value when the earnings are low. He refused

to use it in finding a value for the Lemhi Telephone Com-

pany.

The absurdity and injustice of giving "controlling"

weight to earnings figures for ad valorem tax purposes

for a three-year period or any reasonable period in un-

settled times is demonstrated by McCreary. His figures

give a value of one-third more in 1936 than in 1935;

$90,000,000 in 1935; $120,000,000 in 1936. The contention

that there is any such fluctuation in the actual cash value

of the physical assets of a transcontinental railroad system

in one year is too whimsical for comment. See Lehigh

Vy R. Co. of N. J. V. Martin, 100 F. 2d. 139, p. 144, (7-11)

(Appendix 6).

The reasoning of the Tax Commission on this point

(Ex. 53, pages 4 to 7) we submit is clear and convincing,

and their statement on page 75 of Ex. 53 to the effect
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that "the Commission has carefully considered * * *

past earnings, the trend of earnings * * * and future

prospects from an earning standpoint" is binding on the

court and shows conclusively that earnings were properly

considered. The record of assessments from 1932 to 1936

shows that "reasonable" weight was accorded the earn-

ings figures.

Finding No. XV by the court has therefore no place

in the record, and the record itself shows the statement

that its past "net earnings represent its earning capacity

is false, for it actually shows half again as much earning

capacity" in 1936.

And, of course, system net operating revenue throws

very little light on the earning capacity of the Washing-

ton segment. The net profit in Washington may be more

than the net revenue for the system.

See:

Bass, RatclijJ & Gretton v. State Tax Com,., 266
U. S. 271, 69 Law Ed. 282;

Underwood Typewriter Co. v. Cham^herlain, 254
U. S. 113, 121; 65 Law Ed. 165, 169.

Specification of Error No. 8

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XVII (R. 815) to the effect that the

fair cash market value of plaintiff's railroad system for

the year 1935 was $203,923,191 and for the year 1936 was

$190,128,168, because said finding is not sustained by the

law or the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XVII, see R.

596. The Master's finding of the market value of plain-

tiff's raikoad system for the year 1935 of $203,923,191
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and for the year 1936 of $190,128,168 was, as he states

"arrived at by using the five-year average for 1935 and

the three-year average for the capitahzed income for

1936." For the plaintiff's exception No. 3 to the Master's

finding XVII, see R. 634. For defendants' exception No.

145 thereto, see R. 711.

The order of the District Court on exceptions, para-

graph XIV (R. 753), reads as follows:

"XIV.
"Defendants' Exception 145 to the master's Finding

XVII be and the same is hereby overruled.

"Said Finding XVII having been reformed and re-

worded on plaintiff's exception thereto and, as so re-

formed and reworded, having been adopted by the court,

and defendants having renewed their exception thereto,

the same is hereby overruled."

The District Court arrived at the identical figures of

valuation originally fixed by the master by using a five-

year average of stock and bond valuations for 1935 and

1936, a five-year average net income for the 1935 valua-

tion and a three-year average net income for the 1936

valuation. He used 6% for capitalizing net income. He

added the cost of reproduction as determined in finding

of fact No. XII. He applied the weighted percentages

of 40% for stock and bond value, 40% for capitalization

of net income, and 20% for cost of reproduction, ulti-

mately arriving at the identical figures stated in the

Master's finding by an entirely different avenue of ap-

proach.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XVII.
"The true and fair value in money and fair cash

market value of plaintiff's railroad system for the year

I
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1935 was $203,923,191 and for the year 1936 was $190,-

128,168.

"The above valuation is computed by using the five

year average of stocks and bonds for 1935 and 1936, and
the average net income for five preceding years for the
1935 valuation, and the average of three years net income
for 1936. The use of the three year average capitalized

income for 1936 gives a higher valuation for that year
than the five year average. Six per cent, is used for

capitaHzing said income. The system cost of reproduc-
tion, as above stated, was $406,671,775 for the year 1935,

and $395,685,894 for 1936.

"In determining fair cash market value of plaintiff's

operating property I shall take 40% of average market
value of stocks and bonds and 40% of average net income
capitalized at 67( , and 20% of system cost of reproduction
as follows:

1935 1936

Stock and bond value—5 yr. avg $179,635,150 $157,380,122
Capitalized value—5 yr. avg 126,836,940
Capitalized value—3 yr. avg 120,097,350
Cost of reproduction 406,671,775 395,685,894

Composite Value
40% of stock and bond value $71,854,060 $62,952,049
40% of capitalized value 50,734,776 48,038,940
20% of cost of reproduction 81,334,355 79,137,179

Total $203,923,191 $190,128,168

"No higher valuation of plaintiff's operating prop-

erty for either of said years can be computed by any
other permissible or defensible method of valuation."

This finding is erroneous, and has no place in the

record for several reasons. First, it erroneously assumes

that to find a value of the operating property in Wash-

ington, a valuation of the system is imperative. It should

be remembered in this connection again that the tax in

Washington is not an excise, gross earnings, capital stock

or net earnings tax. It is an ad valorem tax upon specific

items of real and personal property located wholly within

the state. It is the same kind of tax that is levied in

New Jersey on railroad property.
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In the case of Lehigh Valley R. Co. of N. J. v. Martin,

100 Fed. 2nd. 139 (Cert, denied, 306 U. S. 651, 669, 670),

the question of the necessity of finding system value was

squarely raised. Speaking for the New Jersey commis-

sion, a witness said: "We didn't use the stock and bond

method in order to arrive at the value and didn't use the

net earnings method to arrive at the value, but we con-

sidered it." (page 142). The court said of the New
Jersey assessment, "system values have been disregarded

* * * capitalized average income and capital charges

have not been considered."

Following are the pertinent comments by the court:

"No single technique or method has ever been
adopted for valuation of railroad properties by taxing
authorities and a wide variety of methods has been em-
ployed. The Supreme Court of the United States has
frowned upon a strictly mathematical method of ap-
praisal. * * * the Supreme Court made it plain that

in determining assessments a taxing board is not bound
by any formula, rule or method but is free to consider
all pertinent facts and give them reasonable weight.

" * * * As we have stated, the method of assess-

ment employed was based primarily upon the value of
assets within the State of New Jersey and had little re-

gard for system values. * * * Considering all the
elements presented by the evidence, we cannot conclude
that the methods of assessment employed by the taxing
authorities were so erroneous as in themselves to con-
stitute a burden upon interstate commerce or a valuation
of the appellants' rights under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment within the principle enunciated by the Supreme
Court.

"The appellants, if we correctly apprehend their

position, contend that methods of assessment employed
were not such as were reasonably intended to ascertain
the actual or market value of the properties. As we
have indicated, we cannot agree with this contention.
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The second error in the finding is that it lays down
a mathematical formula and says that if any greater value

is used than the formula produces, it is a badge of fraud.

Note that the finding reads, "No higher valuation

* * * can be computed," inferring, of course, that

valuation for tax purposes is a formulaic process, and

must find its sanction in mathematics. This is a funda-

mental error that underlies all of the court's findings.

The formula used in the finding is likewise unlawful.

It leaves completely out of consideration certain items

specified in the statute that "must" be considered. (Rem.

Rev. Stat., 11156-9.) This statute says that for the pur-

pose of determining "the value of the whole system as a

unit" the commission "mat/" (which the Master and trial

court said meant "must") take into consideration the fol-

lowing items which are wholly absent from the formula

by which the results in finding No. XVII are obtained,

—

the "salvage value," the "actual cost new" the "par value"

and "actual value" of stocks and bonds, the "present and

prospective gross and net earnings."

See also:

Illinois Cent. Ry. Co. v. Greene, 244 U. S. 555; 61
Law Ed. 1309.

The valuation of property for purposes of taxation

is not a formulaic process.

"The ascertainvfient of that value is not controlled

by artificial rules. It is not a matter of formulas, but
there must be a reasonable judgment, having its basis in

a proper consideration of all relevant facts. The scope
of the inquiry was thus broadly described in Smyth v.

Ames (169 U. S. 546, 547): 'In order to ascertain the
value, the original cost of construction, the amount ex-
pended in permanent improvements, the amount and
market value of its bonds and stock, the present, as com-
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pared with the original, cost of construction, the probable
earning capacity of the property under particular rates

prescribed by statute, and the sum required to meet
operating expenses, are all matters for consideration, and
are to be given such weight as may be just and right in

each case. We do not say that there may not he other
matters to he regarded in estiTnating the value of the
property. What the company is entitled to ask is a fair

return upon the value of that which it employs for the
public convenience."

Simpson v. Shepard (Minnesota Rate Cases), 230
U. S. 352; 57 L. ed. 1511, 1556.

"The ascertainment of the value of a railway system
is not a matter of arithmetical calculation and is not
governed by any fixed and definite rate. Facts of great
variety and number, estimates that are exact and those
that are approximations, forecasts based on probabilities

and contingencies have bearing and properly may be
taken into account to guide judgment in determining
what is the money equivalent—the actual value—of the
property."

Rowley v. Chicago & N. W. Ry. Co., 293 U. S. 102;

79 L. ed. 222, 226.

"In determining the amount of the assessment the
board was not bound by any formula, rule or method,
but for guidance to right judgment it was free to con-
sider all pertinent facts, estimates and forecasts and to

give to them such weight as reasonably they might be
deemed to have."

G. JV. Ry. Co. V. Weeks, 297 U. S. 135; 80 L. ed.

532, 536.

Specification of Error No. 9

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XVIII (R. 816) to the effect that the

value of plaintiff's railroad as a system and of that por-

tion in the State of Washington as reflected by its utility

is far less than the cost of reproduction as determined by

the Interstate Commerce Commission or the present cost
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of reproduction and that the operating property in the

state, as well as of the system, is more extensive than

needed for the business which plaintiff now has or has

had for many years past, or which it may reasonably

expect to have in the future, and that the figures of value

indicated of Northern Pacific Washington operating prop-

erties used by the State Tax Commission do not represent

any element of market value of said property whatso-

ever, because said finding is not sustained by the law

or the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XVIII, see R.

597. For defendants' exception No. 146 thereto, see R.

712. For the order of the District Court, paragraph XV,

on defendants' exception 146, see R. 754. The District

Court overruled the defendants' exception 146, but

ordered that the Master's finding be reformed and re-

worded and that having been done, it was adopted as the

finding of the court.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XVIII.

"The value of plaintiff's railroad as a system and of

that portion in the state, as reflected by its utility, is far

less than the cost of reproduction as determined by the

Interstate Commerce Commission or the present cost of

reproduction. The operating property in the state as

well as of the system is more extensive than needed for

the business which plaintiff now has or has had for

many years past, or which it may reasonably expect to

have in the future. The Tax Commission at p. 76 of its

opinion found a 'commercial value' as stated in Finding

XIX of $95,525,321 for 1935 and $97,895,092 for 1936.

This figure is arrived at by assigning to Washington
34.47% for 1935 and 33.92% for 1936 of system 'Com-
mercial value.' In this way a value is apportioned to

Washington of $79,723,838 for 1935 and $82,834,353 for
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1936. The Tax Commission takes 80% of these last men-
tioned figures, amounting to $63,779,070 and $66,267,482,
respectively, to which it adds 20% of the reproduction
cost in Washington as found by it of $158,731,254 for 1935
and $158,138,051 for 1936. This 20% of the cost amounts
to $31,746,251 for 1935 and $31,627,610 for 1936. In this

way it gets 'Value indicated of N. P. Washington oper-
arting properties,' $95,525,321 for 1935 and $97,895,092
for 1936. The following is a copy of the table: (713)"

(Here follows copy of a tabulation shown on page

76 of Exhibit 53, R. 2770.)

"Said sums called 'Value indicated of N. P. Wash-
ington operating properties' are not cash market value.

Said sum of $31,746,251 added for 1935, and of $31,627,610,

added for 1936, do not represent any element of market
value of said property whatsoever.

"Said sums represent the difference between 80% of

the so-called 'commercial value' found by the Tax Com-
mission for each of said years and a figure arrived at by
adding to said 80%, 20% of the excessive and erroneous
cost of reproduction used by the Tax Commission, as ex-
plained on page 73 of said Tax Commission's opinion, Ex.
53, as follows:"

(Here follows text of Tax Commission's opinion,

Ex. 53, beginning on page 73, R. 2767-2768.)

The finding by the court that the value of plaintiff's

railroad in the State of Washington as reflected by its

utility is far less than the cost of reproduction as deter-

mined by the I. C. C. or the present cost of reproduction

is without support in the testimony. In fact the only

reliable testimony is to the direct contrary.

It is true that railroad witnesses testified to certain

abandoned or closed depots, shops and warehouses and

to lessened traffic on certain branches; but no one testified

to a single mile of track that would be torn up, or to

concrete and definite list of items and their costs that
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would be abandoned. All the whole testimony amounted

to was that some possible changes would occur on a re-

construction of the railroad, but just what they would be

or how much less they would cost in definite figure no

one knew or would even venture a guess. (See R. 975

to 980, 1038.)

The principal witness for plaintiff on this feature was

C. V. Berglund, in charge of operations. He testified as

follows: (R. 1455.)

" * * * Assuming the whole system were recon-

structed, you ask if it is not impossible to say that the

relative reconstruction costs, in Washington to the system
would be any different than it is now. It is, except that

you would consider that if we would build a railroad

similar to the one that we have now we would not build

as much track as we have. You ask if it is not a fact

that the relative reconstruction cost would likely be more
in Washington than for the rest of the system. I don't

know."

This is the testimony upon which the court bases a

solemn finding.

The only authentic testimony in the case proves that

it would cost very much more in 1934 and 1935 to re-

construct the railroad than in 1917. (R. 1714, 1715, 1716,

1717) (Ex. 39-A).

According to the adjudicated cases cost of reproduc-

tion does furnish a criterion of value under an ad valorem

system when the valuation involves a terminal state. And

while the tax commission found the valuation in Wash-

ington to be over $60,000,000 less than the cost of repro-

duction figures, there is no independent proof in the case

that the utility value in Washington is less than the cost

of reproduction new.
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As before shown, it is impossible even approximately

to determine the net revenue earned in Washington and

consequently its utility value. We know that the Seattle-

Vancouver line alone produces over $1,000,000 net reve-

nue per year in Washington and that Washington is the

most important end of the system (R. 1456). Who could

say from this that the Washington segment is not worth

all it cost?

The importance of the terminal feature and the al-

lowable emphasis on physical values is clearly set forth

in Lehigh Valley R. Co. v. Martin, 100 F. 2d. 139, supra, as

follows: (p. 144.)

" * * * it must be admitted that physical valua-
tions of tangible property used as part of railroad systems,
such as locomotives, signal towers, bridges, and terminal
equipment, made as in the case at bar, bear a substantial

relationship to their true or actual value in the opera-
tion of railroad systems. * * * j^ must also be borne
in mind that the terminal properties of the appellants
within New Jersey are unusually extensive due to the
facilities for shipping afforded by tidewater. We think
that it would be generally conceded that the values of

terminal properties upon tidewater do bear a relationship

in value to other properties similarly situated, though not
used by railroads. * * *."

See also the same case in the United States District

Court, 19 Fed. Supp. 63. The pertinent parts are quoted

in Appendix 7.

After discussion, the court held that the New Jersey

method was not fundamentally erroneous. In other

words, a federal court had no right to strike down a

state assessment, at least in a terminal state, based on

physical valuations (cost) alone.
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Specification of Error No. 10

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XIX (R. 820) to the effect that the

Tax Commission did not value nor attempt to value the

system operating property at actual cash market value,

and that the figures of $231,284,705 for 1935 and $224,-

205,050 for 1936 were not the actual cash market value of

plaintiff's system operating property for the respective

years, but are greatly in excess thereof, because said

finding is not sustained by the law or the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XIX, see R.

600. For defendants' exception 147 thereto, see R. 713.

For the order of the District Court, paragraph XVI, on

defendants' exception 147, see R. 754. The District Court

overruled the defendants' exception 147, but ordered that

the Master's finding be reformed and that having been

done, it was adopted as the finding of the court.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XIX.
"The Tax Commission did not value nor attempt to

value the system operating property at actual cash market
value (Jenner, Tr. 1698, etc.). The Tax Commission, by
its method, found the market value of capital stock and
funded debt as reflected by market quotations for the
single year ending February, 1935 and February, 1936.

(Opinion, p. 76.) From this figure it deducted an amount
for non-operating property computed as shown in Find-
ing XIII. The Tax Commission calls the result of $231,-

284,705 for 1935 and $244,205,050 for 1936 the 'commercial
value' of the property. This commercial value is not
otherwise defined or explained than in the footnote on
page 2 of the Opinion as follows:

" 'By "commercial value" as used in this opinion is

meant that value computed with sole reference to the

property's future earnings.'
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"Whatever 'commercial value' may be, said figures

of $231,284,705 and $244,205,050 were not the actual cash
value nor cash market value of plaintiff's system operating
property for the respective years, but are greatly in ex-

cess thereof."

The error in this finding is that it assumes that the

use of stock and bond prices on the New York Stock Ex-

change, and the earnings capitalized, produces a figure

equivalent to the cash market value of the underlying

physical assets of the system. As shown by the argument

under previous assignments of error, this assumption has

been declared erroneous by the courts.

The computation does not prove the value of the

entire issue of capital stocks and bonds, let alone the

underlying physical assets.

"The actual market value of the capital stock of a
corporation is determined by factors differing essentially

from those which fix the actual value of the property and
assets which the capital stock of the corporation repre-
sents." 26 R. C. L. 174.

"Suffice it to say," says the United States Supreme

Court in Hamilton Mfg. Co. v. Mass., 73 U. S. 632; 18 L.

ed. 904, "that universal experience shows that actual

value, as ascertained by the appraisement of the assessors,

may be very different from the market value (stock

market value), as a great variety of elements enter into

the latter estimation which have no place in the former."

In 'Norfolk & Western Ry. Co. v. Board of Public

Works, 3 Fed. Supp. 791, a three-judge court held that

"the stock and bond method" of valuing a railroad was

not conclusive, and that values in excess thereof were not

erroneous. The court, among other things, said: (pages

794-795)
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"It certainly could not be contended that the true and
actual value of the property of the plaintiff is subjected

to any such wide range of high and low values. * * *

rhose in control of the stock could easily manipulate it

30 as to show an entirely fictitious value on any given day
and control the amount of taxes to be paid without re-

gard to the true and actual value of the property. The
plaintiff has certainly offered no better method of ascer-

taining the value sought than any one of the many meth-
ods shown to have been taken into consideration by the

board.

"That assessing boards are justified in considering

more than one factor in reaching values is well settled

by a long line of court decisions, with practically no
dissent, and while some courts favor one method as being

more fair than other methods and other courts favor still

other methods, yet an examination of the opinions shows
that the courts as a whole are very much inclined to the

consideration of all factors. * * *

u * * * ^g ^gg ggj^ ^y ^YiQ judge of the circuit

court of McDowell county in his opinion, nowhere has

there been found a decision holding that the value of the

stocks and bonds of a company on a single day could be

used as the sole basis of computing physical value.
* * * "

Specification of Error No. 11

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XX (R. 821) allocating proportion of

system value to the State of Washington, because said

finding is contrary to the law and the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XX, see R.

601. For defendants' exception 148 thereto, see R. 714.

For the order of the District Court, paragraph XVII, on

defendants' exception 148, see R. 754. The order of the

District Court reformed and reworded this finding on

plaintiff's exception thereto and that having been done,

it was adopted as the finding of the court and the defend-

ants' exception was overruled.

I
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The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XX.
"The percentage of track miles in Washington to

system track mileage for the respective years is as

follows:

Assessment Year 1935 1936
System 9854 . 27 9845 . 04
State of Washington 2933.99 2927.53
Percentage in state 29.77 29 . 74

(Table 8, Master's Report)

"The cost of reproduction of plaintiff's system
operating property, as determined by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in its valuation proceedings under
Sec. 19A, Transportation Act 1920, as of June 30, 1917, at

average prices of 1910 to 1914, plus the cost of net ad-
ditions and betterments, using present market value of

lands, as of said assessment dates respectively, and de-
preciating structures, and the cost similarly computed of

that portion of said system in the State of Washington for

the respective years and the percentage of said cost in

the state to the system cost is as shown on Table 7 of

the Master's report as follows:

Assessment Year 1935 1936
System $406,671,775 $395,685,894
State of Washington 135,164,742 131,073,812
Percentage in state 33 .24 33 . 13

"The court finds that for the purpose of allocation,

relative cost of reproduction and track mileage are proper
factors, giving one-third weight to the former and two-
thirds weight to the latter.

"The system value of plaintiff's operating property
for the years 1935 and 1936, as computed in Finding No.
XVII, and the value of that portion in the State of Wash-
ington, computed by taking the composite of said cost of

reproduction and track mileage, giving one-third weight
to the former and two-thirds weight to the latter as fol-

lows:
1935 1936

Composite system value as per Finding
No. XVII $203,923,191 $190,128,168

Basis of allocation—two-thirds of all track
mileage factor 19.85 19 . 83

One-third of cost of reproduction factor. ... 11 .08 11 .04

Composite factor 30 . 93 30.87
Value of property in Washington $63,073,442 $58,692,565
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"In valuing and assessing plaintiff's operating prop-
erty for each of said years the Tax Commission intention-
ally grossly over-valued the same, and intentionally dis-

criminated against plaintiff by assessing its property at a
greatly higher percentage of fair market value than that
at which the general property of the state was valued and
taxed in each of said years.

"The valuation above found is the highest valuation
which can be computed for each of said years by any
permissible or defensible method which the Tax Com-
mission might lawfully have used, and no greater value
can be sustained."

Specification of Error No. 12

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXI (R. 823) respecting cost of reproduc-

tion as an allocation factor, because said finding is not

sustained by a fair preponderance of the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XXI, see R.

602. For defendant's exception 149 thereto, see R. 714.

For the order of the District Court, paragraph XVIII, on

defendants' exception 149, see R. 755. The order of the

District Court struck the last sentence of the Master's

finding and that having been done, it was adopted as the

finding of the court and the defendants' exception was

overruled.

The finding made and entered by the District Court is

as follows:

"XXI
"The physical property factor is the relation of state

to system cost of reproduction as determined by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission in its valuation proceed-
ings under Sec. 19a of the Transportation Act 1920, as

of June 30, 1917, at average prices 1910 to 1914, plus the

cost of depreciated net additions and betterments since

1917 to December 31, 1934, and December 31, 1935 re-

spectively. Said cost of reproduction does not include

any depreciation since 1917 of property now in use as

it existed in 1917, (Sharood, Tr. 194). It does not rep-
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resent the cost of reproduction of property as of 1934 or
1935 at prices and cost of materials and labor as of those
dates. Since 1917 there has been obsolescence in plain-

tiff's lines of railroad in Washington, especially of many
branch lines built to serve coal mines and timbered areas
from which the coal has been exhausted and the timber
removed so that said lines would not be reconstructed
at all under conditions existing 1934 and 1935. (Wood-
worth Deposition, 259, etc.) There has also been ob-
solescence in many tracks and structures due to change
in operating conditions and lengthening of sections and
divisions, (Woodworth Dep. 261). Many expensive fa-

cilities provided for passenger traffic and 1. c. 1. freight

traffic have become obsolete and of little or no use, due
to the vast increase of competitive highway transporta-
tion in the last fifteen years, (Woodworth Dep. 257) . The
evidence does not show the exact extent to which this

obsolescence has occurred. It has occurred to a greater
extent in the State of Washington than in other states.

(Woodworth Dept. 263.)"

Specification of Error No. 13

The District Court erred in making and entering

finding of fact No. XXII (R. 824) summarily rejecting

the so-called Turnburke and Newell allocation methods

as fundamentally erroneous, and as importing into the

State of Washington and taxing, property not within the

state, because said finding is not warranted by law and

is not sustained by the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XXII, see R.

603 to 610. For defendants' exception 150 thereto, see

R. 717 to 724. For the order of the District Court, para-

graph XIX, on defendants' exception 150, see R. 755.

The order of the District Court reformed and reworded

this finding and that having been done, it was adopted as

the finding of the court and the defendants' exception was

overruled.
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The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XXII
"Turnburke and Newell Allocation Methods.

"(a) The so-called Turnburke allocation method,
as used by the Tax Commission, is explained at page 64
of the Tax Commission's Opinion, Exhibit 53. It is er-

roneous as applied in this case.

"(b) The Newell Method. This method was testi-

fied to by the witness, J. P. Newell, a valuation engi-
neer. It is erroneous as applied in this case.

"(c) Both the Newell and Turnburke methods are
fundamentally erroneous and imported into the State
of Washington and taxed property not within the state,

and neither will be approved."

Specifications of errors Nos. 11, 12 and 13 have rela-

tion to the proper allocation factor to be used, and

should be argued together.

It would seem that argument ought to be superfluous

to justify a use between 34% and 35% when the Court

and the Master themselves used 33% plus. No decision

was shown, and none could be found, where such a small

difference between the Commission's figures and what

the Court might think was fair was held sufficient to

prove fraud or fundamental error. That there is a wide J
margin within which reasonable men may differ is dem-

onstrated by the statement of plaintiff's auditor, E. V.

Peterson, who said: "The Northern Pacific is operated

as a system. The allocation to the various states must be,

by the nature of things, more or less arbitrary." (R.

1081.)

Quoting further from witness Peterson:

"In the first place there is no exact way that you can
determine the contribution of a given state to the busi-

ness of a railroad" (R 1124). He said it was subject "to
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the law of arbitraries" and "merely because somebody
else uses a different arbitrary than I do, he isn't neces-
sarily arbitrary."

The allocation percentage contended for by the plain-

tiff is considerably less than that found by the Court and

the Tax Commission. This figure was obtained by aver-

aging five so-called factors of allocation, and the method

is described on pages 24 to 26, of Exhibit 53, the Com-

mission's Opinion and Order. The weaknesses and de-

ficiencies of the railroad's factors are clearly pointed out

on pages 34, 35 and 36, of Exhibit 53. The deficiencies of

said factors are further more clearly pointed out in the

case of Lehigh Valley R. R. Co. v. Martin, 19 Fed. Supp.

63; Appendix 7.

For reasons pointed out in the Statement of the Case

earlier herein the writers of this brief believe that the

correct allocation percentage should be not less than 45%.

The railroad's computation is based, chiefiy, upon the

arbitrary, called the "mileage prorate." The mileage pro-

rate scheme of apportioning railroad values has been

condemned by the United States Supreme Court for a

railroad that passes through a more or less barren

region, like the Dakotas, and Montana, and into rich

centralized and prosperous communities like Washing-

ton and Minnesota.

Wallace v. Hines, 253 U. S., 66; 64 L. ed. 782, 786;

Fargo v. Hart, 192 U. S. 490; 48 L. ed. 761, 765;

Union Tank Line v. Wright, 249 U. S. 275; 63 L.

ed 602.

The fallacy and absurdity of the mileage prorate

factor in the division of system value is also shown by

following out to its logical conclusion plaintiff's sugges-

tion that it would not reconstruct its road in Washing-
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ton as it is now. No doubt, it would shorten its mileage

by abandonment of unprofitable segments, re-routing

and re-tunnelling, and modern construction. Its busi-

ness would be the same in volume as it is now, but more

profitable by reason of lowered costs of operation.

Hence, the plant as a whole would be worth more to the

system than the old one. But they would argue, no

doubt, for a less value for tax purposes, because, for-

sooth, the all track mileage factor would be less; the per-

centage of interstate revenue, based on mileage, less;

the car and locomotive miles less; the ton miles less and

the cost of reproduction less. In other words, the more

efficient the Washington segment is made, the less would

be its value.

There being, as admitted by the witness Peterson,

"a great divergence of opinion in regard to the proper

method of apportioning system value as between states,"

and there being clearly demonstrated, if not admitted,

grave weaknesses in all of the railroad's proposed factors

of allocation, the railroad disagreeing with the Commis-

sion, and the Master disagreeing with both the railroad

and the Commission, proves conclusively that there is

no foundation whatever for the charge of arbitrary ac-

tion on the part of the Commission in the factor it used,

and no proof worthy of the name that any different

factor is mandatorially correct. The railroad and the

Master attack the so-called Turnburke method of allo-

cation used in part by the Commission in computing in-

dicated values. The method is fully explained in the

Tax Commission's Opinion, Exhibit 53, and previously

referred to in this brief in the Statement of the Case.
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A similar, if not identical method, is provided by-

statute in the State of North Carolina, and was declared

and held to be perfectly proper and reasonable by the

United States Supreme Court in Norfolk & W. R. Co.

V. North Carolina, 297 U. S. 682, 80 L. ed. 977. The per-

tinent provisions of the statute and remarks of the Court

are shown in Appendix 8. (For same case, below, see

Maxwell v. Norfolk & Western Ry. Co., 181 S. E. 248.)

See also Ford Motor Company v. Beauchamp, - U. S. —
84 L. ed. Adv. Ops. 230.

The chief attack levelled at the Turnburke method

was that it took into consideration traffic of a railroad

which never touched Washington. There is, as the rec-

ord shows, a short line owned by the plaintiff between

Seattle and Portland, which lies wholly within the State

of Washington. This line is leased in part to the Great

Northern and Union Pacific, and said lease guarantees

for a period of hundreds of years an income of over a

million dollars a year wholly earned in Washington.

The railroad, however, contended that this was system

earning, and not local to Washington. The witness Peter-

son said: "Now, here in Washington, the Northern

Pacific gets these joint facility rents, but this revenue is

of a transcontinental nature, and other states would ben-

efit the same as Washington would." The plaintiff can

not very well sustain the charge of arbitrary or funda-

mentally erroneous procedure by accusing the Commis-

I
sion of adopting an hypothesis used by the railroad it-

self, viz. that all revenue from all traffic is of a trans-

continental nature, and should not be localized.

Perhaps the best, and surely the most xmprejudiced

opinion, on this phase of the case is that of J. P. Newell.
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He pointed out dearly the weakness of the railroad's five-

factor formula (R. 2130 to 2139) and said that the Turn-

burke allocation factor was equitable (R. 2138). Mr.

Newell answered the railroad's objection by stating that

he thought that the entire volume of freight should be

included, and no attempt made to exclude freight that

did not touch Washington.

He said: "I think in recognition of the fact that the

utility is a single entity, and that all its relations between

states, and all its connections are interdependent, and no

one can sort out, allocate and weigh all those intangible

factors between one part of a system and the other, in the

way in which they aid each other, in the production of

revenue, it is a good deal like trying to find out which of

the four legs of a horse does the most work. It simply

hasn't a basis for accurate allocation. I think it is proper

to take it upon the basis of what each section contributes

to common cost. I think this action of taking all the

revenues, interstate freight, is the proper one, for that

reason."

The railroad's formula is cleverly designed to ex-

clude the terminal situation in Washington, and to spread

its values into other states.

The action of the District Court in summarily reject-

ing the Turnburke and Newell allocation methods be-

cause of their novelty aptly illustrates an aphorism

recently voiced by a Judge of the Supreme Court of

Washington.

" * * * the legal mind is invincibly hostile to the

new, the strange, and the unfamiliar."

Robinson (dissenting) In Re Murphy's Estate, 193

Wash. 400, 424.
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And in these modern days of changing economic con-

ceptions, and corresponding adjustments of governmental

agencies to meet the same, novelty has no terror for the

Supreme Court of the United States.

"The fact that the * * * scheme is novel is,

of course, no evidence of unconstitutionality."

Justice Roberts, in Railroad Retirement Bd. v. Al-
ton Ry. Co., 295 U. S. 330, 346, 79 L. ed. 1468,
1474.

Specification of Error No. 14

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXIII (R. 824) respecting the ratio of

assessed value to true value of locally assessed property

of the plaintiff, because said finding is not sustained by

the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XXIII, see R.

610. For defendants' exception 151 thereto, see R. 724.

For the order of the District Court, paragraph XX, on

defendants' exception 151, see R. 755. The order of the

District Court reformed and reworded this finding by

changing the percentages found by the Master and that

having been done, it was adopted as the finding of the

court and the defendants' exception was overruled.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XXIII
"The ratio of assessed value to true value of all

locally assessed property in the twenty-three counties in

which plaintiff's property is taxed for the year 1935 is

as shown in Exhibit 1 hereto attached, and the average
percentage of assessed to true market value in said coun-
ties is 44.99%, and the percentage of true market value
at which plaintiff's operating property was valued and
taxed in said several counties is 62.61%.
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"The ratio of assessed value to true value of all

locally assessed property in the twenty-three counties
in which plaintiff's property is taxed for the year 1936
is as shown in Exhibit 2 hereto attached, the average
percentage of assessed to true market value in said
counties is 45.26%, and the percentage of true market
value at which plaintiff's operating property was valued
and taxed in said several counties is 66.85%.

"The intentional assessment and taxation of plain-
tiff's property at said 62.61% of fair market value for
1935, and at 66.85% for 1936, and the assessment of said
other property at said percentages of 44.99% and 45.26%
of its market value was and is grossly discriminatory, and
subjects plaintiff's property to the burden of taxation at

percentages of values far in excess of the percentages at
which said other property was assessed and taxed in the
State of Washington for each of said years."

As a mathematical computation, this finding is cor-

rect. It has the merit of the correctness that necessarily

follows from an attempt by an interested party to make
computations of percentages upon initial base figures

arbitrarily selected for the purpose of the computation.

Of course, it can be mathematically demonstrated that

when the valuation of the railroad property for pur-

poses of taxation is an arbitrary figure, and the basis of

valuation of other property is another arbitrary figure,

there is a certain definite and specific percentage rela-

tionship between the two. But such a computation

proves nothing—the percentage varies with the base

factors used. The valuation of property for taxation is

not a judicial function. The manner in which courts are

handicapped in constituting themselves supervisory and

corrective agencies over the instrumentalities that state

statutes have provided for valuing and assessing prop-

erty has been commented upon by the courts in other

cases.
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"Independently of, and in cases arising prior to, the
enactment of the provision (Act of March 2, 1867, 14

Stat, at L. 475, chap. 169) which became Rev. Stat. Sec.

3224, U. S. C. title 26, Sec. 154, this court in harmony with
the rule generally followed in courts of equity held that

a suit will not lie to restrain the collection of a tax upon
the sole ground of its illegality. The principal reason
is that, as courts are without authority to apportion or

equalize taxes or to make assessments, such suits would
enable those liable for taxes in some amount to delay
payment or possibly to escape their lawful burden and
so to interfere with and thwart the collection of revenues
for the support of the government."

Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co., 284 U. S.

498; 76 L. ed. 422, 429.

"The levy of taxes is not a judicial function. Its

exercise, by the Constitutions of all the States, and by
the theory of our English origin, is exclusively legislative.

Heine v. Levee Comrs., 19 Wall., 660 (86 U. S., XXII.,

226) . A court of equity is, therefore, hampered in the ex-

ercise of its jurisdiction by the necessity of enjoining the
tax complained of, in whole or in part, without any
power of doing complete justice by making, or causing
to be made, a new assessment on any principle it may
decide to be the right one. In this manner it may, by en-

joining the levy, enable the complainant to escape wholly
the tax for the period of time complained of, though it

be obvious that he ought to pay a tax if imposed in the

proper manner."

Taylor v. Secor (St. R. R. Tax Cases) 92 U. S. 575;

23 L. ed. 663, 674, 673.

"The question of equal protection must be decided
in respect of the general classification rather than by the

chance incidence of the tax in particular instances or

with respect to particular taxpayers. 'And inequalities

that result not from hostile discrimination, but occasion-

ally and incidentally in the application of a system that

is not arbitrary in its classification, are not sufficient to

defeat the law.' Maxwell v. Bughee, 250 U. S. 525, 543;

63 L. ed. 1124, 1132, 40 S. Ct. 2. 'The operation of a

general rule will seldom be the same for every one. If

the accidents of trade lead to inequality or hardship, the
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consequences must be accepted as inherent in govern-
ment by law instead of government by edict.' Fox v.

Standard Oil Co. 294 U. S. 87, 102; 79 L. ed. 780, 790, 55
S. Ct. 333."

Colgate v. Harvey, 296 U. S. 404, 80 L. ed. 299, 314.

An unfortunate consequence of the substitution by

a special master, and later by a court, of their opinions

and conclusions as to value, for those of a statutory com-

mission is always lost sight of in such cases; that is, that

it results in a violation of the "equality" and "uniformity"

constitutional requirements. The statutory State Tax

Commission, in the performance of its duties, is engaged

from year end to year end in the determination of the

valuations of property for purposes of taxation—property

of all kinds. In determining the valuations of railroad

properties, it determines the valuations of the properties

of all of the railroads operating within the state, and is

in a position to heed the admonition of the 14th Amend-

ment to the Constitution of Washington that "all taxes

shall be uniform upon the same class of property *

* * ." When it sits in September of each year as a

State Board of Equalization, its primary objective is the

equalization of the assessment and taxation of all prop-

erty of the same class. When the property of the North-

ern Pacific Railway Company is valued and equalized,

the results in those two operations are attained by con-

sideration of the valuation and equalization of the prop-

erty of all of the other railroads operating within the

state, and equality and uniformity thus become ends

practical of attainment. It is worthy of note that no

other railroad in the State of Washington contested the

valuation and assessment of its property for taxation for

the years 1935 and 1936 (R. 1949 to 1950). The railroads,
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other than the plaintiff, that were assessed by the

State Tax Commission for those two years were the

Great Northern, the Milwaukee, the Oregon-Washington

(Union Pacific) and the Spokane, Portland & Seattle,

and a large number of smaller railroads. Three of these

are comparable with the plaintiff railway; namely, the

Great Northern, the Milwaukee and the Union Pacific,

all trans-continental lines. When a special master and

a district court sit in review of the action of the State

Tax Commission, the valuation and assessment of the

property of the Northern Pacific Railway are viewed in

isolation, entirely without relation to or comparison with

other similar railroad properties. And when such cases

result as this one has, then the valuation and assessment

of the Northern Pacific is thrown entirely out of line with

the valuation and assessment of the properties of compar-

able railroads, and the "equality" and "uniformity" re-

quirements of the State and Federal Constitutions are

inevitably and automatically violated. The true principle

is stated by Mr. Justice Stone (dissenting) in Great

Northern Ry. Co. v. Weeks, supra, thus:

"Taxation is but a method of raising revenue to

defray the expenses of government, and of distributing

the burden among those who must bear it. The taxpayer
cannot complain of a tax burden which he has to bear,

who shows no inequality in the application of it."

Great Northern Ry. Co. v. Weeks, 297 U. S. 135,

SOL. ed. 532 (551).

Because courts are not so situated in cases like this

as to be able to make the taxes resulting from the valua-

tions and assessments which they formulate equal and

uniform among like properties similarly situated, is

another reason why they should not attempt to interfere

with the valuations and assessments made by the stat-
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utory authorities, who are peculiarly qualified and

equipped to effectuate the constitutional requirements.

It is a play upon words only that makes possible the

plaintiff's computation of horrendous percentages for

purposes of comparison in this case. The process is

this: The 14th Amendment to the State Constitution,

(Appendix 1) provides:

"All real estate shall constitute one class."

Under the statute of 1925, Rem. Rev. Stat. 11170,

(Appendix 2) all land occupied as right of way and all

the numerous other items specified in the statute, without

separating the same into land and improvements, are

required to be assessed and taxed as "real property."

The plaintiff then makes its percentage computations

between the real estate valuations made in each county

by the local assessors, of farm lands, etc., and the valu-

ation of the operating property of the plaintiff railroad

"assessed and taxed" as "real property" by the State

Tax Commission, charged with the duty of valuing and

assessing railroads and other utilities. The plaintiff

never could have truthfully alleged, and much less

proved, that the operating property of the Great North-

ern, the Milwaukee, and the Union Pacific railroads were

taxed on an average of 44.99% of the full market value,

while the plaintiff's operating property was taxed

104.86% of its full market value. And the District Court

never could have found from evidence, as it did in finding

of fact No. XXIII, that the average percentage assessed

to true market value of the operating properties of the

Great Northern, the Milwaukee, and the Union Pacific

railroads was 44.99%, and the percentage of true market

value at which the operating property of the Northern
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Pacific railroad was valued and taxed was 62.61%. In

other words, the plaintiff insists on computing its com-

parative percentages between apples and grapes, in-

stead of between apples and other apples. The only

kind of discrimination of which the plaintiff can com-

plain, if substantiated, is a discrimination between its

property and like property similarly situated. This was

recognized by the Circuit Court of Appeals of the 8th

Circuit, in a case where a utililty company was attempt-

ing to make the same comparison between valuation and

assessment of its utility property, and the valuation and

assessment of the common property of the state, as the

plaintiff here essays to do. That court said:

"The property of appellant is of the kind of prop-
erty referred to as utility property, and it is not shown
in the testimony that utility properties in Missouri were
assessed for the tax year in question here below their

full 100 per cent, value, nor that there was discrimina-

tion between the assessment of plaintiff's property and
that of utilities generally in the state. Cf. lowa-Des
Moines Nat. Bank v. Bennett, 284 U. S. 239, 52 S. Ct. 133,

76 L. Ed. 265; Cumberland Coal Co. v. Board of Revision,

284 U. S. 23, 52 S. Ct. 48, 76 L. Ed. 146; Sioux City Bridge
Co. v. Dakota County, 260 U. S. 441, 43 S. Ct. 190, 67

L. Ed. 340, 28 A. L. R. 979. * * * "

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Wilcox, 85 F.

(2d) 352, 362.

Specification of Error No. 15

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXIV (R. 825) fixing the primary and

equalized values of the plaintiff's property in the State of

Washington for taxation for the years 1935 and 1936, be-

cause said finding is not sustained by the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XXIV, see

R. 611. For defendants' exception 152 thereto, see R. 725.
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For the order of the District Court, paragraph XXII,

overruling the defendants' exception No. 152, see R. 756.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XXIV.
"The primary value of plaintiff's property in the

State of Washington for the year 1935 is a total of $63,-

073,443, as shown in Exhibit 1, attached hereto; the
equalized value of said property in the State of Washing-
ton for said year is $27,497,314, as shown in Exhibit 1

attached hereto; the correct tax thereon for said year is

the sum of $976,765.67 as shown in Exhibit 1, hereto
attached and made a part hereof.

"The primary value of plaintiff's property in the
State of Washington for the year 1936 is a total of

$58,692,565, as shown in Exhibit 2, attached hereto; the
equalized value of said property in the State of Washing-
ton for said year is $25,857,280, as shown in Exhibit 2,

attached hereto; the correct tax thereon for said year is

the sum of $880,565.22, as shown in Exhibit 2, hereto
attached and made a part hereof."

Specification of Error No. 16

The District Court erred in making and entering find-

ing of fact No. XXV (R. 826) fixing the amounts of the

taxes found to be unpaid by the plaintiff for the years

1935 and 1936, because said finding is not sustained by

the evidence.

For the Master's proposed finding No. XXV, see

R. 612. For defendants' exception 153 thereto, see R. 726.

For the order of the District Court, paragraph XXII, over-

ruling the defendants' exception No. 153, see R. 756.

The finding made and entered by the District Court

is as follows:

"XXV.
"Plaintiff has heretofore paid $779,113.84 of the taxes

levied for 1935, leaving unpaid $197,651.83 of the taxes
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levied and assessed for said year, as shown in detail on
Exhibit 1, hereto attached.

"Plaintiff has heretofore paid $663,893.18 of the taxes

levied for 1936, leaving unpaid $216,672.04 of the taxes

levied and assessed for said year, as shown in detail on
Exhibit 2, hereto attached.

"That the taxes heretofore paid by plaintiff for the

year 1935 were $197,651.83 less than the taxes found to

be due herein; that the taxes heretofore paid by plain-

tiff for the year 1936 were $216,672.04 less than the taxes

found to be due herein."

These findings are the mathematical working out of

the amount of taxes due, assuming, of course, that pre-

vious findings were correct. The previous findings being

erroneous, therefore, these findings are likewise erro-

neous, and nothing less should be ordered paid than the

full amount as levied by the state and county officers.

Specification of Error No. 17

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. II (R. 832), because said conclusion is

contrary to law.

For the Master's proposed conclusion of law. No. Ill,

which most nearly corresponds to conclusion No. II of

the District Court, see R. 618. For defendants' exception

No. 158 thereto, see R. 730. For the order of the District

Court, paragraph XXIII, overruling the defendants' ex-

ception No. 158, see R. 756. The District Court ordered

that the Master's proposed conclusions be reformed and

that having been done, the reformed conclusions were

adopted as the court's conclusions in lieu of those pro-

posed by the Master and all of the defendants' excep-

tions to the Master's proposed conclusions were over-

ruled.
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The conclusion made and entered by the District

Court is as follows:

"11.

"Upon payment by plaintiff of the taxes herein found
to be due, the balance of the taxes levied for each of said

years appearing on the tax rolls of said defendant coun-
ties and any and all interest and costs should be stricken
from the rolls, and the lien of said cancelled taxes should
be removed as a cloud on plaintiff's title to its property,
and defendants and each of them should be enjoined and
perpetually restrained from collecting or attempting to

collect, or from demanding or claiming any additional
sum from plaintiff as and for taxes, penalties, interest or
costs for each of said years 1935 and 1936."

Specification of Error No. 18

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. Ill (R. 832), because said conclusion is

contrary to law and to the evidence.

For the Master's proposed conclusion of law No. II,

which is identical with conclusion No. Ill of the District

Court, see R. 618. For defendants' exception 157 thereto,

see R. 729. For the order of the District Court, para-

graph XXIII, overruling the defendants' exception No.

157, see R. 756.

The conclusion made and entered by the District

Court is as follows:

"III.

"The assessment and taxation and reassessment and
retaxation of plaintiff's operating property were made by
arbitrary and fundamentally wrong methods and were
greatly excessive and discriminatory, in violation of the

equality clauses of the 14th Amendment to the State Con-
stitution. The 1935 assessment and taxation and reassess-

ment and retaxation were contrary to the methods pre-

scribed by and in violation of chapter 130, Laws of Extra
Session 1925, and the 1936 assessment and taxation and
reassessment and retaxation were contrary to the

t
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methods prescribed by and in violation of chapter 123,

Laws 1935."

Specification of Error No. 19

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. IV (R. 833), because said conclusion

is contrary to the law and to the evidence.

For the Master's proposed conclusion of law No. IV,

see R. 619. For defendants' exception 159 thereto, see

R. 730. For the order of the District Court, paragraph

XXIII, overruling the defendants' exception No. 159, see

R. 756.

The conclusion made and entered by the District

Court is as follows:

"IV.

"In so far as the plaintiff's operating property not
within the State of Washington has been taxed by the
allocation method used by the Tax Commission, the
assessm.ents and reassessments for each of said years vio-

lates the due process clause of the 14th Amendment to

the Constitution of the United States as well as the State
Constitution and laws."

Specification of Error No. 20

The District Court erred in making and entering con-

clusion of law No. VI (R. 833), because said conclusion

is contrary to the evidence.

For the Master's proposed conclusion of law No. VI,

see R. 619. For defendants' exception 161 thereto, see

R. 731. For the order of the District Court, paragraph

XXIII, overruling the defendants' exception No. 161, see

R. 756.

The conclusion made and entered by the District

Court is as follows:
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"VI.

"The State Tax Commission was without authority

to delegate to R. G. Sharpe, attorney for defendants, the

performance of their official duty to make the reassess-

ments under Chapter 106, Laws 1931. The reassessments

were unfair and deprived plaintiff of its right to a fair and
impartial hearing and determination by the Tax Commis-
sion in the performance of its duties under the sanctions

and safeguards prescribed by law."

The error in these conclusions is that they are all

based on false premises. The falsity of the premises has

been fully discussed in the arguments upon previous

errors, and will not be repeated.
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CONCLUSION

It is respectfully urged that the only differences

shown in the proof are differences of opinion, which do

not, under all authorities, furnish ground for setting aside

a tax assessment.

"The computations of the state," said Justice Cordozo

in Norfolk & W. R. Co. v. North Carolina, 297 U. S. 682,

80 L. ed., 977; "may have been charged here and there

with errors and omissions. They were not shattered

so completely that the trier of facts could not build

on them at all. The criticisms too were not invulner-

able, but were subject to the possibility of explana-

tion or rejoiner. Indeed, apart from the computations,

there was significance, if not compulsion, in facts ad-

mitted by the railway, though with the addition of many
a gloss supposed to minimize their force."

For all the foregoing reasons, and under the specifica-

tions of error and argument thereon and the authorities

cited in support thereof, it is respectfully submitted that

the decree of the district court should be reversed and the

cause remanded to that court with instructions to dismiss

the action.

218 Paulsen Bldg., a r\ r->

Spokane, Washington. A. U. COLBURN,

103 County-City Bldg., EdWIN C. EwING,
Seattle, Washington.

Attorneys for Appellants,

Adams County, et al.
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APPENDIX

(Note. The material shown in this appendix is arranged in the
order and sequence to which references are made to it in the body
of the brief.)

1.

14th Amendment to the Constitution of Washington

"Art. VII, Sec. 1. The power of taxation shall never
be suspended, surrendered or contracted away. All taxes

shall be uniform upon the same class of property within

the territorial limits of the authority levying the tax and
shall be levied and collected for public purposes only.

The word 'property' as used herein shall mean and in-

clude everything, whether tangible or intangible, subject

to ownership. All real estate shall constitute one class.

2.

Ch. 130, Laws of Wash. Ex. Sess. 1925, Rem. Rev. Stat., Sees.

11156 to 11171, inc.

"11156. Railroad and telegraph coinpanies—Annual
assessment by tax comvnission. Tiie tax commission shall

make an annual assessment of the operating property of

all railroad companies and of the property of all tele-

graph companies within this state, for the purpose of

levying and collecting taxes thereon for state, county and
other purposes as hereinafter provided."

"11157. Definitions in railroad and telegraph com-
pany assessments—Notice for taxation—Persons hound.

For the purposes of sections 11156 to 11170, inclusive, of

this act, the following provisions and definitions are

made:
"1. The term 'commission,' without other designa-

tion, means the tax commission.
"2. Any person, copartnership, association, company

or corporation owning or operating a railroad in this

state, or owning or operating any station, depot, terminal

or bridge for railroad purposes, as owner or lessee or

otherwise, shall be deemed a railroad company within the

meaning of said sections.
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"4. The term 'property of the railroad company,' as

used in this act, shall include all franchises, rights of way,
roadbeds, tracks, terminals, rolling stock equipment and
all other real and personal property of such company,
used or employed in the operation of the railroad or in

conducting its business, and shall include all title and
interest in said property, as owner, lessee or otherwise.

Real property not adjoining its tracks, stations or termi-

nals, and real property not used in the operation of the

railroad is excepted and shall be assessed in the same
manner as like property of individuals."

"11158. Commission's powers—Access to hooks and
records— Returns by officers— Hearings— Summons—
Production of records—Contempt."

"11159. Depositions."

"11160. Reports of companies— Contents. Every
railroad company or telegraph company operating a rail-

road or telegraph line or lines in this state shall, between
the first day of January and the first day of April in each
year under the oath of the president or other chief officer,

and the secretary, treasurer, auditor or superintendent,

of such company, make and file with the commission, in

such form as the commission may prescribe, reports con-

taining the following facts:

"1. The name of the company.
"2. The nature of the company, whether a person,

copartnership, association, company, or corporation, and
under the laws of what state or country organized, the
date of original organization, date of reorganization, con-
solidation, or merger, with specific reference to laws au-
thorizing the same.

"3. The location of its principal office.

"4. The place where its books, papers and accounts
are kept.

"5. The name and postoffice address of the president,

secretary, treasurer, auditor, superintendent, general
manager, counsel, directors, and all other general officers.

"6. The name and postoffice address of the chief
officer or managing agent of the company in the state of
Washington, and of all other general officers residing in
this state.

—6
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"7. The total number of shares of capital stock.

"8. The par value of the shares of capital stock for

the whole system, showing separately: (1) Amount au-

thorized; (2) amount issued; (3) amount outstanding;

(4) the dividends paid thereon.
"9. The market value of the shares of capital stock

for the whole system, on the dates and for the periods the

commission may request or specify, but the average

market value, as near as may be, of said shares shall be

given at least for one year ending the thirty-first day of

December preceding.
"10. If such capital stock has no market value, the

actual value on the dates and for the periods designated

by the said commission.
"11. The funded debt of the company for the whole

system, and a detailed statement of all series of bonds,

debentures and other securities, forming part of the

funded debt, at par value with date of issue, date of ma-
turity, rate of interest, and interest paid.

"12. The market value of each series of funded debt

for the whole system, on the dates and for the periods

designated by said commission; and if the whole or a part

of such funded debt has no market value, then the actual

value thereof for such periods and such dates as the com-
mission may specify, but the average market value, as

near as may be, of each series of funded debt, shall be
given at least for one year ending the thirty-first day of

December preceding.
"13. Such a general description of the real property

of the company, owned or operatd in the state of Wash-
ington, as would be sufficient in a conveyance thereof,

under a judicial decree directing a sale for taxes, to vest

in the grantee all title and interest in and to said property.
"14. A like description of the personal property, in-

cluding moneys and credits, held by the company as a

whole system, and also the part thereof apportioned to the

line or lines in this state.

"15. A statement in detail of all capital stock, bonds
or other securities of such company, owned by or held in

trust for the company, and the capital stock, bonds, and
other securities of other persons, companies or corpora-

tions, owned by or held in trust for it, and the par value,

and the market or actual value of the same.
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"16. The annual reports of the board of directors, or

other officers to the stockholders of the company.
"17. Such other facts and information as said com-

mission may require, in the form of returns prescribed

by it

"Every company operating a railroad in this state

shall also file reports containing the following facts:

"1. The whole length of the railroad system operated
by the company, and the length of the line in this state,

whether operated as owner, lessee or otherwise. The
length of the line owned and the length of the line op-
rated for the whole system in this state shall be separately
reported.

"2. The entire gross earnings of the railroad com-
pany from operation, income from operation, and income
from other sources for the whole system, and in this state,

and the disposition made of such income.
"3. The entire gross earnings of such company in the

state of Washington, for each and every month, for each
calendar year, ending on the thirty-first day of December.

"4. Duplicate of the annual reports made to the
interstate commerce commission, to the Department of

Public Works in this state, and to the railway commis-
sioners or state officers or boards of other states in or
through which the line of said railroad is operated."

"11161. Personalty of telegraph company."

"11162. Failure of companies to report—Effect."

"11163. Valuations conclusive if report not filed—
Extension of time for filing—Conditions."

"11164. Value of property—TiTne for fixing—Hear-
ings—Basis for. The commission, between the first day
of March and the first day of June, in each year, shall, ac-
cording to its best knowledge and judgment, ascertain and
determine the value of the property of each railroad com-
pany within this state. * * * Every such railroad com-
pany shall be entitled on its own motion, to a hearing and
to present evidence before such commission, at any time
between the first day of May, relating to the value of the
property of such company, or to the value of the general
property in the state. * * * On request in writing for
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such hearing or presentation, the commission shall ap-
point a time and place therefor, within the respective pe-
riods aforesaid, the same to be conducted in such manner
as the commission shall direct. Such hearing shall not im-
pair or affect the right to a further hearing before the
state board of equalization, as hereinafter provided. The
value of property of railroad and telegraph companies
for assessment shall be made as of the same time, on
the same basis and in like manner, as near as may he as
the value of the general property of the state is ascer-
tained and determined."

"11165. Assessment-rolls— Railroad and telegraph
company property—Determining value—Entry on rolls—
Notice. The commission shall prepare assessment-
rolls and place thereon, after the name of each railroad
company assessed, the general description of the prop-
erty of such railroad company, which shall include its

real property, rights of way, tracks, stations, terminals,
appurtenances, rolling stock, equipment, franchises and
all other real and personal property of such company,
which shall be deemed and held to include the entire

property and franchises of such railroad company within
the state, and all title and interest therein. * * * ^qj.

the purpose of determining the value of the property of

each railroad and telegraph company appearing on the
assessment-rolls, the commission may, if deemed neces-
sary, view and inspect the property of such company,
and shall consider the reports filed in compliance with
this act, and the reports and returns of the company filed

in the office of any officer of this state, and such other evi-

dence or information as may have been taken or obtained
bearing upon the value of the property of the company
assessed. In case of railroad or telegraph companies
which own or operate railroad or telegraph lines lying
partly within and partly without the state, the said com-
mission shall only value and assess the property within
this state. In determining the value of the portion within
the state, the commission shall take into consideration the
value of the entire system, the mileage of the whole sys-
tem, and of the part within this state, together with such
other information, facts and circumstances as will enable
the commission to make a substantially just and correct
determination. When the value of the property of a rail-

road or telegraph company within this state shall have
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been ascertained and determined, the amount thereof

shall be entered upon said assessment rolls, opposite the

name of the company, and shall be and constitute the

valuation of the entire property of such railroad or tele-

graph company within this state, for the levy of taxes

thereon, subject to revision and correction by the state

board of equaUzation as hereinafter provided. Upon the

completion of such assessment, the commission shall give

notice by mail to each railroad and telegraph company
assessed, of the amount of its assessment as entered upon
such rolls."

"11166. Sessions of corarriission."

"11167. Eqvxilization of Assessment. The assess-

ment-rolls of railroad and telegraph companies shall, by
the commission, be submitted to the state board of

equalization at its annual meeting held for the purpose
of equalizing the assessed valuation of the taxable prop-

erty of the state; and any railroad or telegraph company
interested shall have the right to appear and be heard as

to the assessment of the property of such company, and
as to the value and assessment of the general property of

the state, and the said board of equalization may, on
application or of its own motion, correct the valuation or
assessment of the property of such company, in such
manner as may in its judgment make the valuation
thereof just and relatively equal with the valuation of the
general property of the state. The assessed valuation of

the property of any railroad or telegraph company as it

appears on such rolls, shall not be increased without
notice to the company, by registered letter, that such in-

crease is contemplated, and fixing a time for a hearing in

relation thereto."

"11168. Value of railroad property—Apportionment
to counties and taxing districts. Upon the completion of

the equalization of the property of railroad companies
and other property in the state it shall be the duty of the
commission to apportion the value of the operating prop-
erties of each railroad company to the county or counties
through or into which the lines thereof may extend, ac-
cording to the classification and value thereof, in such
proportion to the entire value thereof, as the length
of the line in each county may bear to the entire
length of line within the state, which valuation, together
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with the description of the railroad property assessed,
giving the name of the company and the length of line in
said county, shall be certified by the commission, to the
county assessor of the proper county. The county asses-

sor shall in like manner distribute the value so certified

to him, to the several taxing districts in his county en-
titled to a proportionate value of the operating property
of such railroad; and each assessment so apportioned
shall be placed upon the tax-rolls of each county and the
taxes extended against the same as against other prop-
erty in said county and taxing districts."

"11169. Value of telegraph property—Apportion-
ment to counties—Distribution of values."

"11170. Operating property of railroads—Realty and
personalty—Street railroads. In making the assessments
of the operating property of railroads, and in the appor-
tionment of the values and the taxation thereof, as here-
inbefore provided, all land occupied and claimed exclu-
sively as the right of way for railroads, with all the tracks,

and substructures and superstructures which support the
same, together with all side-tracks, second-tracks, turn-
outs, station-houses, depots, round-houses, machine-
shops, or other buildings belonging to the road, used in

the operation thereof, without separating the same into

land and improvements, shall be assessed and taxed as
real property. And the rolling stock and other movable
property belonging to any railroad company shall be con-
sidered as personal property and shall be assessed and
taxed as such: Provided, that all of the operating prop-
erty of street railroads shall be assessed and taxed as per-

sonal property."

"11171, Annual return by telephone and electric

companies—Contents—Forms—Listing and assessment."

Ch. 123, Laws of Wash. 1935, Rem. Rev. Stat., Sees. 11156-1

to 11156-20

"11156-1. Definitions. For the purposes of this act

and unless otherwise required by the context:

"(1) The term 'commission' without other designa-

tion means the Tax Commission of the State of Washing-
ton.
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"(2) The term 'railroad company' shall mean and
include any person owning or operating a railroad, street

railway, suburban railroad or interurban railroad in this

state, whether its line of railroad be maintained at the

surface, or above or below the surface of the earth, or by
whatever power its vehicles are transported; or owning
any station, depot, terminal or bridge for railroad pur-

poses, as owner, lessee or otherwise.*********
"(15) The term 'person' shall mean and include any

individual, firm, copartnership, joint venture, associa-

tion, corporation, trust, or any other group acting as a

unit, whether mutual, co-operative or otherwise, and/or
trustees or receivers appointed by any court,

"(16) The term 'company' shall mean and include

any railroad company, motor vehicle transportation

company, airplane company, electric light and power
company, telegraph company, telephone company, gas

company, pipe line company, water company, heating

company, toll bridge company, steamboat company, or

logging railroad company; and the term 'companies' shall

mean and include all of such companies.
"(17) The term 'operating property' shall mean and

include all property, real and personal, owned by any
company, or held by it as occupant, lessee or otherwise,

including all franchises and lands, buildings, right-of-

ways, water-powers, motor vehicles, wagons, horses, air-

craft, aerdromes, hangers, office furniture, water mains,
gas mains, pipe lines, pumping stations, tanks, tank
farms, holders, reservoirs, telephone lines, telegraph lines,

transmission and distribution lines, dams, generating
plants, poles, wires, cables, conduits, switch boards, de-
vices, appliances, instruments, equipment, machinery,
vessels, ferries, landing slips, docks, roadbeds, tracks,

terminals, rolling stock equipment, appurtenances and
all other property of a like or different kind, situate

within the State of Washington, used by the company
in the conduct of its operations; and, in case of personal
property used partly within and partly without the state,

it shall mean and include a proportion of such personal
property to be determined as in this act provided.

"(18) The term 'non-operating property' shall mean
all physical property owned by any company, other than
that used during the preceding calendar year in the con-
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duct of its operations. It shall include all lands and/or
buildings wholly used by any person other than the own-
ing company. In cases where lands and/or buildings are
used partially by the owning company in the conduct of

its operations and partially by any other person not
assessable under this act under lease, sub-lease, or other
form of tenancy, the operating and non-operating prop-
erty of the company whose property is assessed hereunder
shall be determined by the commission in such manner
as will, in its judgment, secure the separate valuation of

such operating and non-operating property upon a fair

and equitable basis. The amount of operating revenue
received from tenants or occupants of property of the
owning company shall not be considered material in de-
termining the classification of such property.

"(19) Property used but not owned by an operating
company shall, whether such use be exclusive or jointly

with others, be deemed the sole operating property of the
owning company."

"11156-2. Jurisdiction—Nature of property. In all

matters relating to assessment and taxation the commis-
sion shall have jurisdiction to determine what is operating
property and what is non-operating property."

"11156-3. Annual reports—Duplicates. Each com-
pany doing business in this state shall, beginning with
the year 1936, and annually thereafter, on or before the
15th day of March, make and file with the commission an
annual report, in such manner, upon such form, and giv-

ing such information as the commission may direct. At
the time of making such report each company shall also

be required to furnish to the commission the annual re-

ports of the board of directors, or other officers to the
stockholders of the company, duplicate copies of the an-
nual reports made to the interstate commerce commis-
sion and to the department of public works of this state

and duplicate copies of such other reports as the commis-
sion may direct."

"11156-4. Access to documents—Witnesses—Produc-
tion of hooks—Process—Service—Visitation. The com-
mission shall have access to all books, papers, documents,
statements and accounts on file or of record in any of the

departments of the state; * * * The records, books,

accounts and papers of each company shall be subject to
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visitation, investigation or examination by the commis-
sion, or any employee thereof officially designated by the

commission. All real and/or personal property of any
company shall be subject to visitation, investigation,

examination and/or hsting at any and all times by the

commission, or any commissioner, or any person officially

designated by the commission."

"11156-5. Depositions."

"11156-6. Refusal of compliance—Penalty"

"11156-7. Annual assessments of operating property
—Statement of earnings. The commission shall, begin-

ning with the year 1936, and annually thereafter, make
an assessment of the operating property of all companies;

and between the fifteenth day of March and the first day
of July of each of said years shall prepare an assessment
roll upon which it shall enter and assess the true cash
value of all the operating property of each of such com-
panies as of the first day of March of the year in which
the assessment is made. For the purpose of determining
the true cash value of such property the commission may
inspect the property belonging to said companies and
may take into consideration any information or knowl-
edge obtained by it from such examination and inspec-

tion of such property, or of the books, records and ac-

counts of such companies, the statements filed as required
by this act, the reports, statements or returns of such
companies filed in the office of any board, office or com-
mission of this state or any county thereof, the earnings
and earning power of such companies, the franchises

owned or used by such companies, the assessed valuation
of any and all property of such companies, whether
operating or non-operating property, and whether situ-

ated within or outside the state, and any other facts, evi-

dence or information that may be obtainable bearing
upon the value of the operating property: Provided, that

in no event shall any statement or report required from
any company by this act be conclusive upon the commis-
sion in determining the amount, character and true cash
value of the operating property of such company."

"11156-8. Assessments— Right of way, tracks and
substructures—Rolling stock and movables—Airplane
and telegraph connpanies—Pipe lines—Toll bridges—
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Steamboat companies. In making the assessment of the

operating property of any railroad or logging railroad

company and in the apportionment of the values and the

taxation thereof, all land occupied and claimed exclu-

sively as the right of way for railroads, with all the tracks

and substructures and superstructures which support the

same, together with all side tracks, second tracks, turn-

outs, station houses, depots, round houses, machine shops,

or other buildings belonging to the company, used in the

operation thereof, without separating the same into land

and improvements, shall be assessed as real property.
4: 4: 4: "

"11156-9. Valuation—Within and without state—
System oj apportionment—Cost oj reproduction. In de-

termining the value of the operating property within

this state of any company, the properties of which lie

partly within and partly without this state, the commis-
sion may, among other things, take into consideration the

value of the whole system as a unit, and for such purpose
may determine, in so far as the same is reasonably ascer-

tainable, the salvage value, the actual cost new, the cost

of reproduction new less depreciation and plus appre-

ciation, the par value, actual value and market value of

the company's outstanding stocks and bonds during one
or more preceding years, the past, present and prospec-

tive gross and net earnings of the whole system as a unit.

"In apportioning such system value to the state, the

commission shall consider relative cost, relative repro-

duction cost, relative future prospects and relative track

mileage and the distribution of terminal properties within

and without the state and such other matters and things

as the commission may deem pertinent.

"The commission may also take into consideration

the actual cost, cost of reproduction new, and cost of re-

production new less depreciation, earning capacity and
future prospects of the property, located within the state

and all other matters and things deemed pertinent by the

commission."

"11156-10. Determination of system. For the pur-

pose of determining the system value of the operating

property of any such company, the commission shall de-

duct from the actual cash value of the total assets of such
company, the actual cash value of all non-operating prop-
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erty owned by such company. For such purpose the com-
mission may require of the assessors of the various coun-
ties within this state a detailed list of such company's
properties assessed by them, together with the assessable

or assessed value thereof: Provided, That such assessed
or assessable value shall be advisory only and not con-
clusive on the commission as to the value thereof."

"11156-11. Interests ajfected—Notice—Name."

"11156-12. AssessTYient roll—Names, mistake in—
Notice of determination."

"11156-13. Hearing on assessment—Tijne and place—Transcript of evidence."

"11156-14. Review by state hoard—Equalization—
Notice of increase—Apportionment of valuations."

"11156-15. Apportionment among counties—Manner
of apportionment—Not exclusive as to airplane and
steam,hoat companies. The actual cash value of the op-
erating property of such company, as fixed and deter-
mined by the state board of equalization, as herein pro-
vided, shall be apportioned by the commission to the re-

spective counties and to the taxing districts thereof
wherein such property is located in the following manner:

" (a) Property of steam, interurban and logging rail-

road companies, telegraph companies and pipe line com-
panies—upon the basis of that proportion of the value
of the total operating property within the state which
the mileage of track, as classified by the commission (in

case of such railroads), mileage of wire (in the case of
telegraph companies) and mileage of pipe line (in the
case of pipe line companies) within such county or taxing
district bears to the total mileage thereof within the state,

at the end of the calendar year last past. For the pur-
pose of such apportionment the commission may classify

railroad track. * * * .

"

"11156-16. Certification of equalized assessed values—Entry on tax rolls—Collection. When the state board
of equalization shall have determined the equalized
assessed value of the operating property of each company
in each of the respective counties and in the taxing dis-
tricts thereof, as hereinabove provided, the commission
shall certify such equalized assessed value to the county
assessor of the proper county. The county assessor shall
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enter the company's real operating property upon the
real property tax rolls and the company's personal oper-
ating property upon the personal property tax rolls of his

county together with the values so apportioned, and the
same shall be and constitute the assessed valuation of the
operating property of the company in such county and the
taxing districts therein for that year, upon which taxes
shall be levied and collected in the same manner as on the
general property of such county."

"11156-17. Non-operating property — Assessment."
(By county assessors.)

"11156-18. Power to make rules."

"11156-19. Partial invalidity."

"11156-20. Repeal—Limitations. Sections 11156 to

11171 and all sets and parts of sets in conflict herewith
are hereby repealed, but the repeal herein provided for

shall not be construed to invalidate or abate any proceed-
ings for the collection of taxes levied under the provisions

of the sections repealed nor shall the enactment of this

act in any manner affect proceedings for the collection of

taxes heretofore levied against any company under the
provisions of other statutes."

4.

Ch. 106, Laws of Wash. 1931, Rem. Rev. Stat., Sees. 11301 to

11308

"11301. Definitions. The terms used in this act shall

be construed as follows: The phrase 'error in taxation'

shall mean and embrace any action on the part of any
assessing or taxing officer or board resulting in taxes be-

ing levied on any property at an amount in excess of

what they should have been, or resulting in a tax void in

whole or in part; the word 'owner' shall be construed to

mean the person owning the legal title to the property
which shall be reassessed and retaxed pursuant to this

act as shown by the county auditor's records; the phrase
*re-levied tax' shall mean the tax levied on any property

as a result of a re-assessment as provided in this Act;

the phrase 'original tax' shall mean the tax originally

levied upon the property for the year or years for which
a re-assessment and re-levy is made; the phrase 'original

assessment' shall mean all of the proceedings of the
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assessing and taxing officers leading up to the actual

levying of the original tax; the phrase 'original assess-

ment date' shall mean the date as of which the property

in question was valued for the purpose of fixing the

original tax thereon; the word 'hearing' shall mean a pro-

ceeding in which any tax payer or other person having
an interest in the matter concerning which such hearing

is had, is afforded an opportunity of making such show-
ing with respect thereto, as he may desire; the phrase
'tax commission' shall mean the tax commission of the

State of Washington; the term 'person' shall import both
the singular and plural as the case may demand; or as

shall be applicable, and shall include individuals, copart-

nerships, corporations, and unincorporated societies and
associations."

"11302. Protested tax— Re-listing and assessing.

Whenever it shall appear to the tax commission from any
protest accompanying the payment of taxes heretofore or

hereafter filed with any county or state board or officer,

or petition or complaint heretofore or hereafter served or

filed in any court for or on behalf of such taxpayers and
an investigation of the fact upon which such protest,

petition or complaint is based that any error in taxation

has occurred in the assessment or taxation heretofore or

hereafter made of any property taxable in this state, and
such assessment appears to be excessive or void in whole
or in part, such property shall forthwith, in the manner
provided in this act, be re-listed, re-valued, re-assessed

and re-taxed for the year or years in the assessment and
taxation of which such error or errors in taxation was or
were made: Provided, however, that there shall not be
more than one re-assessment and/or re-taxation proceed-
ings under the provisions of this Act, relating to the same
property for the same year's taxes."

"11303. Notice—Description of property—Publica-
tion and service. The tax commission shall cause a notice,

signed by it, to be served upon the owner in the manner
hereinafter provided, which notice shall be addressed to

the owner and also 'to all persons known and unknown
having or claiming any interest in the property in this

notice described,' shall describe such property with the
same particularity as the same is required by law to be
described upon the assessment rolls, and shall give notice
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that at a time to be fixed in such notice (which time shall

not be less than ten, nor more than thirty days after the

date of the last publication of such notice hereinafter

provided) , such tax commission will, at its office proceed
to re-assess and re-tax said property for the particular

year or years involved (naming them) and further giv-

ing notice that said owner or other interested persons

may appear at the time and place set forth in said notice,

and show cause, if any there be, why such re-assessment

and re-taxation should not be made, and make such show-
ing as they shall desire to make as to the claimed illegality

of such tax. Such notice shall also be published once a

week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper printed

and published and of general circulation in one of the

counties in which such property is located. A copy of

such notice shall also be mailed not less than ten days
prior to the date fixed for such hearing to the prosecuting

attorney of each county in which the property involved

is located.

The notice referred to in this section shall be served
either (1) in the same manner as personal service of

summons in civil actions is made, or (2) by depositing a

true copy thereof in the United States postoffice at

Olympia, Washington, securely wrapped and plainly

addressed to such owner at his last known address. Proof
of such service shall be made by the affidavit of the per-

son making such service."

"11304. Hearing. A hearing shall be had at the time

and place set forth in the notice provided for in section

11303, and thereafter the tax commission shall deter-

mine, as of the original assessment date, and in the man-
ner provided by existing law, the cash market value of

the property in question, and the ratio between cash

market value and assessed value of the other taxable

property in the county where such property is located,

and shall fix the equalized value of the property in ques-

tion at that percentage of its cash market value as of

the original assessment date, which the equalized

assessed value of the general taxable property in the

county where such re-assessed property is located, bore to

its cash market value: Provided, however, that in case

of a protest, complaint or petition based upon an alleged

excessive assessment, the re-assessment shall not exceed

the original assessment."
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"11305. Equalized valuation— Certified to county
assessor—Reassessment apportioned to counties—Re-list-

ing and levy. * * * if the original assessment was
made by the tax commission, the equalized valuation of

such property for the purpose of such re-assessment shall

be forthwith entered by the tax commission under an
appropriate heading, in its assessment rolls for the year
or years for which such re-assessment was made, and
shall be apportioned to the county or counties, and cer-

tified to the county assessors of the proper counties, and
shall be distributed by the county assessors among taxing
districts, and shall be placed upon the county tax rolls,

in the same manner as provided by existing law for the
entry and extension of the original assessment of such
property.

"The officers authorized by existing law to levy and
collect taxes on said property shall forthwith proceed to

re-list said property, and to re-levy and collect the tax
thereon as of the original assessment year or years, in

the same manner as provided by existing law for the list-

ing of property, and the levying and collection of taxes
thereon, save and except, that each such officer shall, in

turn, perform the several duties to be performed by him
in connection with such re-assessment and re-taxation, as
soon as the completion of the duties of other officers in
connection therewith make it possible for him to do so:

Provided, that such tax as re-assessed and re-levied shall

be figured and determined at the same tax-rate as the
original tax on said property for the year or years for
which said re-assessment was made, was or should have
been, figured and determined."

"11306. Substitution for original tax. The tax as so
re-levied and re-assessed shall, for all purposes, be
deemed to have been levied on said property as of the
time that the original tax was levied, and in substitution
therefor, and all payments made upon such original tax
shall be deemed to have been made upon, and shall be
credited upon, such re-levied tax, as of the time and with
the same effect as though made on such re-levied tax:
Provided, however. That any portiion of the re-levied
tax that shall not have been paid prior to the date of
delinquency of the original tax shall bear interest at the
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same rate and from the same dates as the unpaid portion

of the original use."

"11307. Re-payment to owner of excess—County tax
refund fund—Tax levy—Interest."

4a.

Original Court Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings Before
Special Master on Admission in Evidence of Ex. 53

(pp. 1638 to 1658)

Mr. da Ponte: Then, Your Honor, I would like to

have settled, in view of the dispute, what the status of this

so-called opinion is. It is my understanding that I of-

fered this and that it was received only for the purpose
of showing what method the Tax Commission followed.

It was not either offered or received as substantive

proof of the facts stated in it, much less was it offered

to prove the arguments, to make the arguments contained

all through this document evidence in this case.

The Master: As I stated to you I do not remember.
Mr. da Ponte: If this document is in evidence for

any other purpose I want to know it now.
The Master: I would like to settle it right now.
Mr. Ewing: This is a good time to do that.

The Master: There is a record made there some-
where of that offer.

Mr. Ewing: I will call the Court's attention to it.

Mr. da Ponte: I might add this, that I want to claim

the right to cross examine Mr. Jenner concerning the

matters stated in this document, if it is received for any
other purpose than the one I have stated.

Mr. Ewing: You will get that only by our suffer-

ance.

Mr. da Ponte: I have given you notice.

Mr. Ewing: We are giving you notice too.

Mr. da Ponte: Your sufferance will not have any-

thing to do with it.

Mr. Ewing: Yes, it will. That is a right you cannot

claim.*********
(pp. 1638, 1639)

Mr. da Ponte: It is referred to a thousand times for

the purpose I offered it.

Mr. Ewing: For 34 pages specific references are
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made, and Mr. Peterson is asked about it. Now, just as
I said this morning, this exhibit cannot be hke Mohamet's
coffin, suspended between heaven and earth, and it is

idle to urge objections such as have been urged here, be-
cause this document is the thing about which this law-
suit revolves. It is the focus and the center of it.

It is ridiculous to make the objections that counsel
for plaintiff now make, because Your Honor cannot take
it with reference to the use to which it has been put in

the examination and make it available when it is for

the benefit of the plaintiff, and close your mind to it when
it is for the benefit of the defendants. It is in this case,

it is the record, it is the thing that was actually done by
the State Tax Commission of the State of Washington.

The absurdity of these objections, which I think
might be classed as pettifogging, is illustrated by the fact

that I venture to say that the first thing Your Honor did
after having this matter referred to you was to read that
document.

The Master: It was part of the pleadings.
Mr. Ewing: So why all this squabble about some-

thing that the whole controversy centers upon? It is

our contention that it is in the record.

The Master: It is part of the pleadings, but plead-
ings are not evidence.

Mr. Ewing: It has been used in evidence over and
over again. Nearly all of the examination for the last

two days has been directed to it.

The first thing for Your Honor to consider is how
you are going to regard this thing when this case is sub-
mitted to you. As I said before, you cannot recognize it

for one purpose beneficial to the plaintiff, and close your
mind to it so far as it affects the interests of the defend-
ants. It is in the record, in our opinion.

(pp. 1641, 1642)
Mr. da Ponte: Unless these gentlemen want to take

advantage of some slip or oversight in the notes, why
don't they offer it now and let Your Honor rule on its ad-
missibility? Are they trying to slip something in that
is not admissible?

Mr. Ewing: No, sir.

Mr. Sharpe: If it is not admitted now, the whole
trial will have to start over again.
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Mr. Ewing: So far as substantive facts are con-
cerned, this document, the book, is just what it says it is,

"Commission's Opinion and Order," and whether the
facts are erroneous or not, they are the facts the Tax
Commission considered. They have said so.

Mr. MacFarlane: They have not said so.

Mr. Ewing: The opinion itself says so.

(pp. 1644, 1645)
The Master: I do not think, Mr. Colburn, and you

gentlemen, that as to affirmative evidence of any facts,

just as Mr. da Ponte objected, that document would be
admissible, because it was promulgated by the Tax Com-
mission. Certainly, you could not put that in the evi-

dence and then deny the plaintiff in this case the right

of cross examination—not to search their mental pro-
cesses, but they are entitled to know what they did con-
sider—not what the result of that consideration was.
If you put this in you accept it practically as a verity,

if you do it without cross examination, because there is

no way you can get at it to test whether or not the
things they considered are such as they should have or
may have considered under the law.

Now, I do not believe that a Tax Commission, or
anybody else, can just go out and consider anything they
want to, that they can have dreams or hallucinations,

and that their opinion is conclusive upon a court. If it

is it is something new.
Now, I did not intend to admit it generally. It was

admitted for the purpose for which it has been used all

the way through on these schedules, but if it is admitted,
and you offer it as such, I shall rule that the plaintiff has
the right to cross examine whoever—I see there is a
number of signatures there—whoever it may be in order
to find out what they did consider in arriving at it.

:i: i!-. it' ^ ^ ^ if: ^ H:

(pp. 1648, 1649)
Mr. Sharpe: At least, that is the theory and plan

of action that they undertook to follow in this case. They
say the Board acted arbitrarily because it did this and
did that. Now, how did they prove what the Board did?

They proved it by the first question, and as quick
as they asked one single question in regard to the pro-

cesses and methods that the Board used they adopted
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that as proof of what the Board actually did in connec-
tion with this assessment, and they cannot come in after

the trial has gone through several weeks and disclaim

that they have proven what the Board did by the intro-

duction of this document, by constant and repeated refer-

ences by their own witnesses throughout. They have
adopted that method of proof.

The Master: Adopted that whole thing?

Mr. Sharpe: Certainly, Your Honor.

The Master: They introduced evidence with ref-

erence to certain schedules.

Mr. Sharpe: But you cannot pick out a certain page
here and say that the Board acted arbitrarily because
they may have reached the wrong conclusion in the
matter of four or five lines, or something like that. When
they challenge the action of the Board they challenge
the whole action of the Board, not just a part of it. They
have adopted that document unquestionably in this case,

and I say that that document is necessarily in the case
for all purposes. Now, if the facts stated there, the
alleged facts, are wrong, they have the privilege of prov-
ing that they are wrong, and probably they can bring in

proof of the same kind that the Board had a right to use
in connection with their assessment.

Mr. da Ponte: Can we cross examine Mr. Jenner?

Mr. Sharpe: That depends upon whether you have
the legal right to do it.

Mr. da Ponte: If this document is offered in evi-

dence?

Mr. Sharpe: That depends upon what legal rights

you do have.

Mr. da Ponte: Do you object to us cross examin-
ing Mr. Jenner?

Mr. Sharpe: You introduced the document.

Mr. da Ponte: Answer the question. Will Mr.
Jenner submit to cross examination if this document gets

in evidence?

Mr. Sharpe: Cross examination?

Mr. da Ponte: Certainly.

Mr. Sharpe: I do not know. It depends on whether
you call him or not. You have offered the evidence, you
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have put the document in evidence for the purpose of
proving your case.*********

(pp. 1653, 1654, 1655)

The Master: I cannot understand what this is all

about. If Mr. Jenner goes on the stand, if you put him
on the stand, he can introduce this generally, and he is

subject to cross examination. It has not been admitted
yet as to the affirmative evidence in the case. Certain
schedules have been used, and there has been examina-
tion about them, but most of them have been introduced
as independent evidence by the defendants in this case,

through their witnesses.

Mr. da Ponte: All of them.

The Master: Therefore, if this goes in and is in I

shall rule that they have the right to cross examine, be-
cause I do not think you can use an exhibit in a case as
direct testimony and then shut the other side off from
examining the author of the document.

Mr. Ewing: I want to be heard on that point. If

Your Honor does that you commit error. This is a new
situation to Your Honor, as I take it, but it is an old one
to the Supreme Court of the United States.

The Master: All right.

Mr. Ewing: In the case of C. B. & Q. v. Babcock,
here is the exact situation.

The Master: Read it.*******H:*
(pp. 1655, 1656)

The Master: They asked their witnesses as to what
certain schedules showed that are contained in this docu-
ment, and you examined your witnesses as to certain

schedules. As to those things it is in. But the general
argument and all that sort of thing, I will not consider
it as evidence for those purposes. If you want to call Mr.
Jenner you may, and whether or not Mr. da Ponte wants
to cross examine him is up to him. You cannot intro-

duce evidence and shut off a man on cross examination.
That will be my ruling in the case, and I do not want to

mislead you gentlemen in any way.
Mr. Sharpe: We ask an exception. Your Honor.
The Master: Exception allowed.
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Mr. Ewing: Will Your Honor take an adjournment
until four o'clock.

The Master: Very well.
* * * * * * ** *

(pp. 1658, 1659)
5.

Chicago, B. & Q. Ry. Co. v. Babcock, 204 U. S. 585, 51 L. ed.

636, 638-41

"When we turn to the evidence there is equal ground
for criticism. The members of the Board were called,

including the Governor of the State, and submitted to

an elaborate cross-examination with regard to the opera-
tion of their minds in valuing and taxing the roads.

This was wholly improper. In this respect the case does
not differ from that of a jury or an umpire, if we assume
that the members of the Board were not entitled to the
possibly higher immunities of a judge. Duke of Buc-
cleuch V. Metropolitan Board of Works, L. R. 5 H. L.

418, 433. Jurymen cannot be called, even on a motion
for a new trial in the same case, to testify to the motives
and influences that led to their verdict. Mattox v.

United States, 146 U. S. 140. So, as to arbitrators. Duke
of Buccleuch v. Metropolitan Board of Works, L. R. 5 H.
L. 418, 457, 462. Similar reasoning was applied to a judge
in Fayerweather v. Ritch, 195 U. S. 276, 306, 307. A
multitude of cases will be found collected in 4 Wigmore,
Evidence, Sees. 2348, 2349. All the often repeated rea-

sons for the rule as to jurymen apply with redoubled
force to the attempt, by exhibiting on cross-examination
the confusion of the members' minds, to attack in

another proceeding the judgment of a lay tribunal,

which is intended, so far as may be, to he final, notwith-
standing mistakes of fact or law. See Coulter v. Louis-

ville & Nashville R. R. Co., 196 U. S. 599, 610; Central

Pacific R. R. Co. v. California, 162 U. S. 91, 107, 108, 117;

S. C, 105 California, 576, 594; State Railroad Tax cases,

92 U. S. 575; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
Ry. Co. V. Backus, 133 Indiana, 513, 542. In Fargo v.

Hart, 193 U. S. 490, 496, 497, there was no serious dispute

as to what was the principle adopted.
"Again, this Board necessarily kept and evidently

was expected by the statutes to keep a record. That was
the hest evidence, at least, of its decisions and acts.

* * * ". (Emphasis supplied)
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6.

Lehigh Vy. R. Co. of N. J. v. Martin, 100 F. 2d 139, 144

"Moreover, in our opinion, an examination of the
voluminous record fails to show that if the strict formu-
laic method contended for by the appellants were ap-
plied to the valuation of the properties that assessments
much lower in amount than those at bar would be ar-

rived at. We think that the record fails to disclose ex-
cessive valuation of the properties of the appellants.

Great diminution of railroad income, particularly in the
years 1930 and 1931, is demonstrated, but railroads

are not built to be operated for brief periods of time.

But assuming the existence of overvaluation in the cases

at bar, overvaluation is not in itself sufficient to justify

judicial interference. Great Northern R. R. Co. v. Weeks,
supra. The courts may not interfere with the collection

of rates established under legislative sanction unless their

enforcement is the equivalent of taking property without
compensation. San Diego Land Co. v. National City,

174 U. S. 739, 754, 19 S. Ct. 804, 43 L. Ed. 1154. It is

necessary that the appellants show that the assessments
were fraudulently made or were so wrong in principle

as to constitute a taking of property without due process.

The assessments must be such as to constitute not an ex-

ercise of the taxing power, but to be in reality confisca-

tion. Sunday Lake Iron Co. v. Wakefield Tp., 247 U. S.

350, 353, 38 S. Ct. 495, 62 L. Ed. 1154; Magnano Co. v.

Hamilton, 292 U. S. 40, 44, 54 S. Ct. 599, 78 L. Ed. 1109. In

our opinion the appellants have failed to make such a

showing."

7.

Lehigh Vy. Ry. Co. of N. J. v. Martin, 19 Fed. Supp. 63

"It is important to recall that New Jersey is in the

center of the greatest metropolitan area of the country
and the greatest accumulation of wealth, business, in-

dustry, and traffic. The terminals of the railroads of

New Jersey are an important part of the Port of New
York, which we understand is the largest and most im-
portant in the world. We think it is of sufficient im-
portance to repeat what the state authorities say about

the railroad's allocation factors:
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"In their exhibits * * * plaintiffs arbitrarily

adopt eight factors which they use to determine alloca-

tion of system value to the State of New Jersey. Those
factors are:

1. Road miles (main line and branches).

2. All track miles.

3. Freight car miles.
]

4. Passenger car miles. i Car miles.

5. Freight train miles. j
Train miles.

6. Passenger train miles. J

7. Locomotive miles.

8. Gross ton miles (Revenue ton miles).

"1. Road miles is the lineal mileage of the center

line of a railroad right-of-way and has nothing to do
with the width of the right-of-way, number of tracks,

character or number of bridges, tunnels, stations or

other improvements, signals, grades, fills, cuts, traffic

density, terminals, or other indicia of value.

"2. All-track mileage includes main track, sidings,

industrial tracks, etc., but it does not reflect any fair

value for terminals because each mile of track on a single

track railroad for a thousand miles across the country,

where the land is worth a few dollars an acre, is given
equal value and weight with each mile of terminal tracks

in the most valuable sections of the country. Track
mileage bears no relationship whatever to the value of

the property upon which the tracks are located, or to

structures or improvements thereon.

"3. Freight car miles reflect the miles which the car

moves in the train, between originating outer-yard and
destination outer-yard, and includes nothing for the

movement of the car in either terminal of float bridge
service (as in New Jersey) in the harbor.

"4. Passenger car miles are measured only while
the cars are in service in the carriage of passengers and
does not include the terminal handling or servicing of

those cars.

"5. Freight train miles are measured from the outer-

yard from which a train starts on its journey, to the
outer-yard of its point of destination. They do not in-

clude any movement of the cars in the terminals at

either end of the line.

"6. Passenger train miles are computed in the same
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way as passenger car miles, without regard to terminal
handling.

"7. Locomotive miles are measured the same as

train miles in so far as road movements are concerned,
and by an arbitrary of six miles per hour in switching
service. Locomotive miles in road service do not in-

clude any terminal movement, round-housing or servic-

ing. Locomotive miles in switching service are figured

on the arbitrary, regardless of whether they stand still

for one or all of the hours of the day, or whether they
move continuously at 20 miles an hour or more. On this

basis the casual movement of a switch engine at a

division or local line point is credited with the same
activity as a switch engine in the busiest terminal on the

railroad.

"None of those factors reflect the value of facilities,

or the classification and delivery of freight, in terminals

or metropolitan or industrial areas, or the value of ripar-

ian lands, docks, bulkheads, warehouses, pier sheds,

wharves, piers, float bridges, car floats, shop, round-
house, fueling, storage or warehouse facilities, or other

valuable property, in the terminals.

"Defendants submit that any formula or system for

allocation which ignores the physical value of property in

the terminals, as a separate factor, cannot possibly re-

flect the true New Jersey Proportion of the value of any
of these railroad systems."

It was not fundamentally erroneous for the State Tax
Commission to ignore earnings or the earnings factor

entirely in determining a valuation for ad valorem taxa-

tion, especially in a terminal state.

In this case, what the assessors in New Jersey did

in the assessment for the years 1932 and 1935 is described

by the court as follows:

"Briefly, the lands on which the railroads operate

are divided into parcels corresponding to the municipali-

ties in which they are located, and each parcel is assessed

on the basis of the valuation of contiguous lands for

whatever purpose used; structures are assessed on the

basis of the cost of reproduction less depreciation; per-

sonal property, such as engines, cars, machinery, is as-

sessed on the basis of its physical condition, marine prop-
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erty being assessed on the basis of being in the state

one-half of the time; and the franchise is apparently
assessed without the application of formulae but at a
figure which represents the judgment of the State Tax
Commissioner. The aggregate of the four classes is the
system value or, more properly, unit value, in New
Jersey. The financial reports which are required by law
are considered collaterally."

The court further states (page 71)

:

"The taxing authorities make no effort to consider
the system value of the interstate railroads. * * *

"On the other hand, the railroads have offered a
considerable mass of statistics from which they attempt
to show the system value of the several railroads, using
the stock and bond method and the capitalization of

earnings method to show the valuation of the particular

railroad system as a unit, and by the use of several
factors have attempted to allocate the portion of the
system value to which they contend New Jersey is en-
titled. They insist that only by the use of the combina-
tion of the factors that they have proposed can the true
value of railroad properties of New Jersey be ascertained,

and that in ascertaining true value physical valuations
can have no place."

Then the United States District Court in New Jersey
puts the question this way (page 72)

:

" * * * the court must decide whether or not
physical valuations may properly be considered as a
factor in assessing railroad property, and whether or
not the railroads have shown by their evidence that the
use of this method by the New Jersey taxing authorities

has resulted in an injury to them."
Then the court sets forth the fundamental rules as

shown in well-known cases, including the Weeks case
and the Rowley case.

Next, the court meets the issue squarely with these

words (p. 73):

"The taxing authorities value railroad property by
physical methods only, within the state of New Jersey.

The railroad contend that that is not due process. Even
if the railroads do not admit it, physical valuation is an
element that may properly be considered in valuing rail-

road property for taxation. And it is in use today. Of
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course, a great many other elements may enter into
valuation of railroad property, and, perhaps properly,
should be considered. But the question here is whether
or not the use of the value of physical elements alone is

so arbitrary as to amount to a deprivation of due process,
that is, did the use of the single method excluding other
proper methods result in excessive valuation? (Em-
phasis supplied.)

The court then points out (page 75) that New Jersey
is a terminal state and further states (page 76):

"It is undoubtedly true, as the plaintiffs here con-
tend, that their net operating incomes during the ten-year
period of 1922 to 1931 suffered sharp declines and that

meanwhile the assessment of their properties continued
to rise, placing them in a position of being obliged to

meet increased taxation with diminishing income."
And further (page 78)

:

"The court is inclined to believe that, particularly

in this state, it is necessary to give heed to estimates of

the value of physical properties if the peculiar status of

the property here is to be reflected properly." (Em-
phasis supplied)

8.

Norfolk & W. R. Co. v. North Carolina, 297 U. S. 682; 80

L. ed. 977

"The net income of interstate railways doing busi-

ness in North Carolina is taxed in accordance with the

following formula (Public Laws of 1927, chapter 80,

Sec. 312: Public Laws of 1929, chapter 345, Sec.

312): 'And when their business is in part within

and in part without the State, their net income within

this State shall be ascertained by taking their gross

"operating revenues" within the State, including in their

gross "operating revenues" within this State the equal

mileage proportion within this State of their interstate

business, and deducting from their gross "operating rev-

enues" the proportionate average of "operating expenses"

or "operating ratio" for their whole business, as shown
by the Interstate Commerce Commission standard classi-

fication of accounts.' The formula thus adopted is not

void upon its face. Pittsburg, C. C. & St. L. R. Co. v.

Backus, 154 U. S. 421, 430, 431, 38 L. ed. 1031, 1038, 1040,

14 S. Ct. 1114; State R. Tax Cases, 92 U. S. 575, 608, 611, 23
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L. ed. 663, 671, 672; Louisville Bd. of Trade v. Indian-
apolis, C. & S. Traction Co., 34 Inters. Com. Rep. 640,

642; Low Moore Iron Co. v. Chesapeake & O. R. Co., 42
Inters. Com. Rep. 221, 227; cf. Atlantic Coast Line R. Co.
V. Daughton, 262 U. S. 413, 67 L. ed. 1051, 43 S. Ct. 620.

A division of revenues and costs in accordance with state

lines can never be made for a unitary business with more
than approximate correctness. There is a tendency, none
the less, for rates to he so adjusted to expenses over dif-

ferent portions of a system, as to produce, when averages
are considered, a uniformity of net return, or a fair ap-
proach thereto.

"What the formula does assume is this, that barring
exceptional conditions there will be throughout the sys-

tem such an average relation between revenues and ex-
penses as will cause the net income of a party to vary, in

proportion to the mileage, with the net income of the
whole.

" * * * In what has been written we have as-

sumed that revenue can be apportioned between one state

and another by a method more accurate than by that of

a mileage prorate, however useful such a formula may
be in expressing a relation between revenue and ex-
penses as will cause the net income of a part to vary, in
guardedly, that the possibihty exists. Even so, the trier

of the facts was at liberty to discredit the denial. There
was impeachment of the denial in the evidence for the
state. There was impeachment as effective in the failure

of appellant to lay before the court such studies as its

accountants could supply, figuring out a fair apportion-
ment to the best of its ability and then appraising the
results. Something more was to be expected in the way
of genuine endeavor before a sweeping non possumus
could be accepted as conclusive. We do not now deter-
mine how incapacity, if made out, would affect the appli-

cation of the statutory formula. For present purposes
it suffices that there is no such showing now."




